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Abstract 

'I'his thesis prtwnts a iiieasiireiiieiit of the It>ft-right asyiinietry, ALR.  in the production cross section 
of Z Bosons produced by e+€-  annihiIatioiis. using polarized electrons. at a center of mass e n t ~ g y  of 
91.26 ( k v .  TIw data prtwiited was recorded l ~ !  the SLII clt.tcctor at  the SLAC' Linear ( 'ollider diiring 
t l iv  1093 run. Tlie mean laminosity-weiglit~d polarization of the electron h w m  was Pf'""' = (63.0 & 
1.1)X. Using a haniple of 49,392 2 events, we i i immre  A L f i  to be O.l(i26~0.00~1(stat .)~O.OO~~0(s\ .s .) ,  
~vhich deterniirirs the effective weak mixing angle to  he sin' B$ =0.22!92f0.0009(stat.)~0.0004(sys.). 
Tliis result differs from that expected by the Standard Model of Particles and Fields by 2.5 staiidard 
deviations. 

'I'lit4s Supervisor: Henry W. Keiidall 
Tit le: Professor of Physics 
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Chapter 1 
2 

Introduction and Physics Motivation 

The 1t.ft-right asgnimetry, A L R ,  is a highly sensitive probe of the electrowcak sector of the Standard 

hlodt4 of Particles and Fields. The iiieasureiiieiit of = ~ L R  presented in this thesis was performed using 

the SLD detector at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

(SLAC’). The SL(’ produced. accelerated and collided electrons with positrons at a center of mass 

energy of 91.26 GeV, producing Z bosons. The decay products of the 2 bosons were detected by 

the SLD, situated at  the e + e -  Interaction Point of the SLC (SLC IP). The data used iii the analysis 

presented in this thesis was obtained during the 1993 running period of the SLC/SLD prograin, 

which lasted from February to August of 1993. 

ALR is highly sensitive to the weak mixing angle, sin2 Ow. The measurement of ALE and sub- 

sequent determillation of the effective weak mixing angle, sin’ O W ,  was the principal goal of the 

SLC/SLD prograin. The aiialysis presented herein coiistitutes the single most precise determination 

of sin’ BW available to  date. 

1.1 The Eleetroweak Standard Model 

The theory of electroweak interactioiis introduced by Glashow, Weinberg, and Salaaiii [l] [2] [3] 
ill the 1960s has been experiiiieritally verified with increasing precision since the discovery of the 

predicted W* and 2 bosons in 1951 [4]. 
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1.1.1 The electroweak interaction 

The electroweak interaction is the product of the successful unification of quantum electrodyiiainics 

(QED) with a theory of weak interactions. Weak interactions such as &decay were traditioiially 

viewed as four-point interactions with a coupling constant of GF. The theory of Glashow, Weinberg 

aiid Salaam (GWS) cast them as exchanges of one or another of three bosons, labelled the W* 

and Z. The weak nature of the interaction arises naturally from the large mass of these bosons, 

AIbv = 80.22 f 0.26 Gev, and llfz = 91.187 f 0.007 GeV [5]. 

We present a short. derivation of the niain points of the theory, and introduce conventions used in 

latw chapters. The theory begins with an int-roduction of a non-abelian gauge group with SIT(2) x 
[ - ( I )  symmetry. The SG(2) group is called the weak rsospin. The lT( 1) group is tht. u ~ n k  hypercharge. 

The S I T ( 2 )  weak isospin group generator introduces three fields, LI;!, ICY:. LblT, and a conserved charge 
I 7 0  , cr = 1,2,3.  The ti( 1) weak hypercharge group generator introduces one field El,, and a conserved 

charge, Y .  

The charges introduced by these fields are related to the electric charge by the expression 

I’ 
2 Q = T3 + -, 

where Q is the familiar conserved electric charge of QED. This yields the current relation 

among the electromagnetic current. jy, the weak isospin current JF , aiid the weak hypercharge 

current jr . The currents are defined as follows: 

where $,$ are Dirac spinors and the yp are Dirac y-matrices in the convention used by Halzen and 

Mar& [6] .  

The basic electroweak interaction, in terms of the fields and curreiit,s defined, is now 

I 

(1.3) - ig(d*)”W,” - i-(3 9 -Y y’Bp, 2 

where the coupling constants g and g‘ are introduced. The constant g is the coupling of the S U ( 2 )  
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weak isospin field W: t*o the current .I; and the constant g' is tlie coupling of the U(1) weak 

hypercharge field B,, to tlie current jj". 

The first two components of weak isospin combine to  create the charged weak isospin component. 

The mass eigenstates of the .CY: fields, tlie cliargrd weak vector bosons CV*, couple oiily to lrft- 

handed fermions due to  the presence of the projection operator 1 - y5 in the definitioii of tlie weak 

isospin current. 

The third coniponent of \veali isospin co~iil~ilies with weak hypercliarge to  yield fields A ,  and Z,, , 

(1.4) 

Tlie mass eigeiistates of A,L and Z,, are the photon and tlir 2 boson, respectively. The inising angle, 

OW , is an arbitrary parameter not predicted by the theory which must be determined experimentally. 

Siiice the photon is olwrved to couple to right-handed and left-handed fermions, the Z boson must 

as well, since they are bot.11 composed of the same fields. 

We write tlie neutral-current component of the basic electroweak interaction introduced in 

Eq. 1.3, using the fields introduced in Eq. 1.4 as 

- i  (gcosOWI,. 3 - 

We identify tlie field A, as the st.andard electromagnetic vector field. and the quantity in paren- 

thesis before AjL as the electromagnetic coupling and current. Taken witah the current. relation in 

Eq. 1.1, we obt,ain 

g sin OW = g' cos ek = e,  

where e, the electroma,gnetic charge, determines the coupling to the photon. 

We see the two coupling constants, g and g' , can be related to the weak mixing angle, O w .  We 

can now use tlie current relation from Eq. 1.1 and the coupling constant relation from Eq. l . G  and 
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express the weak part of the neutral current interaction from Eq. 1.5 as 

where the weak neutral current, J r c  is given by 

Low energy, charged-current weak interactions: GF 

Low energy. charged current weak interactions have historically been described as a four-point in- 

tcraction (as for instance in p--decay, where the four particles, p - ,  P - ,  vj., and Ge, all interact, at 

one point.) witlb the eiiipirical invariant amplitude 

(1.9) 

where the current J j ,  E i ( J k  +iJg) and GF = 1.16637(2) x GeV', the Fermi coupling constant.. 

We write the charged-current component of the basic electroweak int>eraction introduced in Eq. 1.3 

as 

- i Y ( . I " w ;  + J"+tW- P 1 1  Jz 
where W: have already been introduced, as the fields whose mass eigenstates are the charged W 
bosons. This leads to rewriting the amplitude for low-q' W-mediated charged-current interactions 

as 

JVCC = ($.) (&) (34) g t  

Coinparison of Eq. 1.9 with Eq. 1.10 leads to  the (tree-level) relat,ionship 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

The V-A nature of the charged weak interaction is manifest in t.he (1 - y5) left-handed pro- 

jection operator which is part of the weak isospin interaction. We identify left-handed fermions as 

isodoublets of 

T 3 =  (;;) , 
L 

and right-handed fermions as isosinglets of T3 = 0. Table 1.1 lisk the isospin quantum nuriibers for 

the known quarks and leptons. 
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Table 1.1: 
handed isosinglets of = 0. 

The known fermions grouped in left-handed isodoublets of T3 = *$ and right- 

1.1.2 Boson masses aiid the Higgs mechanisiii 

The bosons iiit.roctuced in the preceediiig section, tlie W* and the Z ,  mediat*e tlir weak charged 

aiid neutral currents. The very weakness of interactions involving tliese currents (at low y’) has 

beeti at tribritetl to t.he high niass of thebe bosons. To be completely siiccessful. the tlwory must 

also predict. (or  at It,& accommodate) the observed masses. We briefly introduce a meclianisin t.0 

geiierate these masses, called the Higgs niecliaiiisiii [TI .  tVe note that otlier niechanisins to generate 

boson niasses have been proposed [8], but they will not be discussed in this thesis. 

The basic electroweak int.eraction introduced in Eq. 1.3 is part of the electroweali Lagrangian 

(1.12) 

where the first two terms are the W*, Z,  and photon kinetic energies (the shorthand .TPu z 

d,S, - av,k’,, has been introduced). The third and fourth terms are the fermion kinetic energies and 

their interaction with the bosons. Note that the left and riglit projection operators, %(1 j ,  y5) ,  have 

been subsumed into the spinors, yielding left and riglit handed spinors L and R. The fifth and final 

term (including the V(d) term), is due to  the int,roduction of four scalar fields 4z. The V ( 4 )  term is 

called tlie Higgs potential. The term before it is necessary to  maiiitaiii the s U ( 2 ) ~  x U(l)y  gauge 

invariaiice of the Lagrangian. In addition, gauge invariance of this expanded Lagrangian requires 

that the q& inhabit S l r ( 2 ) ~  x U(l)y multiplets, most conveniently chosen to  be the Y = 1 isodoublet 
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We now choose the Higgs potential 

(1.13) 

with p 2  < 0 arid X > 0, creating a locus of V(4) iniiiiiiiafor values of 4 such that 

We define the vacuum field 

(1.14) 

and fluctuat.ions from t,his vaciiiiiii 

- 
We have introduced the four independent fields 818383, and h. Since 8 only appears in the overall 

phase, we are free to gauge it away, leaving 

(1.15) 

We take the form of the field in Eq. 1.15 and the pot.entia1 as defined in Eq. 1.13 arid substitute 

into the Lagrangian in Eq. 1.12. We obtain terms + ( ~ 3 ~ h ) '  and --Au2h2, corresponding to the 

kinetic energy arid mass terms of the scalar particle, h .  We call this particle the Higgs  particle.  By 

subst.ituting the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field from Eq. 1.14 into the Lagrangian, we 

obtain 
1 2 2 

8 

2 

L = (; "Y> q- wp- + - 112 [ g w t  - g'B,,] + 0 [g' w; - gBa] 

where the first term is to be compared to expected niass term for a charged boson, hI$W+Ct'-, 

giving 

(1.16) 
1 
2 

MW = Tug, 

and the last two terms, chosen to be orthogonal in the (W;, B I L )  basis, are identified wit,h the 2, 

and A,  mass terms, yielding, upon normalization, 
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(1.17) 

We now use the relationship of Eq. 1.6 in terms of the weak mixing angle 6w. We can relate 

hflv from Eq. 1.16 and lllz from Eq. 1.17 and obtain the result 

(1.18) 

The Higgs mechanism not. only generates the iiiasses of the bosons from tlie mixed weak isospin 

and weak hypercharge fields, but also makes a testable prediction for the ratio of the masses of the 

cliarged anti ucwtral bosons in terms of t,lie mixing angle. IJnfortunately. the masses t,hemselves are 

not predicted by the theory, and must he det,erniined experiment,ally. 

1.1.3 Electroweak parameters 

In the preceeding sections, we have introduced tlie Slr(2) weak isospin field with coupling g and the 

tr(l) weal; hypercharge field with coupling g ' ,  as well as the Higgs field with a vacuum expectation 

value (@*). These parameters are not directly measurable, so we must choose the tree-level Standard 

RIodel relat.ions to  define a complete set of obserunble parameters. We naturally choose parameters 

with the sniallest associated measurement uncertainties. From Eq. 1.6 we obtain 

where Q = E ' / ~ x  is the electromagnetic fine-st,ructure constant. Equatioiis 1.9 ant1 1.11 yield 

and equatioiis 1.14 and 1.17 give us 

The measured values of these observables [5] are showii in Table 1.2. 
* 

We note that the value listed for the electromagnetic fine-structure constant, a ,  is that det,ermiiied 

at  q2 = 0. At higher energies, such as q2 = h!f$orMz, the running nature of the coupling constant 

raises the value to  a(p2 = Mi) re 1/128. The value at these higher values of y2 is not nearly 

as precisely determined, and constitutes the main theoretical uncertainty in precision test,s of the 
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0 bservable Value Precision (ppm) 
1/137.0359895(61) 0.045 

. 
CY@ = 0) 

G F  1.16639(2) x GeV-? 20 

U N Z  91.187(7) GeV 77 U 
Table 1.2: Complete set of tree-level electroweak observables. 

Standard Motlel a t  y2 = hf;. This running of the coupling constant is a consequence of effects 

beyond the tree-level. I n  addition to the parameters listed in Table 1.2, the fermion niasses and 

the Higgs scalar boson mass are not, specified in the Standard hlodel. These quantities also appear 

in radiative corrections to the tree-ltvel processes, and effect, tlic value of precision elect,romeak 

nieasurements. A sufEciwtly precise nieasirreiiieiit of an electroweak observable can he sensitive to  

t h t w  correctio~is, and yield insight into unknown or poorlq kitown parameters sucli as the Iliggs 

niass and top quark niabs 

1.2 The Process e’e- + 2 + f7 

The Z boson defined in the last sect,ioii is a neutral vector particle, similar to the photon. The main 

differences from the photon lie in  the large mass of the 2, and the couplings to ferniion currents. 

Any process that contains a virtual photon propagator can have that propagator replaced by a 2 

and remain a valid process. The process e+e- + -y -+ fT, is an example. In this process, g is the 

momentum of the virtual vector boson. The propagators for the photon and 2 are 

- k p ”  : y propagator, 

iY,, 9” 
- j G w  + 

: 2 propagator, 
q z  - hl; 

We see that at values of q2 << M;, the photon propagator dominates. However, at  y2 approaches 

M i ,  the 2 propagator becomes singular. This is referred to as the 2 pole ,  and the mass term in the 

denominator is modified, Ad; -+ Mi(1 -t irz/iblz), in order to avoid the singularity. 
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f 

e- i‘ 
Figure 1-1: The tree-level Feynnian diagram for et€- + Z -+ f?. 

1.2.1 Coupling of the 2 to ferniioiis 

\.\i. now exainiiip tlir coupling of the Z propagator to feriiiioii currents. From equations 1.7 and 1.8 

we oI>taiii t ~ i c  i ~ w t r a ~  currcnt interactioii for z - f?: 

(1.19) 

Figure. 1-1 shows the Feyiiiiian diagram for the process e + e -  -+ 2 - f?. There are two vertices 

of t.he type described by Eq. 1.19. The znzt ial  vertex is the coupling of the 2 propagator to  tlie 

electron cwrrent.. The f i n a l  vertex is the coupling to  the final state feriiiioii-antiferiiiioii pair. ‘The 

vertex factor is conventionally expressed in terms of vector and axial-vector coupliiig constants to 

tlie 2: 

where 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

and Qf is the charge of the ferniion and Tf” is the third coinponeiit of its weak isospin as listed in 

Table 1.1. The vector and axial-vector coupling constants are listed in Table 1.2.1. 

1.2.2 The 2 production cross section 

The resonant production of Z bosons gives rise to a large peak in the efe-  4 f7 cross-section 

at y2 = AI;. At low values of fi the process is dominated by the photon. However, the l / q 2  

dependence of the photon propagator suppresses this contribution at higher fi. At the 2 peak 
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Table 1.3: Vector and axial-vector couplings for Fermion-2. 

at 6 = 91.2 GeV, the contrihutioii from the 2 propagator N 800 times that from tlie photon. 

Tlierc.fore, we jiist.ifiahly ignore pure photon-exchange ternis in calculating the cross section. In 

addition, the 3 - Z exchange terms also Panisli at tlie Z polc. This leaves only the pure 2 exchange 

tarnis. However. some s n d l  correction (z 2 % )  for the y - Z exchange ternis must be matle due to 

initial state radiation effects. IVe now derive the cross sectioii for the process C + E -  - Z where tlie 

electron heam is polarized. IE’e define the polarization. T ,  in  a given direction n. as follows: 

K,(s,  ii parallel) - iVP(s, 11 antiparallc4) 
N,(s ,  n parallel) + N e ( s ,  77 antiparallel)’ P(7Z) (1 2%) 

where s is the direction of the electroil spin-vector. In what follows, we choose n such that the 

magnitude of T is maximized. We then define P, as the longitudinal polarization (in the direction 

of t,he nionientum vector, 8, and Pt as transverse polarization. We write the polarizat,ion dependent 

cross section for e+e- -+ 47 at the Z-pole. 

+(P,+ -P; )  [2(1+c3)c,qc: (c:2+c;12) +4c(c:?+c:”c;e{] 

+P:P; cosaql - 2 )  (c;’ + c:’) (e:? + c;”} (1.23) 

where c is the cosine of the polar angle of the outgoing fermion. We have allowed for positron 

polarization: P t  , P t  are tlie loiigit(udina1 and transverse polarization of the positron beam, defined 

in the same way as for the electron beam, with P, = +(-)1 corresponding to  right (left) handed 

particles. The angle is defined by = 24 - 4- - #+, where # is the azimuthal angle of the 

outgoing fermion and #* the azimuth of the electron and positron transverse polarization direction. 

At the SLC, only the electron beam is polarized (we will discuss the case of possible positron 

polarization in section 9.1), and the polarization is entirely longitudinal. In this case, Eq. 1.23 
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simplifies t o  

-P, [2(1+ c”c;c; (et2 + C i 2 )  + 4c (et2 + c;”> c:c;]}, (1.24) 

with 

The pure photon propagator can be neglected near the 2-pole. We now consider the 1’ - 2 

interference term 

wliere Qr is the cliargc of tlie ontgoing fermion. This term vanishes at. t,he 2-pole, but as we noted 

earlier, the effwts of initial stsate radiation ensure that no collitler can run exactly on the pole, hciice 

tlie interference effects iiecessit ate a correctioii to  any electroweak observable nieamred near the 

pole. 

1.3 Electroweak Asymmetries 

The differential cross section in Eq. 1.24 has a polarization dependent part, the sign of which depends 

upon the sign of P;. In addition, both the polarization dependent and independent parts have ternis 

that are symmetric and antisymmetric in polar angle, leadiiig to a difference in cross section for 2 

decays between the forward and backward hemispheres. We discuss these differences in cross section, 

and create elect roweak observables that are sensitive to the 2-fermion coupling constants at  the iiitial 

and final vertices. 

We avoid the systematic uncertainties inherent iii measuring the absolute cross sectioii by forming 

ratios of differences of cross sections. Cross sections with different initial or final state characteristics 

(such as beam pola.rizatioii or polar angle of decay) are chosen . Such ratios are called electroweak 

asymmetries, aiid terms in tlie cross sections which do not depend on t,he characteristic being changed 

divide away, significantly reducing the systematic uncertainty in the measurement of the observable. 



1.3.1 Forward-backward asymmetry 

Forward-backward asymmetries are sensitive to the polar angle anti-symmetric term in the cross 

section (Eq. 1.24). The conventional forward-backward asymmetry does not require the use of 

polarized beams t.o create the 2. We define the forward-backward asymmetry for the process e+e- -+ 

17 as 

where the c is the polar aiigle and &eo are the integration limits in e. The af term in the cross 

section necmsitates an  identifiable final state decay channel. I n  practice, this is usually the p+p- 

or bb channel. 1 poi1 integration of Eq. 1.24 we ohtain 

(1.27) 

WP int,roduce t,he not ation 

( 1.28) 

and obtain for t,lie forward-backwxd asymmetry: 

3 4co Af . A , .  A f .  4 3 + c ;  F B  - (1 29)  

1.3.2 .r-polarization asymmetry 

The dependence of the cross section 011 helicity of the electroil current at  the initial vertex is mirrored 

at  the filial vertex. However, det,erminatioii of the helicity of the final state fermions is difficult. For 

the quark final states, the subsequent hadronizat,ion of the quarks int,o jets dilutes the helicitmy 

information beyond hope of measurement. The p+p- and e+e-  final states do not decay at  all, 

making helicity determination impossible. Decays to r+r- however, offer some hope of determining 

the helicity information of the final state. 

Decay products of the T lepton exhibit characteristic distributions in polar aiigle depending 

on the helicity of the T .  Using this informatioil, one can make a determination of the final-state 

polarization. We define the filial state polarization of a 2 decay at a particular polar angle to  be 

where fL and f~ denote left- and right-handed final state fermions. Substitution of terms from the 
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cross section in Eq. 1.24 yields 

where c is tlie cosine of the polar angle. Upon integration over symmetric polar angle limits we 

Iu this case, the final state fermion f is the T lepton. Therefore the .r-polarizattion analysis is 

sensitive to  A, ,  a function of the coupling coast,ants at  the filial vertex only. 

1.4 The Left-Right Asymmetry 

The left-riglit asyinnietry, - ~ L R ,  differs from the asynmetries defined in the previous sect1011 in that 

it prohes the coupliiig constants at  the initial vertex. It requires longitudinal polarizatioii of the 

beam, but does not niake any requirements of tlie final state, except that it not be e+e-  l l i e  

process e+e- -+ e+e- can proceed through a t-channel photon exchange. The photon exchaiige 

aiiiplitude interferes with the s-channel amplitude corresponding to the 2-exchange process we wish 

to observe, aid dilutes the measured asymmetry. However, all other lepton final states of Z decay are 

acceptable, as are all the quark final states This gives ALR a statistical advantage over asymnietmes 

which use a specific lepton or quark final state. 

The left-right asymmetry is defined as 

where CTL and a~ are the tjhe shorthand not,ation to  denote the total 2 cross section using left- and 

right-handed polarized electrons respectively. We note that since tlie Z is a vector boson, the helicity 

of the positron used in the annihilation is opposite that of the electron, in the center of mass frame. 

We obtain the total cross section U L , ( R )  by integrating Eq. 1.24 over the solid aiigle and taking 

the longitudinal electron beam polarization (P;) to be -(+)l. The effect of finite beam polariza- 

tion (P  < 1.0) appears as a linear dilution term. If we assunie that the machine luminosity, the 

beam polarization and energy, and the detector efficiency have no left-right bias, and there is no 



polarization of the positron beam, then we can write a simple equation, 

(1.31) 

where N L ( N R )  are the number of 2 decay events detected when the electron beam had left- (right-) 

lianded helicity. P, is the beam polarization. IVe define A,,, as the measured asymmetry. We can 

also write the corresponding error on ALR as 

(1.32) 

where IvT,>t = ivl. + ?;R is the total nutiiher of Z events. We have ignored teriiis of order C3(AiR) and 

liigher. Tlie firht t w n  io tlie square root is tlic statistical error term; the second is the systematic 

crror tc’rni. \Ye notc’ that the domiiiant systematic error in ALR is tlie error in tlie beam polarization 

iiitwureiiient . 

Obviously. Eq. 1.31 is too simplistic, the beam parameters assumed to be symmetric with respect. 

to left- and right-handed beam need not be. Also, there may be finite positron polarization. The 

effects of these biases in  the beam parameters have beeii investigated, and will be discussed in detail 

in section 9.1. Using conservative estimates of the beaiii biases, we find that their combined effect 

on ALE is less tliaii 0.1%. relative. The main systematic uncertainties in tlie ALR measurement are 

associated with the determination of beam polarization and backgrounds in the 2 event saiiiple - 

in other words, determiiiatioii of P, , iVL and N R .  

The left-right asymmetry is sensitive to the initial vertex coupling constants only, 

Since ALR is indepeiideiit of the 2 decay final state, we can use all quark and lepton final states 

of tlie 2, with the exception of e+e- final states, (Bhabha events). The dependelice of A L R  on the 

vertex couplings is similar to that of the .r-polarization. Assuming lepton universality, A, = ALE.  

The value expected for A ,  and ALE within the Standard Model is - 14%. This large value of the 

asymmetry arises because only a single power of the vector coupling, c , ,  appears in  the numerator. 

Forward-backward asymmetries suffer from having the vector coupling from both the initial and 

final vertex in tlie numerator, with the result. that most forward-backward asymmetries are - 2% 

for lepton final states. 

In the final section of this chapter, we investigate the dependence of ALE on sin2 Orv detail. We 

note here that the ALR and PT are quite sensitive to  sin2 Bw, with SALE = h?, M 7.9 . sin2 ow. 
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Figure 1- 2: 
tlie interaction € + e -  - Z.  

Fcyiiiiiaii diagrams for first-order initial state radiation corrwtion terms for 

The forward-backward asyiiiiiietries are significantly less sensitive, wit11 6,$o’’ % 1 .s . sin’ 8bv and 

n&qunrX M 5.6 .sin2 B ~ V .  

1.5 Radiative correction 

The cross sect,ion for the y - Z interference term has already been presented in Eq. 1.25. The 

coiitribiit.ion from interferelice terms vanishes at  the Z pole, where 6 = hfz. However, photons 

coupling to the initial electron current can move 6 off the Z-pole, where interference ternis can 

contribute. Additionally, higher order terms can affect both the initial and final 2 vertex, as well as 

the propagator. In this section, we investigate higher order correction to 2 productmion and decay. 

1.5.1 Initial state radiatioa 

I11 e + e -  annihilation, there is a finite probability for tlie electron or positron to emit a photoii 

before interacting. This interaction is called z n i f i n l  slat6 rndiatioii and has the effect of lowering 6. 
tlie center-of-mass energy. Fig. 1-2 shows the Feynnian diagrams for processes responsible for the 

leading-order initial state radiation correction to tlie Z cross section [9]. 

In order to  calculate the effects of initial state radiation on the observed cross section, Boniieau 

and Martin [lo] calculated the electron structure function D,(E,  s ) ,  wliicli is the probability of an 

electron (or positron) of center-of-mass energy ,/i retaining a fraction 2 of its energy after emitting 

a photon. The corrected cross section is then 

8.1 P l  
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Figure 1-3: 
first-order (I3oiiiieau arid Martin), arid secoiid order ( Fadiii and Knraev) corrections. 

Cross-sectioii for the  process fSe- - f? near the Z pole. for the Born (go). 

where x l ( 2 )  is the energy retained by the elect.ron (positron) aft.er initial st.at.e ratIiat,ion. 

The calculation by Bonneau and Martin was to leading order only, incorporating the diagrams in 

Fig. 1-2. These terins led to a correction of - 29% in the peak cross section. Such a large correction 

indicates that. second order terms need to be included in the correction. The calculation by Fadin 

and Kuraev [ll] incorporates second order correction and yields 

= 0.108 
s = M ;  

where /3 = 
7r 

(1.34) 

for the electron structure function. The term before the square brackets is from t,he first order 

structure function of Bonneau and Martin. Fig. 1-3 shows a plot of the cross sect,ioii versus fi for 

the process e + e -  + 2. The uncorrected cross section is compared bo the first-order corrected cross 

section of Bonneau and Martin and t,he first-and-second order correction of Fadin and Kuraev. 

Initial state radiation lowers the center of mass energy of the initial state e + e - .  The integrations 

in Eq. 1.33 are taken over the entire range of emitted photon energy. The lower limit, 0,  is obtained 

when the electron or positron retains all its initial energy, while the upper limit, 1, is obtained 

when the electron or positron loses all its initial energy to initial st,ate radiation. These limits are 

not st,rictly correct if the 2 selection process imposes total-energy and geometrical event-symmetry 

criteria for accepting 2 events, as indeed the event selection for ALR does (see section 8.2). In such 

a case, the upper limit on the integrations in Eq. 1.33 must be changed to be coninieiisurate with 

the selection criteria, since if either the electron or the positron (or both) radiate away a significant 

c 
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Figure 1-4: Fcbyiitiian diagrams illiistrathg virtiial QED. electroweak corrections. Vertex 
corrections (top): Box-diwgraiii corrw tioils (iiiiddlc): aiid vaciiiiiii-fluctuation loop (obliqut ) 
corrections to tlie propagator (bottom). 

portion of their initial energy, the event, may no longer pass total-energy or event-symmetry cutoffs 

necessary to  be incluclrd in the Z sample. 

The effects of event-selection cuts have been incorporated into the calculation of the initial state 

radiation correction, and shown to have a negligible effect on the calculation [12]. The total effect 

of initial state radiation on ALE is small. There is a sinal1 (few hundred MeV) shift, in the energy 

dependence of ALR, but due to  the weak energy dependence of ALR near the 2 pole, the correction 

to ALR is only x 2% of the measured value. 

1.5.2 Virtual correction 

Virtual corrections consist of vertex corrections, propagator corrections, and box-diagram correc- 

tions. Of the three, propagator correct.ions are the most interesting, since they iiitroduce couplings 

to Standard Model elements such as the top quark [13] and Higgs particle through loop corrections 

to  the tree-level propagator. Fig. 1-4 shows typical Feyninan diagrams for the three types of virtual 

corrections. 

Vertex and box corrections 

Vertex corrections arise from the coupling of virtual y,Z,or W boson to  the fermion current at 

the 2 - ff vertex. The effects of such corrections on ALR is small, x 2%, and reasonably well 
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understood. Similarly, the effects of box diagrams has also been calculated and found to  contribute 

a negligible amount (< 0.5%) t o  ALE.  

Propogator corrections 

Vacuum polarization loop that leads to  niodification of the tree-level propagator can incorporate 

any allowed current. in the loop. These corrections are also referred to as oblique corrections since 

they effectively modify the coupling constants, as opposed to the direct corrections to the interaction 

from tlie vertex and box diagrams. 

Obliqut, corrcctions due to Staiidnrd lloclel effects h a v ~  becii calculated. The primary niodifi- 

cation that mubt be iiiade is the well known "running" of the coupling constants with energy. The 

electroniagtic\tic coupling constant ~ ck. c1iangc.s frorii NN 1/137 at g? = 0 to NN 1/128 at y? = M i .  
Adtlit ional cliangt..: to tlie coupling coiibtaiits occur due to a fermion current. in a vaciiuiii fluctuatioii 

loop. 

If we neglect the effect of running coupling constant, the oblique corrections due to known and 

expected effects - such the ones due to the known quarks, and leptons and the MSM Higgs boson 

- are small but significant, since the masses of tlie particles created in the vacuum fluctuation loops 

appear in tlie formulation of the correct<ion. Oblique corrections make ALR sensitive to  the as-yet 

poorly deterinined top quark mass and the unknown Higgs boson mass. 

Several schemes exist that parameterize oblique corrections to  electroweak observables in a gen- 

eral way, making very few assumptions about the currents in  the vacuum fluctuation loop4. One 

such scheme, due to Peskiti and Takeuchi, paranieterizes oblique corrections assuming only that the 

Slr(2) x U( 1) symmetry of the electroweak sector Lagrangian, and the so-called ccistodinl SU(2)  

symiiietry of tlie Higgs sy~iimetry-breaking sector hold. (:iven these assumptions, oblique correc- 

tions can be parameterized in three variables, called S ,  T ,  and U ,  whose are close to zero if only 

Standard Model expectations are included. Any deviation of these iariables from zero niay be an 

indication of phenomena beyond the Standard Model. Appendix A explores tlie significance of these 

variables in more detail. 
. 

1.5.3 Corrected ALR 

The electroweak corrections listed in the previous sections were calculated by the ZFITTER [14] 

program, The effects of initial state radiation, as well as direct and oblique electroweak corrections 

discussed in the previous sections, were all incorporated into the program. As mentioned previously, 
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Figlire 1-5: 
Standard Model. 

Expected values of ALR versus the top quark and Higgs Boson mass from the 

the calculation of the initial state radiation correction incorporated the effect of event acceptance 

criteria. 

Once all the corrections have been made, we can examine the size of the correction. Fig. 1-5 

shows the dependence of ALR on the masses of the toy quark and Higgs boson. When combined 

with other precise electroweak measurements with different dependencies on the top quark and Higgs 

boson masses, ALR can be used to  determine these masses with some precision. 

1.5.4 Sensitivity to corrections and weak mixing angle 

The direct and oblique corrections discussed in the previous sections have a larger relative effect on 

some electroweak observables than on others. Since lepton forward-backward asymmetries measure 

a sinal1 asymmetry, direct and oblique effects beyond tree-level constitute a larger relative correction 

to  these asymmetries than to the ALR or r-polarization. 
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The sensitivity of the various asymmetry measurements to  the weak mixing angle is found by 

differentiating the equations relating the observables to  cu and car after proper substitution for c, in  

terms of sin2 6~ has been made. We note that tlie relation between t,lie coupling constaiits and the 

weak mixing angle given in Eq. 1.21 is correct for tree-level expressions only. As noted before, the 

effects of correctioiis can be thought of as changes to t,he coupliiig constants. Aiiot.lier definition of 

the weak mixing angle uses the masses of the weak bosons. Yet aiiot,her definit,ion uses the precisely 

determined paramet.ers a ,  GF, and &fZ, where a has been allowed to run up to  q4 = Afg. We 

preseiit the various defiiiitioiis in some detail. 

The weak mixing angle at tree level 

Tlie tree-level exyreasion for sin2 O W ,  in tcwiis of the gauge couplings 9 and 91 are given by 

(1.3.5) 

No experiment measures this bare value of the mixing angle, just as no experiments measures tlie 

bare value of the QED electric charge, e. 

s: of Kennedy and Lynn 

The vertex correctioiis to  the tree level process can be divided into two sets. The first set are called 

universal corrections, and consist of corrections independent of fermion flavor. Tlie second set, noli- 

vit.icwrsnZ correct>ions, depend on the fermion flavor. Kennedy and Lynn [ 151 ha.ve shown that t,he 

effect,s of ohlique corrections a i d  a particularly defined set of universal corrections ca.n be absorbed 

int,o the definit,ion of t,he propagator and vert,ex couplings. The form of the int.eract,ions reiiia.in t#lie 

same. The neiitral current, Lagrangian can be rewritten in ternis of t.liese modified elements. We 

ca.11 then extract the left-right8 asymmetry, correct for all orders of vacuum polarization and most, 

universal vertex corrections 

(1.36) 

This quant,ity is close to that measured by experiment; the discrepancies arising from the non- 

universal vertex correctioiis and box diagrams are small. 
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s: of Sirlin 

L 

. 

One definition] due to  Sirlin [16] defines the weak misiing angle as 

(1.37) 

This quaiitity is limited in precision by tlie nieasurennent of AI,. Currently, AIw = 80.22f0.26 GeV. 

Tliis yields a value of 

ss = 0.2261 f 0.0050, 

mliich is surpassrd by the prrcision of t,lie dectroweak asymmc>try nieasiirenients. The Sirliii dcfiiii- 

t.ion is also rt.fwwl to as the on-slirll s L l ) t t i ) t .  

sz of Lynn. Pcskin. arid Stuart 

A definition of the weak niising angle in ternis of wrll defined const.aiits is suggested by Lyiin, Peskiii 

and Stuart [l'i] as  

(1.38) 

where tlie electromagnetic coupling coinstant has been allowed to ruii from cr M 1/13?' t o  a value 

calculated [la] to be cy* = a ( M ~ )  = 1/( 128.80 f 0.12). Eq. 1.38 now yields 

si = 0.23135 f 0.00031, 

where t.he doiniiiaiit error is in the running of the coupling constant a.  The value of si serves as a 

Standard Model reference value for tlie mixing angle. 

The effective weak mixing angle, sin2 e$ 

We choose a definition of the weak iiiixing angle strictly defined at  the 2 pole. 

(1 3 9 )  

where sin2 19:: is tlie e,ffectiue weak mixing angle. A! is the effective eZ coupling asyminet~ry, which 

yields effective vector and axial vector coupling constants 
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using the same relat.ions as Eq. 1.28. 

The effective weak mixing angle iiicorporates direct and oblique corrections, iiicluding both 

universal aiid non-universal vertex corrections and box diagrams. The corrections due to  initial 

stmate radiation are modified due to  event selection criteria, its previously described. The ZFITTER 

program incorporated all the necessary corrections to first order, and yielded values for sin2 e$, 
or, equivalently, A!, using the accepted Staiidard Model values for correction parameters. Two of 

these parametclrs, the top quark niass ( n i t )  and the Higgs boson niass ( m ~ ) ,  are not well known. In 

practice, ZFITTER is run for a range of nit and WZH values. 
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Chapter 2 

Polarized Electron Production and 

Transport 

The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) was a significant achievement in e+e-  accelerat.ors. The SLC was 

complet,ed in 1987 and began colliding electrons and positrons in 1989 to produce 2 bosons for tlie 

Mark I1 detector, which was replaced by the SLD in 1991. Unlike e + e -  storage rings which store 

aiid collide counter-rotating beams of electrons and positrons, tlie SLC created, accelerated, collided, 

and discarded electrons and positrons at a rate of 120 Hz.  This single-pass design had a drawback 

in that the SLC luminosity was not competitive with storage ring luminosities. However, starting 

in 1992, the SLC created, transported and collided longitmudinally polarized electrons, thus allowing 

precision nieasurenieiits such as ALR. 

This chapt.er describes the creation ant1 transport of the electron and positron beams. The 

Polarized Electron Source and the SLC are discussed in some detail, and special consideratioii is 

paid to  subtleties involved in polarized electron transport. The description is valid for the 1993 run 

of the SLC. 

The decays of 2 bosons created by the SLC were detected by the SLD. The electron beam 

polarization was determined precisely by a Coniptoii scattering polarimeter, downstream of the 

SLD. The SLD and the Coinpton Polarimeter are discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. 
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2.1 The Polarized Electron Source 

The Polarized Electron Source (PES) consisted of a photoemissive cathode, pumped by light from 

lasers of energy close to  the semiconductor band-gap energy. We first, discuss the physics of a 

photoeniissive cat.liode capable of producing spin-polarized electrons. 

2.1.1 The photocathode 

l l i e  cathode usrcl in the 1993 run wacj a strained-lattice GaAs photocathode. Until recentl). most 

photo-ernissibe cathodes were liinittd to 50% elvctron polarimtion. The strained lattice photocath- 

ode. ~vliich drlivc~red e l t~ t rons  of polarization greater than 60% to t lw SLC' IP. 

The energy level diagram for a conv.ctnt.iona1 (;ails phococathode and a strained latt,ice GaAs 

photoca.t.hode are  shorvn in Fig. 2-1. In ord(,r to extract electrons froni either type of cathode, laser 

light was p a w d  through a riglit,- ( I d - )  handcd helicity f i l ter ,  and supplied incident photons of spin 

+I (-1) which excited elect,roii transitioiis indicated by the solid (tlashed) arrows. from the t.op of 

t,he valence hand to t.he bottom of the conduction ha.nd. Two degenerate transitions compet.e in  a 

convent,ional phot.ocathode. The C'lebsch-C;ordan coefficient for tlie unwanted transitioii is in a 1:3 

&io with that, of the desired one. lirnit,ing a convent,ional cat,liotle to 50%. masirnuin polarization. 

Such a cathode was used in the 1992 run of t,he SLC/SLD and produced M 22%) electron polarizat.ion 

at t,he SLC IP. 

In strained-lattice cathodes, a niecha.nica1 strain is creat,ed in the photocat.liode cryst,al lattice, 

brea.king the degeneracy of pumped states. The second figure in  Fig. 2- 1 shows such a strained-lattice 

phot.ocat1iode. The degeneracy in tlie P? st,ates is broken. A laser tuned t.0 the right wavelength 

can puiiip the traiisitioii froin t.he P:, nij  = 5 ;  st.ate exclusively, populating only tIie S L ,  nzj = &tf 
state, theoretically leading to  electron pola.rizations of close t.0 100%'. 

The mechanical strain that. breaks the degeneracy in the P? mi states is created by depositing 

an epitaxial layer of GaAs over a subst,rate layer of GaAsP. The GaAsP substrate has a smaller 

latt,ice spacing, and the GaAs grown over it conforms to this smaller spacing, creating a strain which 

brea.ks the degeneracy. The energy difference in tlie mj st.ates is very small, AEstraill = 0.05 eV. 

This small energy difference, coupled with the difficulties of depositing GaAs epitaxial layers evenly 

over the subst,rate, limit,s the extracted elect,ron polarizations to he far less t1ia.n loo%,. In 1993, the 

elect.ron beam polarization mas 63.0 '% at the SLC IP. Since then, polarizations of above 80% have 

heen achieved. 

Fig. 2-2 shows the polarization of the ext,racted electrons vs. wavelength of the laser illuminat,ing 
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Figiwe 2-1: 
pliotocathode (bottom). 

Energy levels for a GaAs photocathode (top), and a strained-lattice GaAs 

the photocathode. For the strained lattice GaAs cathodes, as the laser wavelength is increased, the 

P+, m3 = - S ~ n i j  = transition is excited exclusively, leading to  M 80% polarization. 

Tlie electrons had to be extracted from the coiiduction band. Photoemission probability is 

quantified by the quantum efficiency (QE) of a material. QE is the probabi1it.y that one photon 

incident on the pliotocatl~ode surface will result in the emission of one electron. Since the energy 

gap between the conduction band of GaAs and t,he free-electron states is on the order of 2.5 eV, GaAs 

photocathodes have rather sniall QE. However, stmudies [19] have found that application of cesium 

to a photocathode serves to  reduce the work function to  zero and below. In such a photocathode, 

electrons excited into the conduction band can be easily extracted [20]. 
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Figure 2-2: Electron polarizations versus laser wavelength (nni) for different photocathodes. 

2.2 The SLC Polarized Electron Gun 

The cat.hodes described in the previous section are held in an assembly referred to as the polarized 

electron gun. A schematic diagram of the polarized gun used in for 1993 SLC operation is shown 

in Fig. 2-3. The entire gun was under vacuuni, since it. was coupled directly to the first accelerating 

section of the linear accelerator. The cathode was installed in a special assembly which allowed 

illuiuination of the cat.liode by t,he source laser, as well as application of the high voltage necessary 

to  extract the electrons. 

A voltage of -120 kV was applied to the cathode. The space-charge limit on the current drawn 

from a cathode with a given voltage depends on both the voltage applied and the geometry of the gun 

in which the cathode is installed. The space-charge limit for the gun was 8.9 amperes, or 1.1 x 10" 

electrons in a 2 ns bunch. However, the factor limiting the charge extracted from the gun was not 

the space-charge limit, but another effect, labelled the charge-limit eflect. The exact cause of this 

effect was unknown. The symptoms were as follows: The charge extracted from the gun increased 

as expected with laser power, but levelled off at  M 7 x lo1" electrons. This limit was significantly 

lower than the space-charge limit for the gun, and was possibly due to  effects at the cathode surface. 
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Figure 2-3: The Polarized Electron Source (PES), used in the 1993 SLC run. 

2.2.1 The Source Laser 

The cat,hode was illuminated by two Ti:Sapphire lasers. The Ti:Sapphire cavities output beams 

of 864l nm and 707 nm for the main electron pulse and the %cavenger” pulse, respectively. The 

scavenger pulse was transported to  the positron source. A given scavenger pulse was used to  create 

positrons to collide wit.11 the electrons from the next set of pulses. 

Both Ti:Sapphire lasing cavities were pumped by two Nd:YAG lasers operating at 60 IIz. inter- 

leaved, to out,put electrons at the 120 IIz. required of the SLC. The light went through a Pockels cell 

- an electro-optic crystal described in more detail in chapter 5 - which transformed the linearly 

polarized light into right or left-circularly polarized light depending on the sign of a high-voltage 

driving pulse. The light helicity was chosen by a shift-register random-number generation algo- 

rithm [21], giving each light pulse a randomly chosen handedness. The light, incident. upon the 

cathode, liberated electrons of the same helicity. Thus the helicity of each electron pulse was chosen 

‘At the start of t,he 1993 run, the laser ran at a wavelength of 790 nm for the main pdse.  The wavelengt,h was 
later optimized to 864 nm 
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pseudo-randomly, so that the helicity of the beam could not become accidentally synchronized with 

any possible periodicity in the SLC machine. 

The “scavenger” pulse used to create positrons was created by a laser pulse of wavelength 707 
nm. Since the Pockels Cell and related optics were chosen for light of 864 nm, the polarization was 

low for the photons used to create the scavenger pulse, leading to low scavenger electron polarization. 

Even if the scavengpr pulse coiitained electroils of finite polarization, and even if this polarization 

were somehow transferred to the created positrons, and even if, through a series of coincidences, 

this polarizat,ion survived through the positron transport systein and the positrons arrived at  the 

SLC IP with finite polarization, their polarization state would be completely uncorrclatrd with the 

polarization state of the electrons since the positrons were created by a scavenger bunch formed with 

the previous electron bunch. In other words, the electrons from ith pulse collided with positrons 

created with the ( i  - 1)lh pulse. Random helicity selection ensured t.hat the ith and ( i  - l ) th  

polarization state were not correlated. 

2.2.2 Polarization state inforination 

The sign of the high volt.age on the Source Pockels cell debermined the helicity stat,e of the source 

laser, and thereby the helicity &ate of the electrons. This information was transmitted to the vari- 

ous detectors (SLD, Compton) via three redundant systems: the KVM (Klystron Veto Module), the 

MACH line (Machine Highway, direct signal wires from the source to  the SLD), and the PMON (Po- 

larization Monitor) system. The he1icit.y transmission system was tested thoroughly: by comparing 

the redundant) information on the three lines; by checking the helicity pat,tern against the predicted 

pat.tern from a simulation of the (deterministic) pseudo-random number generator [22]; and by ded- 

icatred machine tests where one helicity of light was extinguished (and did not. produce elect,rons), 

so that elect,rons of only the other helicity were accelerated in the SLC. The SLD was triggered 

on these electrons, and absence of “wrong” helicity triggers used to  put a limit on possible helicity 

transmission errors. All tests of the helicity-transmission system confiriiied perfect transmission. 

2.2.3 Cesiation 

The quantum efficiency (QE) of the cathode in the gun dropped over time. The QE was improved 

by ceszatzon, a process in which cesium was deposited on the cathode to lower its work function. 

During t,he 1993 run, the cathode was cesiated approximately once every two weeks, whenever the QE 

dropped low enough to hamper proper SLC operations. A small inverse correlation of polarization 

with &E was observed [23]. This correlation manifested itself as an increase in polarization as a 
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Figure 2-4: The polarized Stanford Linear Collider. 

function of the time from the last cesiation. As the time from the last cesiatioii grew, the &E 

dropped, and the beam polarizat,ion increased. The detailed mechanism for this dependence of 

polarization on QE is still unknown. 

2.3 The SLAC Linear Collider 

Fig. 2-4 shows a schematic diagram of the SLC. The polarized source is indicated at the bottom, 

aiid the Damping Rings, located at the beginning of the accelerating sections of t.he Linac, are 

indicated separately as the elect.ron Damping Ring (North) and positron Damping Ring (South). 

The Damping Rings were used to cool the electron aiid positron beams. In this context, cooling 

refers to reduct,ioii of the beam energy spread through synchrotron radiation damping. The positron 

source is also indicated, approximately three-fourths of the way along the Linac. Scavenger electrons 

incident upon a target created gammas, which in turn produced r S e -  pairs. The positrons were 

collected and returned to the beginning of the Linac aiid cooled in the South Damping Ring. 
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2.3.1 The North Damping Ring 

The North Damping Ring (NDR), used to cool electrons, contained a few elements not present in the 

South Damping Ring (SDR), which preserved the polarized nature of the electron spin. The electron 

beam could not pass through the NDR longitudinally polarized, as the energy dependent horizontal 

spin precession about the vertical axis due to t,he bending fields would have effect,ively randomized 

the spins. Therefore, a solenoid in the Linac-to-Ring (LTR) transfer line rotated the spins into a 

vertical orientat.ion. The beam was then cooled in the ring in the normal manner, without losing 

polarization. 

The detailed dynamics of spin rotation at  the iiijection froin the Linac to the Damping Ring 

(LTR) are illustrated i n  Fig. 2-5. The LTR consists of bends, which precess the spin. This precession 

is dtscribed fitlly by t he BXlT equation [2]. For planar motion through transverse bentling fic4tls. 

this yields 

(2.1) 

where Ospin is t.he angle of precessioii of tlie component of spin perpendicular to  the guide field during 

an orbital turn of net angle The anomalous part. of the magnetic moment. of the electron, 

(g - 2)/2 = 1.163 x prevents the spin vector from following the momentum vector exactly. 

The bend angle of the LTR was chosen such that the spin vector was perpendicular to the 

niomentuiii vector in the horizontal plane. The spin vector was then rotated to vertical using a 

spzn-rotator solenoid. A solenoidal field precesses a transverse spiii component by 

( 2 . 2 )  

where L is the length of the solenoid and B is the field strength and s is the spin unit,-vector. The 

electron direction of motion is the i axis, and the vertical is the y axis. The electrons left. tlie 

cat,liode with longitudinal polarization, the spin vectors pointed in the f direction (arrow labelled 1 
in Fig. 2-5). The Ll'R bend magnets precessed the spin to  the 2 axis (arrow labelled 2 in the figure). 

The LTR solenoid then precessed the spin into the y axis (arrow labelled 3). The electrons were then 

injected into the Damping Ring and cooled (arrow labelled 4). The design of the Damping Rings 

and the various bends called for electrons of energy 1.21 GeV, while the electrons had an energy of 

1.19 GeV at the Damping Ring during the 1993 run. This led to an 0.8% loss of polarization at  the 

Damping Ring. 

Upon extraction from the Ring, the electrons traversed the Ring-to-Linac transfer line. The 

bends here were not as important since the spin orientation was vertical. However, the RTL transfer 
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Figure 2-5: 
indicated througliout . 

The North Damping Ring. The orientation of the electron spin vector is 

line contained a second solenoid (the RTL solenoid) that could also orient the spin vector (arrows 

labelled 5 show the spin orientations with this solenoid fully energized and off). A third solenoid in 

the Linac (Linac solenoid), located just after the injection point from the Daniping Ring could also 

be used to orient spins (arrows labelled 6 and 7 show the different spin orientations possible with 

the coinbination of RTL and Linac solenoids fully energized and off). The RTL and Linac solenoids 

were used to achieve longitudinal polarizat,ion at the SLD IP during the 1992 run. In 1993, they 

were only used for special tests, for normal running both the RTL and Linac solenoids remained 

turned off. 

2.3.2 Flat Beams 

After exiting the Damping Rings the beams had a flat profile ( f . c / ~ y  9). They were injected into 

the Linac and accelerated to 46 GeV. The spin vector was still oriented in the vertical direction. The 

RTL and Linac solenoids were turned of f ,  since their use would have rotated the flat beam profile. 

The flat beam profiles allowed small spot sizes at  the SLC IP, of CF, = 0.8prn and uY = 2.6~771, 

leading to  a significant increa,se in luniinosity over the 1992 SLC run, which used round beam profiles. 
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However, without the RTL and Linac solenoids to  rotate the spin vector into an arbitrary direction 

and compensate for the arbitrary rotation of the North Arc, SLC was forced to  make use of the spin 

rotation properties of the North Arc to orient tlie spin vect.or properly at t.he IP. 

2.3.3 Spin Bumps 

The use of flat beams in 1993 precluded tlie use of tlie RTL and Linac solenoids to orient, the spin 

vector at the IP. However, introduction of large amplitude betatron oscillations in the North Arc 

(so called spill bumps) was found to be an effective way of orienting t,he spin vector a t  tlie IP. 

During the 1992 run, the magnit.ude of the polarization was found to be very sensitive to the 

vertical orbit in the arc. The reasoii for this sensitivity was an accidental match of the betatron and 

spin tunes of tlie Sort11 Arc. 

The SLC North Arc was coniprised of 23 achromats, each of which consisted of 20 coiiibined 

function magnets. The spin precession in each achromat was 1085' , while tlie betatron phase 

advance was 1080'. The North Arc was therefore operating near a spin-tune resonance. The result 

of this resonance was that vertical betatron oscillations in  an achromat (which move the beam along 

the vertical axis) caused the beam spin vector to rotate away from the vertical. This rotation was 

a cuniulative effect in successive achromats, due to the spin-resonance. Fig. 2-6 shows the close 

matching between the vertical oscillation in the North Arc and the longitudinal component of the 

spin vector. Properly placed vertical oscillations of the right amplitude could thus be used to orient 

t,he spin vector. 

A pair of large amplitude vertical betatron oscillations were introduced in the North Arc (spin 

bumps). The ainplitudes of these oscillation were adjusted empirically, to  maximize longitudinal 

polarization at  the IP [25]. 

The concern that tlie spin bumps did not orient the spin in the longitudinal direction perfectly 

was satisfied by special narrow energy spread round-profile beam tests. These tests, called three- 

state naeasurements, used the RTL and Linac spin-rotator solenoids to orient to spin vertically at  the 

SLC IP. The RTL and Linac spin-rotators, located at  the beginning and end points of the Damping 

Ring extraction line, which can orient, the spin vector arbitrarily, compensate for any arbitrary 

spin transport element downstreani. Therefore, the three-state measurements - so called because 

three separate measurements were made with the spin vector launched into the Linac wit,li three 

orthogonal spin-orientations - determined the maximum polarization achievable. The three state 

measurements and the spin bump tests showed no discrepancy in maximum polarization measured 

with tlie Conipton Polarimeter. 
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Figlire 2-6: 
a id  longitudinal ( S Z )  spin coniponeiit of the electrons. 

The vertical position of the  beam in  the  North Arc (mm) and the vertical ( S y )  

2.3.4 Dependence of polarization of beam energy 

The large spin tsune of the North Arc meant that the beam polarization depended very heavily on the 

bean1 energy. A perfectly polarized beam with a spread in energy would therefore lose polarization 

since the spin vector of the electrons in the core of the energy distribution would not precess the same 

number of times as the spin vectors of the electrons in the tail of tlie energy distribution. This effect 

lias been termed spin di,flitfilsion, and is not equivalent to  depalnrzzatzon, which implies randomization 

of the spin vectors. Spin diffusion is due to the different rotations suffered by electrons of different 

energy. If, soinehow, the beam were made to go back through the same fields, the electron spin and 

monitwtum vectors would perform inverse rotations and full polarization would be restored. 

The North Arc achieved this restoration of polarization, albeit partially. The first section of 

the North Arc consisted of dipole fields that rotated the momentum vector approximately 90" (the 

reverse-bend). The second section of tlie North Arc bent the momentsum vector by M -go", thus 

recovering much of the polarization. A small amount of polarization loss occurred in the third 

section of the Nort,li Arc. Detailed prediction of the spin precession in the North Arc was not 

possible. Fortunat.ely, tlie dependence of the polarization on energy was measured, using a test bean1 

with narrow energy spread ( A E I E  < 0.1%), and low currents (M 1 x lO1*e-/pulse) - essentially 

a 6-function in energy. A dedicated test of the North Arc spin transport was performed with this 

narrow-energy spread test beam [26]. The beam polarization was measured using the Coinpton 
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Figure 2-7: 
17.0 effective spin rotatioils in the North Arc. 

The results of the narrow energy spread beam tests. The cosine fit (line) yields 

Pohriineter. The data is shown in Fig. 2-7, along with a fit to the equation 

Q. 2 -  - p : n a c  cos (2,, . F) ] 
where ?tinar. is the beam polarizat,ion at  the Linac, presumably t.he nmsimum achievable. Pi is 

the polarizatioii measured with the test beam at an energy Ei. N is the e , @ e c i i z ~  number of spin 

rotations, for elect,roiis at the noniinal energy. The peak of the curve is shifted M 90 MeV from 

noniinal (4E/E = 0.2%). 

The narrow test beam experiments gave N = 17.9. This number is slightly smaller than 2G, the 

number expected from a simple, planar model of the North Arc. More sophisticated models, incor- 

porating the non-planar geometry of the North Arc, iiidicate that the spin vector had a significant 

vertical compoiient that did not precess, until the spin bumps in the final section rotated it into t.he 

longitudinal direction. Therefore, the polarization loss in the Nort,h Arc was less than anticipated. 

The loss for a beam of energy spread A E / E  = 0.15%, coiisidered to  be a conservative minimunifor 

the nominal beam spread in 1993, was AP/P M 1.4%. The dependence of beam polarization upon 

energy, coupled with the strong focusing used at the SLC Final Focus in 1993 and a low-energy 
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tail in the beam, manifested itself as a chromatic correction that had to be applied to the bea.111 

polarization measurement. This correction is discussed in detail in chapter 7. 
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Chapter 3 

Experiment a1 Apparatus 

This chapter introtlucm thc SLC Largc. Detector (SLI)) and the Compton Polarimeter, the two 

maiii pieces of equipment used in tlie ALR analysis. The previous chapter described the creation 

and transport of positrons and polarized electrons. This chapter will concentrate on the equipinent 

used to analyze the e + e -  collisions, aiid measure the polarizat,ion of the e-. 

3.1 The SLD Detector 

The SLD detector, was situated at  the e+e- collision point of the SLC. The SLD, proposed in 

1984 [27] was designed to be the main detector for 2 physics at  the the SLC IP. The SLD was a 

typical collider detector with nearly complete solid angle coverage. Tlie geometry of tlie SLD is 

evident in the cutaway perspective drawing shown in Fig. 3-1. SLD was approximately a cyliiider 

of length 10 meters, and radius 4.5 meters. The r f e -  beams entered along the central axis of the 

cylinder, and the various detector subsystems were arrayed radially along this cylinder, known as 

tlie barrel. The cylinder was closed off at the faces by endcaps, which also contained part of the 

support structure for the beampipe. 

The various subsystems of the SLD detector are shown in the quadran-display of Fig. 3-2. Tlie 

division between barrel and endcap systems is evident. The data from the SLD subsystems was 

read out almost entirely through the FASTBUS data acquisition protocol. Certain slowly inonitoretl 

quant,ities were read out using the CAMAC protocol. 
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Figure 3-1: A perspective, cutaway diagram of the SLD detector at the SLC. 

3.1.1 Vertex Detector 

Closest to the SLC IP was a vertex detector [28], designed to distinguish vertices from secondary 

decays of heavy quarks and T leptons. The vertex detector was a multi-pixel device, composed of 

480 silicon charged-coupled devices (CCDs) with a total of 120 million pixels. Each 22pm x 2 2 p m  

pixel provided ail independent measurement of track position close to the IP. The CCDs were laid 

out in rows of eight along 60 “ladders”, which were arranged in four concentric cylinders along the 

beampipe, a t  radii of 29.5 mm to 41.5 nini. 

3.1.2 Luminosity Monitor 

The SLD Luminosity monitors were also situated close to the beampipe, about 1 m along the beam 

axis from the SLC IP. The measurement of luminosity was made by measuring t,he small angle 

Bhabha event rate in a calorimeter called the luminosity monitor/small angle tagger (LMSAT) [as]. 
The LMSAT was a segmented silicon calorimeter with a tungsteii radiator, and covered the region 

from 23 mr to 68 mr in polar angle. The LMSAT consisted of two complementary sections opposite 

the SLC IP. Each section had 23 tungsten plates each 3.5 mm thick, spaced 4.5 min apart for a 
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Figure 3-2: A quadrant view of the SLD detector, and associated subsystems. 

tot,al of 21 radiation lengths (which will contain > 99.5% of a 45 GeV electromagnet,ic shower). The 

act,ive element was provided by interleaved silicon detectors segmented transversally into - lcm' 

cells. Projective towers were formed by connecting the appropriate cells in two separate radial 

sections consisting of tlie first six and remaining 17 layers respectively. 

3.1.3 The Drift chambers 

The vertex detector was surrounded by a drift chamber [SO] .  The central drift chamber (CDC) was 

2 in long and had an inner radius of 20 cni and an outer radius of 1 m. I t  was composed of - 50 

mm-wide cells forming ten concentric superlayers. Each cell consisted of field-shaping wires, guard 

wires and eight anode sense wires. The detector was filled with CO1 - Ar gas with HzO to reduce 

carboii deposition on tlie sense wires and isobutane to increase gain. The high-voltage on the field 

wires was clioseii appropriately to  operate the detector in the proportional streamer mode. Electron 

drift distances in the chamber were known to - lOOpm, defining the transverse posit>ion resolution. 

The sense wires were read out on both ends, and charge division yielded the longitudinal hit position, 

to  - 15 mrn. 
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Figure 3-3: 
HAD sections are shown. 

Schematic diagram of a LAC module. The inner EM sections and the outer 

Tracks with polar angle less than 30" were not well measured in the CDC, as these tracks passed 

through only a small number of layers. The endcap drift chambers (EDCs) covered the region 

between 12' and 40" in polar angle. The two pairs of EDCs were mounted at  1.12 m and 2.06 in 

along the beam axis from the IP. Each EDC was composed of three superlayers rotrated 120" wit,li 

respect to each other. The inner and outer chamber superlayers respectively comprised of 22 arid 34 

cells each, with six sense wires in each cell. 

3.1.4 The Liquid Argon Calorimeter 

Calorimetry at SLD wa.s performed mainly by the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC). The LAC was 

composed of lead plates which induced showers for incident electromagnetic and hadronic pahcles,  

separated by liquid argon. The LAC absorbed all the electromagnetic energy incident upon it from 

2 decays at  the IP, and most of the hadronic energy. 
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A schemat,ic drawing of a LAC module is shown in Fig. 3-3. The LAC was a sampling calorimeter 

consisting of a barrel section and two eiidcap sections. Tlie barrel LAC was six meters in length 

with a,n inner radius of 1.8 ni and an outer radius of 2.9 ni. It provided calorimetric covemge for 

po1a.r angles 8 < 33'. The endcap sections fit inside the ba.rre1 LAC, and provided polar angle 

covera.ge in the region 8" < 8 < 35'. The barrel and endcap LAC together provided covered 98% of 

the polar angle. Since the barrel LAC wa.s situat,ed within the SLD solenoid, there was 110 loss of 

resolut,ioii due to incident particles traversing the coil. A coniinoii volume of 35,000 lit,res of liquid 

a.rgon bat.lied the LAC!, and cooling loops carrying 10,000 liters of liquid iiit,rogen per da.y stabilized 

the liquid a.rgon temper at m e .  

The LAC was composed of 320 modules (288 in t,he ba.rrel and 16 each in t,he. endca.ps). each 

of which was inatle up of stacked pa.rallel-plat,e liquid a.rgoii ionizat.ion chambers. The clianibers 

consist.etl of st.ackctl 1ca.d tiles a.lt~erna.t.iiig wit,li lead plat.cs, separat,ed by spacers. wit.11 liquid argon 

flowing in bet,werii. The lead plat,es were gronnded a.nd each stack of t,iles wit,liiu a module was 

ga.nged t,ogct.l:er elect,rically across the plat.es and held at. high volt,a.ge t.o form t.he cha.rge c.ollect.ing 

anode. Thus tlie a.bsorber a.lso served as the electrode, allowing c.onipact caloriniet,er design. 

The LAC was segmeiited radially, aid each segment contained separate types of inodules: Elec- 

tromagnetic (tsar) inodules were mountd  on the insitlr radial section, antl hadronic (HAD) modules 

were iiioiinted on t,he outside. In the EM calorimeter, the lead plates antl tiles were 2 nini thick witch 

a 2.75 nini spaciiig in between for the liquid argon, providing 0.79 X ~ / c m  with a dE/dX saiiipling 

fraction of 18% to normally incident particles. Tlie EM calorimeter was further divided into two 

radial sections, E M l ,  of six radiation lengths, and EM2, of fifteentradiation lengths. The total EM 

thickness coiita.iriec1 50 Gev electrons wit.11 only 1-2% energy leakage. The EM energy resolut,ion wa.s - 15%/fi. The HAD ca,loriineter was niade up of 6 nini thick 1ra.d plat.es, sepa.rat.ed by 2.75 cni 

of liquid a.rgon , which yielded a. density of 0.044X/c.m. The HAD calorinieter wa,s also segmented 

further into two radial sections, the HAD1 arid HAD'L, each of which wa.s 1 a.bsorpt,ioii length thick. 

The tot.al EILI+HAD thickness was 2.8 absorption lengt>lis, which cont,ained 80-90%1 of the tot,al 

energy of a hadron shower. The HAD energy resolut,ioii was - 6 5 % / a  [:31]. 

Tlie spatial resolution of the LAC was determined by the tile size. Tlie inside of the barrel wa.s 

divided a.ziniuthally into 192 sect,ions, each subtending 33 m r  of a.zimuth, and was divided in polar 

angle into 68 sections of size from 21 nir to 36 n i r .  The tile size increased toward the eiidcaps in 

order to provide a coiista,nt projective area for electromagnetic showers. HAD segmentation wa.s 

twice as large as the EM in hot,li tra.nsverse dimensions. A single projcctive unit of EM or HAD tiles 

was called a tomrr. Each endcap was segmented a.zirnuthally iiito 192 EM sections at  large radii, 96 

sections at intermediate radii, and 48 sections a.t the center, maintaining a.n approximately constant 

projective area for electromagnetic showers. The endcaps were segmented into 17 EM sections in 
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polar angle. The HAD seginentation was twice as large as the EM in tlie endcaps as well 

c 

The LAC towers were connected to  front. end electronics, resident on the deteckor face, ca.lled 

tophmfs. Each tophat contained amplifiers and analog to  digital converters (ADCs) that. amplified 

ionization signal from tlie liquid argon and digitized it,. The signal was then converted into a. light. 

signal and sent to a FASTBUS crate v ia  an opt>ical fiber. 

The signal from the LAC was recorded as c0unt.s from the respect,ive ADCs connected t,o the 

t.owers. An energy calibration converted this raw signal into an energy that. could be assigned 

to  an incident part,icle or set of particles. Calibrat,ion of sampliiig caloriiiieters is an art ,  since 

many fact,ors, inclutling det,ails of the geomet,ry and const,ruct,ion, play hrge roles. The SLD LAC! 

calorimeter response lias been well studied by Gonzilez 1311, a.ncl we refer to this calibration in the 

sect ion on event. select.ion. 

3.1.5 The beam energy measurement 

The beam eiierges in the SLC were niea.sured by a wire imaging synchrot~ron radiation detect,or 

(WISRD) [32], present. in each of the two SLC arcs, near the beam dumps for the elect,ron a.nd 

posit,roii beains. A schenmtic drawing of the WISRD energy spect,romet,er is shown in Fig. 3-4. The 

beam t h e e  dipole magnets in a split-beam coiifigurat.ion. The first magnet induced a horizontal 

bend, which created a liorizont,al swath of synchrotron radia.tioii that, provided a reference pedestal for 

the bending downst,ream. The second magnet wa.s a precisely calibrated analyzing dipole, and bent. 

the beam vert,ically. A third l~orizontal bend magnet provided further calibration. The synchrotron 

photons were det,ected on iiiultiwire screens. The niean cent.er-of-mass energy for the 1993 run was 

91.26 Gev. 

3.2 The Compton Polarimeter 

The Coiiipton Polarimeter provided a precise measurement of tlie beam polarizat,ion by measuring 

the asyrnnietry in polarized Coriiptoii scattering [33]. I t  was sit.uated in the Final Focus area of the 

South Arc of the SLC, approximately 30 meters from the SLC IP. It had two niajor components, a 

system to generate, transport and collide photons with the beam electrons, and a system to detect, 

and analyze the Conipt.on scattered electron flus from the elect,ron-photon interaction. 

Circuhrly polarized light from a laser of wavelength 532 n m  was brought into collision with the 

electrons that had left the SLC IP at a point called the Conipton IP. The distance between tlie SLC IP 
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Figire 3-4: 
iiiiiie tlic bc?;mi eii<:rgies at the SLC. 

The Wiw Imagiiig Syiiclirotroii Radiation Detector (WISRD). used to cleter- 

arid t,he Coinpt,oii IP contained oiily quadrapole focussing niagnets and no dipole bend iiiagriets t.hat 

rvoultl have precessed the spin. The elect.roiis Compt,on scat,t.ered off t*lie phot,oiis, aft.er which they 

remained esseiit,ially collinear wit,li the unscatt,ered elect,roii beam (within a. 10 pr cone), sitice t.he 

elect.rons hac1 ail energy of x 46 GeV aiid the pliot.oiis had 2.33 e\‘. However, t,lie scat,tered elect,roris 

had a spread in energy, depending on the ceiit,er-of-iiionientum scattering angle of t8he electron- 

phot,on system. The lowest. eiiergy electrons had E s~ 17 GeV, which correspoiided to  complet,e 

backscattering in the cent,er-of-momentum frame. The Compton scattered electron were separated 

from t,he-main (unscattered) beam a.fter they passed through ‘t,he analyziiig helid field provided by 

two SIX S0ut.h Arc dipole iimgnets. SB1 and B1 whose effective bend center was  approximat,ely 3.6 

111 upst,ream of the polarimeter detectors. There were t.wo tra.nsversa1ly segment,ed detect,ors that 

intercepted t.lie fan of (:‘ompt.oii scattered elect.rons a.s they were bent. out. by the analyzing field. ‘Ilie 

first was a nine-channel &renliov t,lireshold counter (the &wil<ov det.ect,or). The second wiis 16 

clia.iint:l multiwire proport,ional tube detect.or (the PTD). The ilereiikov detect,or wa.s the primary 

det.ector used for polaxiiiietry. 

The other major component of the Polariiiiet,er was the laser, situated in a tra.iler (the “laser 

shack”) on a hill above the SLC South Arc, and the h e r  helicit,y-cont,rol and transport syst,em. 

The helicit,y control and transport of the light from the laser was achieved by a syst,em consisting 

of various pieces of optics in the vicinity of the laser to  control the polariza.tioii stat.e of the light, 

a syst.em of several ininors, windows, and a lens to bring t,his light, int,o the SLC beampipe and 

focus it, for collision, and an Analysis Bo t ,  which served as a laser beam dump aiid light-polarization 

analyzer. Fig. 3-5 shows a scheinatic of the Compton Polarimeter system, in rehtion to the SLD 
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Figure 3-5: Schematic of tlie Coinpton Polariineter in the South Filial Focus region of the 
SLC. showing the electron beam intercepted by the Coiiiptoii laser after i t  leaves the SLD 
detector. 

detect,or . 

3.2.1 The Compton Cerenkov detector 

A nine-channel (?erenkov threshold device served as the nia.in det.ect.or for the Coniptoii scattered 

elect.rons. The requirenient,s niacle of the Conipt.oii Polarimeter electron dct.ectors were good posit,ion 

and liiiearitly calibra.t,ion, and suppression of background. The positions of the relevant. C'eriiekov 

detector channels were deterniiiied to  a. precision of - & 2 5 0 p m ,  (sectmion 6.2). The backgrounds at. 

t,he Coniptoii detect,ors were caused mainly by radiation from beam-bea.m interaction a.t tlie SLC 

IP (beamssfrahlmg radiation), which had energies of - 1 GeV, but. degraded t,o a few MeV aft,er 

scat.t.ering from accelerat,or elements. Another source of backgrounds wa.s synchrotron radiation from 

tlie South Arc bend magnets, - 1 MeV. Tlie cjerenkov threshold of t,lie gas used in the detect,or 

wa.s M 10 MeV, effectively ma.king t,he detector blind to  this soft background. A scliemat~ic diagram 

of the Coinpton C'erenkov det,ector (and PTD) is showii in Fig. 3-6. The beampipe, s1io~z.n at  

the top, ran Nort,h-South. Tlie detectors were located east of t,lie beampipe, where the analyzing 

bend field steered the fail of Coniptoii scattered electrons. There were two remotely insertable 

lead plates, called preradiators, in front of the detector. The preradiat,or blocked soft elect.roiis and 

photons from ent,ering the detect.or through the front face, and amplified tlie signal due to Compton 
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Figlire 3-6: 
respect to the SLC beaniliiie. The encasing lead is not shown. 

A top-view illustration sliowiiig the Compton Cerenkov detector and PTD with 

scattered electroils by causing the electrons to shower within the lead. The detector body coiisisted 

of iiiiie chaniiels, each 1 ciii wide and 20 ciii long, separated by 250 p i  thick aluminum walls. All 
reflective surfaces throughout the det,ector were buffed along the channel axis and coated with 1000 

A pure aluminum. The detector channels were projective back to the bend point of the magnetic 

field. The channels had a 3 mr/channel angular offset to achieve this projective geometry. Cerenkov 

radiat.ion created in the space between the detector body and the start of the channels was blocked 

by thin aluiiiiaum tabs at  tlie beginning of tlie channels. 

, 

Cerenkov photons were emitted at  55 iiir relative to the electrons in the front sect,ion of the 

detector. These photons were were reflected by the channel walls and by two sets of polished, 

aluminum-coated stainless steel mirrors set a t  45' along the bend points of the channel into nine 
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Hainamatsu R1398 photornultiplier tubes. The bends in the light path allowed the photomultiplier 

tubes to  be situated relatively far away from the beampipe and associated source> of noise The 

entire detector was encased in several inches of lead for shielding, so that any direct path to  a 

photomultiplier tube went through at, least 4 inclies of lead. The transniission efficiency of tlie 

243.7 r. nin ultraviolet light through tlie det,ector was measured to  be - 50%. ‘ 1 1 1 ~  interior of the 

detector was filled with cis- and traits-2 butene at atmospheric temperature and pressure, which 

yielded a 10 MeV cutoff energy for producing Cerenkov light.  lie entire detector, along wit11 t11c 

lcacl shielding 011 top, was placed on a niovahle stage, called tlie detector table. Tlii. tahle could be 

moved transverse to the beampipe, and a precision linear potentiometer readback providcd rthtive 

position information. In addition, niicroswitches provided confirmatioti when the t l d c ~ t o r  was in it5 

noininal posit ion. 

The photomiilt iplkr tubes used for tlie (?erenkov dc.tector were IIaniainatsu R13!)S 1 i’’ ten-stage 

tlwign with a linear focused d! node chain for high instantaneous signal Iinc3arity. ‘ I l i c w  tubes liatl a 

fiisetl-silica glass wiiidow which adinittetl photons in the range from ‘200 to 600 nm. 7 lie Aainamatsu 

111668 photoinultiplier tulws were also used. Tlie Rl(i(j8 were identical to &he Rl3!)d except for a 

quartz window which admitted photons in the range from 160 to 650 nni The freyiicwcy cutoff for 

light propagating through the gas was 200 nm, and tlie two t u  

response. The width of tlie output pulses from each t)pe of tube was - 2 ns. The lmses used, with 

the tubes were of a special design, using two soiirces of high voltage, to ensure the t u l m  operated in 

the linear regime The primary source of instantaneous non-linearity in a photomulf iplier tube - 

space-charge saturation in the last stages of amplification - was coiitrolled by keeping the voltage 

to the latter stages high, thereby maximizing the space-charge throughput. (which is proportioiial 

to V $ ) ,  while loweriiig tlie voltage to  the first few stages which decreased the curreiit so as to  s ta j  

within the space-charge throughput limit of the latter stages. Traditionally, tapered resistor chains 

in photomultiplier bases have provided progres4vely higher fields in the later stages. Tlie bases used 

i n  for the Cerenkov detector iinproved on this concept by using two separate high-voltage sources 

were ohserved to have s 

to provide the fields for tahe initial and filial stages. The cathode and tlir. first six dynodes of the 

photomultiplier were controlled by the froul-etid voltage supply, while the final two dynodes were 

coi~trolled by the back-ea d supply. The linearity of the photomultiplier tube response was measured 

as a fuiiction of the signal height by varying the front-end voltage, while keeping the back-end voltage 

constant, thus changing the gain while maintaining the saturation characteristics of the back-end. 

The results are discussed in section 6.1. 
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Figure 3-7: Coiiiptoii Polarimeter Laser Beiich layout for 1993. 

3.2.2 The Conipton laser system 

The polarized photons used in the Compton Polarimeter were provided by a Spectra-Physics DCR-11 

Nd:YAG (Neodymium Yitt,riuni-Aluminum-Garnet) laser, frequency doubled to 532 m i  wavelengt,Ii. 

The h e r  wa.s Q-switched to provide a - lGObJ, 8 ns pulse. The laser was triggered once every 11 

SIX beam crossings. A 120 Hz. timing signal froiii the SIX, a.ppropriately niasked for 10 concur- 

rent. pulses, provided t,he t<riggers for tlie laser fladilaiiip and Q-switch. The goal of tlie laser and 

a.ssociated liglit. transport. was to deliver circularly polarized phot.ons to t,he Compt.on IP. There were 

iiiaiiy optical elements in the path, including mirrors, windows and a lens, which caused the light t,o 

lose circular polarization. Two major effects of the light transport on the photons were unwanted 

phase shifts, and introduction of incoherent,, unpolarized light. An upper liiiiit wa.s placed on the 

amount of uripola,rized light. The phase shifts introduced by the transport system were monitored 

and correct.ed continuously during the run. 

Fig. 3-7 shows the layout of the laser bench optics. The laser and bench were located in a 

trailer on the hill behind the CEH, situated aliiiost directly above the South Final Focus region and 

the Cornptoii IP. As the figure shows, two mirrors on the bench steered the laser through a beam 

expander into a phase-correction system consisting of a linearly polarizing Glan-laser prism and 
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Figire 3-8: A sclieiiiatic drawing of the Cleveland Crystals Model TX3460 Pockels cell. 

t,wo Pocliels cells Thc prism transmit tetl linearly polarized light, which could then be transformed 

into a state with arbitrary elliptical polarimtion by the Pockels cell. The two Pockels cells were 

labelled the CP and PS Pocliels cell. Pockels cells are electro-optical devices capable of imparting 

an arbitrary phase to incident light,. In normal polarimeter operat ion, the phases were chosen such 

that circularly polarized light was delivered to the C'onipton IP. The entire process is described in 

more detail in chapter 5. 

The Pockels Cells 

C 

A Pockels cell is a volta.ge-dependent, optical compensat,or. A coinpensator is an elellielit, that, induces 

different, phase shifts to polarization components along different axes. A preferred axis (t.lie f a s t  

nsis)  has the smallest. phase shift,, while a perpendicular a.xis (t,he slow nsis) has the largest. Fixed 

compensators are usua.lly labelled by the difftzrence in pha.se shift along the fa.st. a id  slow axes, in uiiit,s 

of incident, light, wavelengt,li. A quarter-wave compensat.or induces a shift of $, while a half-wave 

p1at.e induces a shift of 3. A given Pockels cell has specific voltages where it acts as a quart.er- 

wave and half-wave coiiipensat.or, referred to as the quarter-wave and half-wave voltage for that, 

cell. A quart.er wave compensat,or aligned with it,s fast axis a.t $45' (-45') to the pola.rization axis 

of linearly polarized incident, light, transforms that. light into right-handed (left-handed) circularly 

polarized light'. 

The Pockels cells used in the Coiiiptoii laser system were Cleveland Crystal Optics model TX3460 

'Right-handed light has positive he1icit.y; left.-handed light has negat.ive helicity. This is t.he particle physics 
convention. The optics  convention for the sign of circular polarization is exact,ly opposite. 
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Figure 3-9: Coniptoii Polarimeter Laser Transport System. 

cells. A KD*P crystal was mounted, along with electrodes and Iiigli-voltage connect,ions, in a 

nietal housing approxiniately 8 ciii long, which iiicluded the ent,rance and exit window nioui1t.s. 

Thr. magnitude of t.he elect.ric field a.pplied along tlie cryst,al det.erniined the ph;lse-compensation 

propert,ies. The polarizat,ion purity of these cells was measured t,o b e  better tliaii 99.8%. The 

qua.rt,er-wave voltage for these cells wa.s arouiid 1600-1700 volt,s. The two Pockels cells were driven 

with a CAMAC module called PXION, built at. SLAC:. This unit, provided two low voltage signds 

that were amplified a fact.or of 1000 by two high-voltage amplifiers. The PMON unit contaiiied 

pseudo-random number geiierat.ors [34], used to  select betweeii posit,ive and negative voltages to 

apply to  tlie Pockels cell for alternate pulses. 

After the light left, the laser bench, it was reflected by a set of compensated mirror pairs down 

into the SLC South fiiia.1 Focus a.rea a.nd into collisioii with tlie electroiis exiting t,lie SLD. Fig. 3-9 

sliows a diagram of the h e r  transport system. Iiidividual mirrors may impart. a phase shift, E ,  to 

the reflected light. In general, E may differ for S (senkrecht, or polarized perpeiidicular to  t.he plane 

of reflection) arid P (parallel, or polarized parallel t.0 t.he plme of reflection) rays. If tlie iiicident ray 
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is an S ray, the first mirror imparts a phase shift 6s upon reflection. The second mirror in the pair 

is oriented such that the ray is now incident as a P ray on the second mirror, suffering an additional 

phase shift E P .  Therefore the total phase shift froin both reflections is 6s + tp. Similarly, if tlie ray 

is incident as a P ray on the first mirror, it will undergo a total phase shift of tp + cs upon reflection 

from the mirror pair. Therefore, the phase shift. d@creiice betweeii incident S and P rays is zero after 

reflection from tlie mirror pair. The mirrors used in the laser transport system were compensated 

pairs - both mirrors in a given pair coated in the same production run. hIeasureiiients of total 

phase shift imparted by such coinpensated pairs show it to bc3 sniall. 

Aft.er the Compt.oii IF‘, two mirrors (singlc mirrors, not coinpeiisated pairs) tlirect.ed the beam 

into t.he laser beam dunip - t.he Anal Box. Mirror 5. iiiouiitc(1 mit,liin the beanipipe. direct.ed the 

Ia.ser though the vacuiini exit. window into t,lie Analysis Box. hl irror 6 directed the light, towards t,lic. 

aiia.lyzing opt.ics. These t,wo uiicompensat.et1 iiiirrors int.rotluced largc. phase shifts i i i  t.he light. aft.er 

t.he (-‘ompton IP. 1’11~ circular polarizat ioii nieasrircd iii t,Iie Aiialysis Box was, tlirwfore, t l i f f t w i i t .  

from t.liat. nwasurecl at. the Compton IP. 

Analysis Box 

The Analysis Box, sit ua.t,ed at, t.he end of t.he h e r  light, pat.11, cont,aiiied helicity filt.ers to  a.nalyze 

t.he light, pola.riza.t,ion. Fig. 3-10 shows tlie layout of t.lie Analysis Box, and assoc.iatcd optics. Aft,er 

reflect,ioii from Mirror 6, the light went through a helicity filter. composed of a quarter-wa,ve plate 

and a calcite prisin. Fig. 3-11 shows a schematic of how the calcite prism was used in the helicity 

filter. The ca1cit.e prism has a different index of refraction for light pohrized perpendicular to a. 

preferred a.xis (t.lie ordinary ray). than for that polarized along taliis axis (the est.ra-ordinary ray). 

As Fig. 3-11 shows, the light. is bent, a.ccording to  Snell’s law as it, lea.ves the prism, but the estra- 

ordinary ray is bent by 16.3’, wliile the ordinary ray is bent by 11.8’, creating a separation of M 5’, 

between the two states. Phot,odiodes were used to  measure intensities of both rays coining from 

t,he calcite prism, thereby obtaining simult,aneous nieasurement,s from bot,li a. right.-ha.ncled and a 

left-handed helicity filter. 

3.2.3 The Comptoii data acquisition system 

The Compton polarimeter data acquisition was separate from the main SLD data acquisition system. 

The SLD read out several racks of FASTBUS modules based 011 a hardware trigger decision. The 

Coiiipton data acquisition. by contrast, was composed of three real-time CAMAC crates, read out 

by a Micro-Vas at 120 Hz. The data from the various CAMAC modules were sent by Ethernet to the 
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the Comptoii Laser. 

Conipton Polarimeter Analysis Box, which also serves as the light dunip for 

SLDACQ 5800 VAX. The SLDA( ‘Q then formed two streanis of data. The “raw” stream consisted 

of every laser-on pulse ant1 a corresponding laser-off pulse. The “suinnied” stream consisted of data 

sunimed in separate electron/plioton helicity-indexed bins as appropriate. 

The following data were logged to tape by the polarimeter data st.reani: t.he signals from ea.cli of 

the nine Cerenkov channels as well as the 16 PTD cha,nnels; the signals from t,he photodiodes 011 the 

laser bench a.nd the Aiia.lysis Box; the volt,agrs on the two Pockels cells; severa.1 SLC beam-current 

monitor toroids; a i d  severa.1 monitored quantities indicat,ing various Polarimeter st,atus values such 

as detector table position, lens position, etc. In addition, iiiforiiia.tion about t>he elect.ron bea.m 

helicity from the pohized  elect,ron source and Compton laser helicity state was read from several 

bit-registers and logged. 

The “summed” data stream contained inforination for M 20,000 SLC beam crossings. The 
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Figure 3-11: Sclieiiiatic of calcite prism operation in the helicity filters. 

data from the detectors was biiined separately for the two electron-helicity states (right- and left- 

handed) as well as the three laser states (right- and left-handed, and laser-off), for a total of six 

bins. The laser-off data provided the background suhtractioii for the data. Since the laser was fired 

only once every 11 beam crossings, the statistical uncertainty cm, the track nd measuremei~t was 

sigiiificantly smaller than tliat on the signal. The “E 

of 150 beam crossings. Every Comptoii laser-on pi11 on lmr-aff pulse 

coinciding with a pulse froiii same Polarized Source las written. We used 

the “siiinnie< dat,a stream to dcterniine the polarization of the electroii beam. The “raw” data 

were examined for effects which could have biased the “summed” data, such as large, instantaneous 

fluctuations in the backgrounds (spiky noise). N o  such fluctuations were found. 

stteam coataimed data in 
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Chapter 4 

Compton Polarimetry and the Beam 

Polarization Determination 

Electron beam polarization uncertaintit,s contribute the single largest systematic error in the mea- 

surenient of ALR. The beam polarization measurmient is therefore of great interest, since the 

care and precision exercised effect ALR directly. For the 1993 SLD run, we determined tlie beam 

polarization, P, with a systematic error of 2 = 1.3%. 

Compton scattering of polarized electrons from polarized photons esliibit,s a large, spin-dependent 

asymmetry that can be used to determine beam polarization. At the SLC, tlie Cornpton scattered 

elect,rons were detected after they 1ia.d pa.sser1 through a. dipole aimlyzing magnet. This technique 

offered the adva.nt,ages of a large mea.sured asynimetry and a spatia.lly srpara.t.ed kinemat,ic spectrum. 

4.1 Compton scattering kinematics 

Conipton scatt.ering can proceed through two channels, the s and t .  The Feynman diagrams for 

these channels are shown in Fig. 4-1. The Compton cross-section can be derived in tlie elect,ron rest 

frame; however, care must. be t,aken to include t.he effects of the electron rest-mass. since the total 

energy of t,he electron and photon is less than 1 MeV. The expression for the Coniptoii differential 

cross section in the elect,ron rest, frame is 
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t-c hannel s-channel 
Figure 4-1: Feyiiinaii diagraiiia for Coiiiptoii scatteriiig. 

+ -3 

nlwrc  yo = 2 82 x ciii iz tlit. classical electxoii radius, k and k' are tlie incident and scattered 

photon moinriit a,  8, is thv  photon scattering angl(= \\it11 respect. to the incident photoii direction. 

and  T, is t l i v  signed circular polarization of the photon T, > 0 denotes a photon with spin along 

the nioiiimitiiiii direction. Te is the electron polarization, and d ' Y ( k k ' )  is the Comptoii polarizatioii 

aaynimetry fiinct ion, given by 

+ -  

(4.2) 

where s is the electron polarization direction. The signs in the asyiiimetq himi PT,PeAe7 in  Eq. 4.1 

have been chosen so that the Conipton cross-section is greater when the photon and electrim spins 

are aligned in tlie same direction. 

IVe now develop tlie expressions for Conipton scatteriiig in tlie SLC frame, where the electroii 

niomentuiii is 2 x lo1' that of tlie photon. The scat.t,ered electrons travel in the incident electroii 

direction. WP define the incident and final electroii and photon energies in  tlie laboratory frame as  

E ,  E ' ,  I<, I<'. We define the kineniatical variable y ns 

yr ( 1+- "3', (4.3) 

where nz, is tlie electron rest mass, and write the expressions corresponding to  the case of complete 

backscattering in tlie center-of-momentum frame as 

(4.4) 

For SLC Conipton values of 2.33 eV and 45.5 GeV for the photon and electron energies, y = 0.381. 
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giving a niasimum scattered photon energy of 28.3 GeV a n d  a niininiiim electroii energy of 17.4 

GeV. The aiiglc of the scattered photon in the lab frame, Or;, is giveii hy 

3 -1 

I - '  - - IY,,,, ' [ 14 y (7;) - ] . .r, 

wliicli defines the kinematical variable ~t'. The iliaxiinurn elect*ron scat,teriiig angle is given by 

(4.5) 

The scattered elect.rons remain witliin the unscatterctl beaiii siuce the niasiiiiiiiii electron scattering 

angles are sriialler than t,he bemi divergence. To obtain the Comptoii cross-section in the laboratory 

fraiiie from Eq. 4.1, we use the following transformation: 

I<' 
K n a z  

1 - cos Bo 
2y+  (1 - y ) ( l -  C O S O , ) '  

. E = - - - - -  

- - 

Tlir lab-frame cross-section call be written as a sum of longitudirial and transverse electroil polar- 
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ization asymmetries, 

where q5 is the azimuth of the photon with respect t o  the electron transverse polarization. The term 

in the square brackets has two parts, the first,PzA:Y(x), is the longitudinal teriii, and the secoiid, 

%t cos q!JA;’(.r), is the transverse t e r m  The unpolarized cross-section is given by 

(”) ’1’ d 4  unpol  1 - c ( l  - y) + 1 +  [ 1 - . 4 1 + d ] 2 }  l - x ( l - y )  ’ 
1’” l -y)?  

a i d  the longitiitlinal and trniisvtArse asyiiimetrirs are defiiied as 

(4.8) 

( 4 . 9 )  

(4.10) 

Here the polarizatioiis PT aiitl P, are signed such that positive denotes the spin vector in  the same 

direction as the iiioiiie~it~iiiii vector. This convent.ioii is similar to the one for Eq. 

larger cross-section when the electxon and photon spins are parallel. Fig. 4-2 shows t 

and transverse asyiiiinetxies plotted as a function of the kineniat,icaf vari 

on values from zero (for no scattering) t o  one (for 180’ backscatteriiig in the center-of-nioineiitum 

fraiiit,). 

The longitudinal asyiiiiiietry function has some interesting features. Foremost, the asymmetry 

is large, approximately 75% in the case of coiiiplete backscattering (minimum scattered electron 

energy at the SLC was 17.4 GcV). This large asymmetry occurs at the kinematic edge of scattering, 

since the region beyond a: = 1 is kinematically inaccessible. A dipole magnet was used to  analyze 

the Compton scattered electrons. The region corresponding to z = 1 exhibits a “Compton edge”, 

where the signal drops off sharply to zero. This edge was easily observed in the Coiiiptoii detectors 

and was used in the position calibration. Another feature of the longitudinal asyminetry is the poiiit 

at .r = & where the asymmetry goes to zero, the L‘zero-asymmetry point” (scattered electron 

energy at thr. SLC’ was 25.16 GeV). These two features, the Coinptoii kinematic edge and the zero- 

asyiiiiiietry point were used to calibrate the relative position of the detector to within 250 p n .  The 

transverse position of a given detector channel relative to  the beamline determined the acceptaiice 

in scattered electron energy of that channel, since the analyzing magnets, SB1 and B1, had a single 
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effective bend point for all electrons, independent. of energy. 

First order radiative corrections to  polarized Compton scattering were calculated [35] .  The effect, 

on the unpolarized cross-section was seen to be less than 0.3%, and t,he effect on the longitudinal 

Compton asymmetry function, A : y ,  was less than 0.OOOG for all scattered electron energies detectable 

at  the SLC. We took a3 negligible the effects of radiative corrections to Conipton scattering in the 

analysis. 

4.2 Compton experimental asymmetry 

Tlit. asyninictry due to longitudinal polarization of tlie electrons is given by the PyPi.4f.? term 

i n  F:q. 4.7. This asyniinetry is proportional to  parallel and anti-paral1t.l electron and photon spin 

comhinatioiis. \Vex ineabured this asyinmrt.r> by forming the asymnwtry of the C'ompton signal size 

for these states. For a given polarimeter channel. the signal. N,  cat1 be written for the two states as 

(4.11) 

whcre i is tlie polarimeter channel being observed, .c1 , x2 are the energies at  tlie liniit,s of the channel, 

r (c )  is the response function of the channel, and Nibkg" is the background signal in that channel. 

We used these Ni to  form the experimental asymmetry ( E A ) ,  

where ai ,  tlie niinly5?rg power  of the channel, is defined as 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

which is just the normalized asymmetry function weighted by the response function of tlie chaniiel 

and the Conipton luminosity and integrated over the acceptance of the channel. The electron beam 

polarization is simple to extract: 
EAi P, = -. P7 . ai (4.14) 

Clearly, several sources of systematic uncertainty affected the determination of P,. We had to 

measure EA, the Conipton asymmetry, without bias. For the 1993 SLC run, we used dedicat<ed 

studies to map out the linear range of t,he relevant channels in tlie detector, and ensurecl that we 
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stayed within that range during the run, away from bias-inducing lion-linearities. We also had 

to  measure 'P7, the light polarization, with accuracy. By determining and conipensat,ing for the 

optical birefringence of the Coinptoii light transport system, we determined the light polarization 

very accurat.ely. Finally, we had to determine ai, the analyzing power for the detector channels, with 

precision. We used the EGS4 Monte Carlo to  calculate the response function of the channels, and 

used detector scaiis transverse to  the beaiii to  locatme the Cornpton kineniat,ic edge precisely ( e d g e  

scnns). These sources of systeiiiatic uncertainty in the polarization determination are discussed 

further in chapter 6 and chapter 5. 

4.3 Monte Carlo Simulation of the Compton Cerenkov De- 

tector 

In  ortlrr to  calculate t.he analyzing power. a , ,  for a given channel in  the Compton t'ercnkov detwtor, 

the C'oiiipton asymmetry function, AT-?, had to be integrated over the acceptance of the channc4, 

and normalized, as in Eq. 4.13. A:y could be calculated analytically. The response functiom. 7 - ( x ) ,  

and the channel acceptaiice limits, reqiiired more consideration. For a perfect dt,tector, the> 

would be constant within the channel walls and zero outside. The channel acceptance lini 

be defined by the walls of the channel. This simple picture held down to  a fern percent 

achieve a precision of a few tenths of a percent, we had to take into account effects of electromagnetic 

showers in the detector and the result>ant smearing of the resolution function. 

In practice, the detector normally operated with lead preradiator in front, as dvscribecl in  sec- 

tion 4.4. The preradiator was used to absorb soft. gammas around the beamline, as well as to 

amplify the signal from the Compton scattered electrons. The finite spatial widtli of an  electroniag- 

netic shower meant that the response function of a given Cerenkov chanml was inevit\ably sniearetl 

out beyond the limits of its walls. I n  lieu of a high-precision electron test,-beam, we uscd Monte 

Carlo detector simulatioiis to determine the Cerenkov channel response functions i n  the presence of 

lead preradiator. We confirmed the EGS simulation by comparing the predicted asyiiinietries for 

various preradiator configurations with measured asymmetries. 

4.3.1 The EGS4 Monte Carlo program 

The simulat.ion of the Compton Cerenkov detector was performed using the Electron Gamma 

Shower (EGS4) Monte Carlo package [%I. The EGS package simulated the interactions of elec- 

trons, positrons and photons with matter over an energy range from 10 keV to 1 TeV. The program 
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Figure 4-3: Top view of electroiiiagiietic shower in the Coniptori Cerenkov detector for 10 
iiicitfeiit e - .  with no lend preradiator (left) and 0.8 ciii lead preradiator (right). The solid lines 
are electroii tracks, while the dotted lines are photon tracks. 

took int.0 account photoelectric, Compton, and pair-production interactions, as well as bremsstrah- 

lung, Moli6re multiple scattering, Mdler and Bhablia scattering, as well as positron annihilation in 

flight. The EGS package recognized all elements and most commonly used metal alloys composite 

materials. The EGS program sets a world-wide standard and has been used in countless physics 

experiments over the years, and has been shown to properly simulate the effects of electromagnetic 

interactions over a wide kinematic range. 

The Cerenkov detector modelling was done in two separate ways. The original method, used in 

the 1992 analysis of the detector, simulated a single channel of the detector. For the 1993 analysis, 

a full-detector siniulation was used, which described all nine channels as well as salient features of 

the detector body and associated beamline components. The two separate approaches did not differ 

appreciably in their estimations of the analyzing powers. 
, 

Single channel EGS model 

The single channel EGS model of the detector, used in the 1992 analysis, has been extensively 

described elsewhere [371. We highlight here the features used in the 1993 analysis. 
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Figlire 4-5: 
Cerenkov cliaxinel 1 and the containment cannister. A Compton sczdtepe 
incident on one of the inner channels. The inner channels suffered sign1 
from the shield. 

A top-view of a fiill-detector EGS siniulxtkm, with the 

centimeters into the detector. 

Due to  the presence of the Pb shield for most of the 1993 run, we choose to  iiiclude only channels 

6 and 7 in the polarization determination. These channels have the advantage of being located 

in region of very high Coniptoii asymmetry. Since the kinematic edge falls in channel 7, detector 

position scans, described in section 6.2, calibrated the position of these channels quite precisely, to  

NN 250pm. 

After the response functions of the Cerenkov channels were determined with the EGS simulations, 

we determined the analyzing power by using Eq. 4.13. The analyzing powers used for normal ruiining 

during the 1993 run are presented in Table 6.4. 
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Figure 4-6: A top-view of a full-detector EGS simulation, with the Pb shield in between 
Cerenkov channel 1 and the containnient cannister. A Compton scattered electron is shown 
incident on one of the outer channels. The outer channels did not suffer much rescattering 
fi*oni the shield. 

4.4 Compton polarimeter operation 

The Compt.on polarimeter was run continuously for the 1993 run, with some breaks for routine 

maintenance (flaslilainp changes, Cerenkov gas changes), systematic checks (laser timing, position, 

phase scans, kinematic edge scans, linearity checks) and emergency repairs (laser hardware repairs, 

burnt optics replacement). The polarimeter running and online data selection are described in more 

detail below. 

The data were written to tape in two separate groups. A “raw” polarimeter data stream was 

formed, containing the status and of all detector element,s and ADCs for every laser-on pulse and a 

corresponding laser-off pulse, and writ ten to  tape every 150 bean1 crossings. A separate “suiiinied” 

stream was formed, containing sums of all Cerenkov channels separately for each conibination of 

photon and electron helicity (as well as laser-off), and written to  tape every 20,000 beam crossings. 
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Figlire 4-7: 
( top)  the Ph shield in place. The effect of the Pb shield is evident i n  the lower plot. 

The response function for Cerenkov channel 2. with (bottom) and without 

In addition. tlie summed data stream contained all phot.odiode sums were written out for each 

photon helicity and the laser-off stmate. The following data analysis involves inaiiily the “summed” 

data. The “raw” data was checked at  random intervals to  ensure the two data streams matched. 

4.4.1 Compton polarimeter Online 

The Coinpton polarimet,er data acquisit>ion has already been described in section 3 . 2 .  The polarime- 

ter acquisition was a timed system, not a triggered system. Data were acquired from all polarimeter 

chaniiels at 1’20 Hz. The following criteria were applied to the data as it. came in: 

0 For the raw data stream: 

1. If the Coinpton laser fired, the beam crossing was included in the data stream. 

2. A subsequent pulse for which the Coinpton laser did not fire was also included in tlie data 

stream. 

0 For the siiiiirned data st,ream: 



Detector Res onse Function (Channel 7) 
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Figure 4-8: 
(top) the shield in place. The shield had no effect on tlie outer cliannels. 

The response function for Cerenkov clianriel 7, with (bottom) and without 

1. If the electron aiid positron toroid signals in both tlie South and North Arc of the SLC 

passed a threshold (the torozd veto) ,  ensuring that electrons were present. and e+e- col- 

lisioiis were occurring at  the SLC IP, and 

2. if the signal in cliariiiel 9 of the Cerenkov was below a set threshold, eiisuriiig that the 

noise in tlie polarimeter channels was tolerable, 

then the data from that beatxi crossing tva,s added to the running suin. 

Tlie raw data streani contained all the d a h  from all the various polarimeter ADCs and bit 

registers. Tlie summed stream contained in addition to the d a h  from the polarimeter channels, 

slow analog monitor data and a rzngbuffer of raw data from the last 100 beam-crossings used in the 

suriimatioii. Since tlie riiigbuffer data was essentially a random sampling of raw data, it was very 

useful in estimating systematic errors such as electronic noise aiid biases in  the Cerenkov channels 

and among laser photodiodes. 
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4.4.2 Data processing 

The ADC counts from the each of the 9 Cerenkov channels were summed and written as a two di- 

mensional matrix of data, one index denoting the two separate electron helicities, the other denoting 

the photon helicit,ies (and the laser-off state). Separate summations were made of the number of 

beam crossings, the ADC count,s, as well as the square of the ADC counts. 

Approximately every three minutes, accumulated data from M 20,000 beam crossiiigs was written 

to tape in a format called a d d a  bank. ho t  all polarimeter data banks contained 20,000 beam 

crossings, since the toroid and channel 9 threshold vetos prevented some beam crossings from being 

included in the s i i m .  The following sclectioii criteria were imposed on the banks before they w t w  

used in the polarization dctermination: 

1. The bank had to havt, at least 100 beam crossings in each of the four photon - elcctron 

helicity-indcxed banks, to ensiirc proper statistics for the C'ompton asymniet,ry measuremelit. 

2. The voltages on the Coinpton Pockels Cells (the CP  and PS) had to have been at  the nominal 

values. The Coniptoii light polarization analysis varied the voltages on the two Pockels Cells 

(section 5.2). Every third Coiiiptoii measurement was made with the Pockels Cell voltages at 

the noniinal point. The nominal voltages on the Pockels cells were chosen such that the light 

was circularly polarized at the SLC IP. These nominal voltages were changed as necessary. 

3. We required that the electron toroid threshold veto, as described above, was operational. 

Erroneous inclusion of missing electron pulses in the Compton asymnietry calculation would 

have effectively lowered the measured asymmetries and the extracted polarizations. 

4. We required that the lead preradiator thickness in front of the detector was either 0.G cm, 0.9 

em were calculated. ciii, 0.85 ciii or 2.5 cm, which were the thicknesses for which a 

The amount of preradiator used differed for differcntc detect.or 

eras. 

5. We required that the detector table position, as determined by the linear potentiometer read- 

back, was wit,hin 1.36 nim of the nominal positmion. Within this range, the analyzing powers 

were corrected for any deviation from noniinal position. 

6. The (laser-on) signal plus (laser-off) background from either channel 6 or 7 of the C'erenkov de- 

tector was required to be greater than 35 count,s. To ensure that the photomultiplier tubes were 

operating in the linear regime, the pedestal subtracted large-signal ( P H t )  was constrained for 

channels 6 and 7 to be: 40 > PHt  > 440. The linearity correct.ion inade within this region 

are discussed below. Coinpton runs with signal outside this region were discarded. 
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After the selection criteria were applied, the data from the banks remaining were used to form 

the raw Comptoii scattering asymmetries as in Eq. 4.12. Tlie signals ( N Y ' ,  NFtl-par ) and back- 

ground (IVYgd) were identified as Ne,r ,  the mean ADC counts (sums divided by tlie number of 

beam crossings) for tlie chaiinel under questioii for the electron index e aiid tlie photon index y. 

Tlie electron helicity iiidex had two values, denoting right-handed and left-handed electrons. The 

pliotori helicity index had three values, denoting right-handed, and left-handed light., and another 

one indicating the laser was off (background measurement). 

The statistical error on the individual Ne,r was calculated using the average sum of the counts 

squared, Sf,-, . The error is tlim simply 

where n is the numlwr of beam crossings collcct.ed for the E ,  7 helicit>y conibination for wliicli X is 

the nieaii of tlic ADC counts, and S is tlie mean of t,he ADC coiints squared. The stat.ist,ical error 

on t,lw esperiiiient.al asymiiiet.ry, SEAi, was t.lien calculated in the noriiial nia.niier. The typical 

st.at,ist,ical error on the beam polarization deterniiiiatioii from a data bank coiitaiiiing 20,000 beam 

crossings was 1%. We note that. the error on beam polarizatioii det.ermina.tion was limited not by 

stat,ist,ics, but, by various ~ystemat~ic errors, which are discussed in proceeding cliapt,ers. 

From the experimental asyiiimet*ry, EA, we formed the electron beam polarization using the 

analyzing power of the appropriate chaiinel and the light polarization, P7, as used in Eq. 4.14. The 

light. polarizat,ion (chapter 5) analysis yieldid a list of P7 relevant to different t,inies of polarimeter 

operat,ion. The analyzing power used also varied, depending on the position calibration and lead 

configurat.ion era. 

We obtained separate right-handed and left-handed beam polarizations, from espt~riniental asyiii- 

nietries calculated separately for right-handed and left-handed electrons. From this we determined 

the polarization asymmetry, A p ,  for use in correcting ALR for systematic biases in section 9.1. 

Siiice the left aiid right handed electrons were polarized to  almost exact,ly t3he saiiie magnit*ude, this 

asymmetry was very small (3.3 f 0.1) x 

We averaged the right and left-handed beam polarizations and obtained the nieaii beam polar- 

ization. We theii associated the SLD 2 events with the polarization measurement nearest in time. 

We discarded events which were taken more than an  hour before or after a valid beam polarization 

measurement. The results of this association are shown in Fig. 4-9. Since tlie ALR iiieasuremeiit 
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Figure 4-9: 
plot shows a point for each Z event, and the lower plot is a histogram of the same data. 

The Conipton beam polarization as associated with each 2 event. The upper 

requires the luminosity weighted beain polarization, we foriiied the average, 

(4.15) 

where Pc is the average Irrminosity-weighted poIarizatior1 at the coinptori detector. However, before 

we can use this to determine ALE we must comect for small effects that can make the polarization 

a s  measured at  the Coinpton IP different from that at  the SLC IP. This correction is estimated in 

chapter 7. 
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Chapter 5 

Light Polarization determination for the 

Compton Polarimeter 

This chapter presents t,he technique used to  det,ermiiie tlie light. polarizat,ioii used in tlie polariza.tion 

det,eriiiination by tlie Cornpt.oii polarimeter. As Eq. 4.14 has sliowii, the circular polarization of the 

light, P7, appea.rs in the beam polarizat.ion det.ermination linearly. The light polarization, Py , was 

determined to an uncertainty of NN 2% for the 1992 run of the SLC. For the 1993 run, the light 

polarizat,ion determination was done separately for two eras. In the early part of the run, we did 

not have the ability to  scan tlie laser polarization through its maximurn value, and were unable to  

niake a precise determination of tlie laser polarization. We have divided this era into seven epochs 

for further consideration. The systeniatic uncertainty on tlie light. polarization for this part of the 

run S’Py/P7 NN 2.1%. Starting in lat,e April, we installed two Pockels cells, and sta.rted aut*oniatic 

scanning of their voltages. During any particular scan, as the voltages on the Pockels cells varied, 

the circular polarization of the light. swepts through its maximum. Using data froin these scans, we 

were able to det.erinine the effects of light. transport elements on the polarization, and achieve a 

systematic uncertainty on the light polarization of 6P,/P-, = 0.6% for the AutoPockscaii era. 

5.1 Optics Theory 

We begin the discussion of polarized light with a brief introduction to the Stokes parameters and the 

Stokes vector [38], [39]. Any monochromatic, coherent, arbitrarily polarized light can be decomposed 
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into a superposit,ioii of two linearly polarized components: 

(5.1) 

where 6z,y are tlie phases of tlie two linear states, polarized along axes labelled 5 ,  y. Tlie 

denotes light travelling along the $ 2  direction. We will omit. this term from now on. 

The Stokes parameters. So, SI, S?, Ss are defined as follows: 

5'0 =< E.: > + < E; > 

S ' I  =< E," > - < "p > 

s; = 2 < E,EY cos ( E Y  - E,/.) > 
S's = 2 < E.rE, sin (by - 6,) > (5.2) 

Tlie tiine-averages denoted by < E > are presiiiiietl to  be over a large enougli interval so as to  be 

independent of the length of tlie interval. 

The Stokes parameters can be determined by measurements of the intensity of tlie total light 

wave, IO, and the intensities transmitted by ideal polarizers that transmit the 5, y, 11, u linear coni- 

ponents (where the 21, (1 axes are rotated 45' with respect to z, y), 13J,y,u,2), and polarizers adjusted to 

transmit I ,  r ,  - the left and right handed circular components - yielding I ,  T .  Right (left) handed 

circular light, also referred to as positive (negative) helicity light, results when E,, EY in Eq. 5.1 are 

of equal amplitude, and 6, - 6, = +( -) $. 

In terms of these intensit,ies, the Stokes parameters are: 

s o  = I ,  + r y  = 1, + 1, = I ,  + I ,  
j . -  1 - IZ - I ,  

s 2  = I, - I, 

s3 = I, - I/  (5.3) 

The Stokes parameters can be grouped as a four-vector, {So, SI , Sa, S3). The Stokes representa- 

tion is useful for decomposing the light wave into a unpolarzzed component, and a (fully) polnrized 

component. The Stokes vector for unpolarized light is simply &lal,  = {So, 0, 0, 0}, where So is tlie 

intensity of the light. Tlie Stokes subspace (SI, Sa, 5 3 )  defines a sphere whose points correspond to 

specific states of elliptical polarization. Tlie four-vector is then SJ,ol = { JS? + S; + S:, 5'1, Sz, 5'3) .  
+ 



Most importantly, the unpolarized and polarized components can be added to  describe the state of 

the light wave, S = SUnp + Spol, even when the unpolarized component is incoherent. Since S1,2,3 

are differences, the unpolarized part subtracts out. The intensity of the unpolarized component con- 

tributes to  So, and the difference between 5'0 and the others can be used to determine the fraction 

of unpolarized light. 

+ - +  + 

For the 1993 data,  we measured IT and It.  This determined So and S,. We did not explicitly 

measure SI and Sz, but, by scanning the phase shifts (adjusting the amplitudes and 6s,y in Eq. 5.1) 

we determined the operating point at  which the light was circularly polarized. The only non-zero 

Stokes parameters at  this point are So and S3, and the function 1 - 2 determines the amount of 

unpolarized light. 

We work in the linearly-polarized ( E ,  y) basis, using the two-component basis for tlie electric f idt l  

vector already introduced. commonly known as the Joires aecior representation. Tlie initial light. 

wave in Eq. 5.1 can be rewritten as  follows: 

(5.4) 

where E,, and Ezl are the amplitudes polarized along the t and y axes, and 9 is the relative phase. 

In this basis, the various optical components can be represented as 2 X 2 matrices. We define 

the matrices L I N ,  C P ,  and PS to  describe a linear polarizer and compensators, which advance the 

phase of linear-polarization component along the fast axis. 

The linear polarizer is defined such that it transmits light polarized along one axis only (chosen 

here to be the x axis): 

(5.5) 

We define the first compensator, aligned along the u,  v axes which are rotated by 45' with respect 

to the 2, y axes: 
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where @pep is the phase shift iiiipart.ed by the first compensator. The rot.at.ioii matrices are indicated 

explicitly. 

We define the second compensator in  a siiiiilar niaiiiier to  the first, but aligned along the 2, y 

axes, thus iieeding iio rotation. 

(5.7) 

wliere, Q p s  is the phase shift. iniparted by t,he secoiid compensator. 

After propagating through the linear polarizer (LIiY),  first coinpensator (C'P) and second coiii- 

peiisator ( P S ) ,  the electric field vector is: 

where A? is the intensity of t.he light 

IVe  rewrite Eq. 5.8 factoring out a common phase: 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Thus tlie C'P phase shift controls the relative nmplztude of the two components, aiid the P S  pliase 

shift controls the relative phase between tlie two. By adjusting the two compensators, we can create 

an arbrtrarily ellipfically polarized state. Equatioiis 5.8 arid 5.9 describe left-handed circular light if 

@ps = 0 and @cp = 5. Right handed light differs by a phase shift of e'$ in the Ey compoiieiit, 

which changes the - i  to a si. 
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Helicity Filter 

After we have created and transported the circularly polarized light, we must measure it. We use 

helicity filters, which transmit either left or right handed light only, to analyze the light. 

We construct a filter for left or right circularly polarized light in the linearly polarized basis. The 

physical elements of such a he1icit.y filter are a $ plate followed by a linear polarizer - the fast axis 

of the $ plate aligned at to  the axis of the linear polarizer. 

We present the matrices for helicity filters, (up to a normalization const,ant,). The plate at  45' 

1s: 

(5.10) 

Aiit l  the liiwar polarizer is give11 in Eq. 5..5. 

C'oinhiiiing the two in t,he proper ordcr t,o construct. a Iit,licity filter yields: 

(5.11) 

for a right-handed helicit,y filter, and 

(5.12) OL.H.Fi1ter  = [ ] 
1 - i  l + i  

for a left handed helicity filter. 

The electric field vector developed in Eq. 5.9 can now be propagated through tlie appropriatr 

helicity filter, and the circular polarization determined. The intensity of the light described by 

Eq. 5.9 after a (right-handed) helicity filter is 

(5.13) 

We have neglected an overall gain factor. The circular polarization for the light described by Eq. 5.9 

is: 

P, = - sin @cp cos (Pps (5.14) 

where ( P r p , p s  are the phase-shift,s imparted by the two compensators. 
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Figure 5-1: The 
two Pockels cells. CP aid  PS. produce arbitrary elliptical polarizatioii, which, after i t  goes 
tlirougli tlie Laser Transport line, becoiiies circular at the Comptoii IP. 

Block diagraiii of tlie Conipton Polarimeter Laser Transport system. 

The rather complicat.ed set of mirrors aiid windows t.liat. transported the light from the laser to 

the Coiiiptoii IP  has been present,ed in Fig. 3-9. We can model this group of mirrors and tra.1isport.s 

as one optical element, and measure its optical properties. Fig. 5-1 preseiit,s a block-diagra.m of the 

laser t.ransport syst.eiii. The set of optical elements from the elid of the second Pockels cell to the 

Conipton IP is labelled Laser Tra.nsport 1.  The mirrors and window from the Compton IP to the 

Aimlysis Box is labelled La.ser Transport 2. These two sets can be parameterized in the following 

way 

(5.15) 

The phases 4 1 , 2  are variable phase-shifts, due to the effects of the mirrors, lenses, and windows 

of the laser transport line. If we construct an equation for the circular polarization, P-,, comparable 

to  Eq. 5.14, we now obtain: 

Note that @cp - @cp + 41 and Q p s  -+ Qps + 4 2  due to the effects of the laser transport system. 

Eq. 5.16 gives the circular polarization assuming there is no unpolarized cornpoilent,, aiid that we 

have chosen to work with right. handed light froin Eq. 5.15 onward. 
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If Qcp + $1 = 5 ,  and @ps + 9 2  = 0 then we have fully circular light at  the Coinpton IP. We 

call this the Empirzcal Mode l  of the laser transport system. A second, more coiiiplicated model of 

the optical transport system allows for arbitrary coiiipensation for the polarized light, and arbitrary 

rotatioii of the major-axis of the resultant polarization ellipse. This niodel was referred to as the 

B e d ’ s  model, and is described fully in reference [40]. 

The phot,odiodes used to  iiiea,sure the light intensities were investmigated for non-liiiearities in 

their response and noise pickup from tlie electronics associated with the laser firing, [41]. We quot,e 

a 0.1% systematic uncert,ainty i n  measureiiient,s made by the Ana.lysis Box photodiodes due to noli- 

1inea.rit.ies and noise pickup. TIE helicitmy filter foriiied by a quart,er-wave plate followed by a calcite 

prisni has alreatly been presented. We muhiply the E c ~ p  in  Eq. 5.15 by t,he desired filt.er a.nd t,al;e 

the absolute value to ot)ta.iii eqiiat.ions for signals seen by pliotodiodes beliiiid the lielicity filt,ers. 

For right. a.iid left hantltd light going through a riglit,-lia.ntl(d helicit,y filt.er, we obt,a.iii an eqtmtioii 

siinilar to  Eq. 5.13 for t,he intensit,y of light., I,., I , ,  on t,lic pliot20cliod~~: 

4 

(5.17) 

This is essentially the same as Eq. 5.13, but. with the phase shift,s q 5 1 , Z  added to parameterize tlie 

laser transport systeiii. The variables G and U denote the photodiode gain aiid unpolarized light 

fraction respectively. 

5.2 Automatic Pockels Cell Voltage Scan 

Tlie voltages on both Pockels cells were scaiined continually about their nominal voltages in  order 

to determine the pha.se shifts imparted to the light by the transport, system. Tlie nominal voltages 

were chosen to  provide circular light at the Comptoii IP, arid updated as necessa.ry. During a typical 

scan, the voltage on the second Pockels cell (the PS Pockels cell) was held coiist,a.nb while the voltage 

011 the first. cell (the CP Pockels cell) was scanned about its iioininal (usua.lly NN i l G 0 0  voks). Then 

the first cell was fixed at  noininal and the second scanned about, its nominal (usually M -200 volts). 

The voltage on the CP Pockels cell alternated pseudo-randomly between positive arid negative. 

The CP  portion of a scan was therefore two portions, interleaved. The variation of the CP  voltage 

around the positive high-voltage noiiiinal point was referred to as the CP-Right portion and the 
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one around the negative volt,age was the CP-Left portion. During the CP portion of a scan, t.he PS 

voltage stayed fixed at  it,s nominal voltage. 

During the PS portion of a scan, the CP  voltage was alternated between the fixed positive and 

negative nominal voltages, while the voltage on the PS Pockels cell was varied around its nominal. 

We perfornied two sorts of scans to  determine the laser polarizat,ion parameters. One scan used 

the Compton scatt,ering asyniinetry seen in the scat.tered elect.rons by the Cerenkov detector as a 

fnnct,ioii of t,he Pockels cell voltages, t,o determine the plia.se sliift,s at, the C'ompton IP (EPOL scan). 

The other used the signal in the Amlysis Box phot.otliocles to deteriniiie t,lie phase shifts a.nd t,he 

abso1ut.e light polarization in t,he Analysis Box (LP scan). 

5.2.1 L P  scans 

An LP scan consisted of eighty points of 100 bmni crossings each. Since tlie Compton laser f i r d  for 

a.pproxiniately 10 beam crossings per 100, t.he statist.icn1 uncertaiiity of the helicit,y filter photodiode 

signals per point was accept,ably small. The CP  and PS Pockels cell volta.ges were varied and tlie 

signals on the Analysis Box helicity filt,er phot.odiotles were noted as functions of these volt,a.ges. 

A single LP scan consisted of fortmy CP points in  which t,lie CP Pockels cell voltage varied from 

f 8 0 0 V  to &20001/ while the PS Pockels cell voltage was held at  a fixed nominal voltage. Then 

forty PS poi1it.s were taken in which the PS voltage was varied from -2OOOV to +2OOOV and t,he CP  

Pockels cell wa.s held at  a fixed nominal voltage, (alternating in sign). Since each point consisted 

of 100 beam crossings, an LP scan took lit,tle over one niinut,e to complete. They were perfornied 

approximately once per hour. 

5.2.2 EPOL scans 

An EPOL scan was similar to  an LP scan in that the voltages on the two Pockels cells were varied. 

The difference was that. rather than observing the change in photodiode signals, tlie EPOL scans 

were used to  observe the change in the Compton scattering asymmetry as a function of the Pockels 

cell voltages. At each voltage, a full Compt.on run (usually 20,000 beam-crossings) was taken to 

achieve acceptably small statistical uncertainty on each scan point. 

As with the LP scans, off-nominal voltages on the Pockels cell caused the light at the Cornpton IP 

to  be less circularly-polarized (more elliptically polarized) This led to a smaller asymmetry measured 

in the Compton scattered electrons as detected by the Compton Cerenkov detector. 



An EPOL scan consisted of approximately eighteen full Compton runs of 20,OO beam crossing 

each, and took about an hour to  complete. Several points in an EPOL scan were taken with 

nominal voltages on the Pockels cells, and these n o m i n d  runs were used in the beam polarization 

determination. EPOL scans were performed continually during normal polarimeter operation. One 

of tlie assumptions in using these scans to  determine laser polarization parameters was that the real 

electron polarization did not. change during the time-span of an individual scan. 

5.2.3 Pockels cell scan fits and PA, determination 

Tlie LP scan data were f i t .  to the following equat.ion, obtained by propagat.ing the electric field vcct,or 

in  tlic Analysis Box t,hrongli the helicit,y filt.er niatris in Ey.  5.1 1. \Ye allowed for va.rying photodiode 

gain and unpolnrizc4 light fract,ion by allowing those quailtities to fl0a.t in the fit. along with the 

trailsport, intlitcetl phase shifts and t,lie qua.rtc+wa.ve vo1t.agc.s of t.he Pockels cells. 

w h ( w  P D  is the background (laser off signal) subt,racted signal seen 011 the pliot,odiode being fit, G 

is thcl gain of t,lie phot,odiocle, a.nd l' the unpolarized fract,ion of the light. The sign after t,he 1 is + 
(-)  if t.lie photodiode in question observed a large signal for positive (negat,ive) voltage on the CP 

Pockels cell. We labelled this photodiode Analysis Box Photodiode A1 (A2). The variables &:"Ox 

a1idS2 '~~ are defined as follows: 

- 
4 C P  

Si niilarl y, 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

where Vcp,ps are the volt.ages on the CP and PS Pockels cells, &$ys are the phase shifts (measured 

in volts) ut the Analysis Box, and the Vx are the quarter-wave voltages of the Pockels cells. 
4 CP,PS 

Fig. 5-2 shows data point,s t,aken during a typical LP scan! as well as the corresponding fit to 

Ey. 5.18. i l i e  allowed tlie PS phase shift to be fit separately for positive and negative voltage on 

the CP Pockels cell. These two cases are shown in Fig. 5-2 as the PS Mas fit and the PS Min fit. 

The difference between the PS phase-shift for the two ca.ses was x 50 volts over the course of the 

run. This difference was a indication of the limitations of the empirical model of the laser transport 

system, and was taken into consideration when assigning systematic errors. We assign a syst.emat,ic 
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Figure 5-2: 
CP scan (top) a i d  PS scans (bottom). 

Analysis Box Diode data from Pockels cell scan ( L P  scan) with fit (line) showing 

error of 0.1% due to limitations of tlie laser transport model. 

Fig. 5-3 shows a histogram of the fraction of unpolarized light as obtained from tlie fits over the 

course of the 1993 run. We quote a value of U = (0.5 f 0.5)% for the fraction of unpolarized light 

in the laser transport system. The width of tlie distributioii in Fig. 5-3 was most probably due to 

the finite resolution of the Pockels cell high voltage readback. 

The LP scans used data from the photodiodes iii tlie Analysis Box. However, the large phase 

shift from the two uncoiiipeiisat,ed mirrors between the Coinptoii 1P and the Analysis Box made the 

LP scan data unsuitable for det,erinining tlie light polarization at. the Comptoii IP. The EPOL scans 

were used for this purpose. For the EPOL scans, we fit an equation to tlie asymmetry measured in 

the Coinpton scattered electrons, versus the Pockels cell volhges as they were varied in the scans: 
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Unpolarized Fraction from LP Scans 

RMS = 0.43 e-2 

Unpolarized fraction estimate 
(0.5 ? O S ) %  

i 
-0015 0 01 0 005 0 0 005 0 01 0 015 

Unpolarized Fractlon 

Figure 5-3: 
uiipolarized fraction was estimated to be ( 0  5 f 0.5)% from this distribution. 

Histograiii showing the iiiipolarized light fraction froin all the L P  scan fits. The 

(5.21) 

.+he is tlie (raw) asymmet,ry in the C'onipton scatkred electrons measured by channel 6 of t,he 

(lonipton Cerenkov detector. Pep-, is tlie product of tlie electron and photon pola.rizations, and 51 

a.nd 63 are the plmse shifts as defined in Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20, but at the  Compfon IP. Fig 5-4 shows 

points t,akeii during a typical EPOL sca.n. The p0int.s are superimposed on a best-fit curve in which 

only the phase shifts were allowed to float. The yua.rt.er-wave voltages for the Pockels cells were 

deterinined from the LP scans a.nd fixed for the EPOL sca.ns. 

IVe took tlie product of of the phasr shifts along the two axes, and multiplied by a factor of 0.995 

(to account, for the unpolarized light) to deterinine P-, from a particular scan. We list the systeiiiatic 

uncertainties for this determination of light polarization below as corrections to he applied to tlie 
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Figure 5-4: 
(line) showing a CP scan (top) and PS scans (bottom). 

Coiiiptoii Asymnietry data from Pockels cell scan (EPOL scan) with the fit 

electron pola.rization determination. We had the followiiig sources of systematic error: 

0 Unpolarized fraction :0.5% 

0 CP Pockels cell phase shift: 0.2% 

0 PS Pockels cell phase shift: 0.2% 

0 Uncertainty in the laser transport modelling: 0.1% 

0 Possible photodiode non-linearities and noise pickup: 0.1% 
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Light Polarization in the Analysis Box in the 
Pre-AutoPockscan Era 
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Figure 5-5: 'Ptna'-Box in the Analysis Box for the pre-AutoPockscan era. 

Adding the syst,eiiiatic errors in quadrature, we quote a systematic error of 0.6% on the laser polar- 

ization determination during t.he AutoPockscaii era. 

5.3 Pre-AutoPockscan Py determination 

Fig. 5-5 shows the laser polarization as measured by the Analysis Box photodiodes, for the pre- 

scan era. We identified seven distinct time periods which we analyzed separately. The pre-scan era 

was plagued with laser-power fluctuations and burnt optics, necessitating many changes of optical 

components and recalibration of the light transport system, leading to the large number of separate 

laser-polarization calibration periods. \Ve refer to these periods as pre-scan epochs. 

){'e summarize the P-, determination for the Pre-AutoPockscan era in table 5.1, along with the 

methods used. Reference [40] present,s the data and techniques used in significantly more detail. We 
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P Y  Method 
Epoch I 0.98 From Compton IP rneasurenieiits 
Epoch I1 0.96 Manual scan of CP  phase 
Epoch 111 0.96 Manual scan of PS phase 
Epoch IV 0.93 Manual scan of both cells 
Epoch V 0.99 Same as Epoch IV 
Epoch VI 0.97 Manual scan of both cells 
Epoch VI1 0.99 Automatic scanning begun 

Table 5.1: The light polarization in the Pre-Scan era. 

ascribed a systeriiatic uncertainty of b’PY/P7 = 2.1% on the Pre-AutoPockscan data, of which 0.5% 

is due to the unpolarized fraction and is correlated with the scan era systematic uncertainty. lye 

weighted for luininosity and combined the 0.6% systematic uncertainty from the AutoPocksran era 

aid obtained 6’P7/’PY = 1.0% for the entire 1993 run. 
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Chapter 6 

Systematic Checks of the Compton 
Y 

Cerenkov Detector 

The Coinpton scat tered electrons were detected by the Coiiiptoii Cerenkov detector. Fig. 3-6 sliows 

a schematic drawing of the i’erenkov s j  stein, a nine channel Cerenkov threshold counter arrayed 

downstream of a dipolc niagnet. 

As described in chapter 4. the elect,ron beam polarization was extracted from the measured 

Coinptoii asymmetry, once tlie light polarization was determined aiid the theoretical analyzing 

powers were calculated. The calculation of aiialyziiig powers has been discussed in sect.ioii 4.2. This 

chapter describes the measurement of the Compton scattering asymmetry in greater detail, along 

wit11 the associated systeniatic uncertainties. 

An asyrnniet ry nirasurenient does not require knowledge of the absolute gains of the det,ecting 

apparatus, but does require that, the apparatus respond in a linear manner in the signal region. The 

linearity of tlie photomultiplier tubes used in the (%~eiikov detector was an issue of some concern. 

The linear-response regime of the photomultiplier tubes was determined by dedicated tests, and data 

used in the beam polarization deterinination were shown to lie in this regime. 

A spectrometer like the Cerenkov detector is sensitive to  its relative position with respect to the 

positions and directions of the electrons to  be detected, aiid features in the spectrum can be used 

to calibrate the position. In polarized Conipton scattering, two features in the scattered electron 

spectrum are obvious: The kinematic edge ~ there can be no Comptoii scattered elect,roiis beyond 

a certain point in the spectrometer, and the zero-asymmetry point - a point on the spectrum where 

the measured Coniptoii asymmetry goes to zero. Both the kinematic edge and the zero-asymmetry 
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point have been discussed in section 4.1. The Cerenkov detector was calibrat.ed to satisfactory 

precision by locating and monitoring these two features of the Compton scattering spectrum. 

There was a systematic uncertainty due to the firing of the Compton laser and associated Q- 

switch mechanism, which induced a small signal on the ADCs used for the Cerenkov det,ectors. The 

ADC signals were corrected for this spurious pickup. The amplit.ude of channel-to-cliaiiiiel cross-talk 

in the detector \.vas studied and shown to be small. 

6.1 Compton Cerenkov Detector Linearity Checks 

Tlie ma.iii soiirct' of insta.nt.aneous non-linearity i n  a detection system hasetl on p1iot.oniolt.iplier tubes 

is due t.0 spa.ce-cha.rge satmat.ion in t,he lat,t.er stages of the pliotoniult~iplier a.mplificat.ion clmin. The 

linc:arit,y of the detecbor channels was investigated using an i71.-situ system. The pliot.omult~il)lic~r 

tubes used in the det.ect,or were mounted in specially designed bases that, a,llowed two separate high 

voltage supplies to  power t,lie photomultiplier tubes. Tlie cat.hode and the first six dynodes in the 

a.mplification chain were powered by the front-end supply (El ) ,  while the remaining dynodes were 

powered the back-end supply (E2). The dual high voltage supply scheme and the large experimeihl 

asyininetry - as high as w 40% at the kinemat.ic edge - allowed us to study the variation of gain 

with signal size, and investigate possible non-1inearit.ies in the system. We cha.nged the E l  volt.age, 

thus changing the number of electrons injected into the a.mplification chain, without affecting the 

latter stages where the saturation occurred, since they were controlled by E2. Fig. 6-1 shows the 

data from oiie such linearity check. The measured Compton asymmetry is shown as a. funct.ion 

of the e- - y spins-aligned signal on channel 6 of the Cerenkov (PH:),  which was increased by 

increasing the E l  voltage. The asymmetry shown was normalized to  the asymmetry measured by 

channel 7 (for which the voltage was held constant), in order to  remove effects of electron beam 

polarization fluctuations. Tlie onset of non-linearity due to  saturation is clearly visible at  a signal 

size of w 200 ADC counts. For P H $  < 145, no correction was deemed necessary. The following 

empirical equation was used to  correct the signal. 

(6.1) 

We required 40 < PH,f < 440 for the data used to determine beam pola.rization. Fig. 6-1 also shows 

the distribution of the P H +  signal for channel 6, weighted by the SLC luminosity. Very little data 

lay in the non-linear regime. 

The uncertainty on the p0int.s in shown Fig. 6-1 was dominated by statistics. With more data at 
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Channel 6 Linearity Check 
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Figure 6-1: Linearity curve for Cerenkov channel 6. The horizontal lines indicate &l%> 
systematic error. The luminosity weighted distribution of the P H Z  signal is also shown. Tlie 
double-peaked structure was due to Compton luniiiiosity fluctuations {laser and e - )  over tlie 
1993 run. 

various pulse heights, tlie linearity response curve could have been deterniined with higher accuracy. 

We ascribed an 0.7% uiicertaiiity to tlie linearity nieasurenieiit of channel 6. 

Once tlie linearity cliaracterist,ics of Cerenkov channel G had been determined, we determined the 

linearity of the channel 7 response to approxiinately equal accuracy by comparing the asyinnietries 

from t,he two channels over the entire Compton data sample. The signal size varied considerably 

over the ent,ire run, due to fluctuations in Compton laser power and electron beam current. Tlie 

pedestal-subtracted Conipton signal in channel 7 ranged from a low of a.bout 30 ADC counts to over 

440 ADC counts. 

Fig. 6-2 shows the plot for channel 7 of the Cerenkov. There is significant bow in the response of 

channel 7, contained within a band of & 1%. We ascribe an uncertainty of 0.7% to the measureinelit 

of channel 7 linearity response. The signal in channel 7 was corrected with the following empirical 
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Channel 7 Linearity Check 
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Figure 6-2: 
systematic error. 

Linearity curve for Cerenkov channel 7. The horizontal lines indicate -+1% 

function: 

(6.2) 

We required 40 < PH; < 440 for data used in the polarization determination. 

6.2 Cerenkov Detector Position Calibration 

6.2.1 Kinematic Edge Calibration 

The kinematic edge was located by sweeping the Cerenkov detector transversally across the Coiiipton 

spectrum. The ADC signal from the Cerenkov channel being swept, out beyond the kinematic edge 

showed the following behavior: The signal remained roughly constant as the channel moved toward 

the kinematic edge, t.hen dropped of linearly as the channel was moved out beyond the edge, followed 

by a constant,, zero sigiial as the channel lay entirely beyond the kinematic edge. The beginning of 
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the linear drop-off was  the point at  which the kinematic edge moved across the outer edge of the 

channel. 

The effect of the lead preradiator was to smear out tlie signal, such that the sharp edges in the 

figure became rounded, due to broadeiiiiig of the response functions. However, the EGS4 Rilonte- 

C'arlo was used to  simulate the effect of the lead preradiator to satisfactory precision, as described 

in section 4.3. 

Resolution of edge position 

A calibrat,cd liiicar potcwt.ioinetcr on t,lic det,ector tal)lc providctl t.lie horizont,al scale for t,he edge 

scans. l'lie signal froin cli;innel 6, normalized to t.he signal from channel :3 (adjust,ed for t.lw change 

iri t lw  C'onipton cross-st,ct ion wit.li tlt,tector n io th i )  t.o account for C'onipton luniinosity fluct,ua.tiotis, 

provitl(,tl t ~ i e  vc>rt.ical scalc. ~ l i c  niisa~ignnitwt. of t.lie projective geonirt,ry of tlie C'erenkov cIiannels 

its a. scan progressed 1va.s cotisitlm~d a small effcct., anti wa.s inclritled i n  t,be h1ont.e Carlo simulat.ion. 

A citbic spline fit, was pt,rforined on the c1ia.nnel 6 edge sca,n data, and this spline was t.lien fit, to t,lie 

hlonte Carlo da.t,a point,s to est.ra.ct. the edge positions from the scans. The horizontal offset of t,he 

hfonte Carlo poiiit,s, the signa.] scale and offset were allowed t,o float in  the fit [37]. 

Fig. 6-3 shows an edge scan. This particular scan was taken for tlie 1992 run, aiid 1ia.d no lead 

preradiator in  front, of tlie detector. The kinematic edge is clearly discernible a.s a sharp edge at, 

the beginning of the downt,urn in the signal. Fig. 6-4 shows an edge scan done wit.11 a 0.3 cni thick 

lead preradiator in  front of the detector, taken on May 2,  1993. Both tlie data poi& and t,lie EGS4 

hioiit,e Carlo simulatmion are shown. The a.greement is quite good. Three edge scans were performed 

during the 19% Conipton run. The resultss are suninia.rized in table 6.1. 

Scans of the C'otnptoii kinematic edge located tlie clianiiel walls, but. provided no inforniat,ion 

about possihle det,ect.or misalignment,. As noted earlier, tlie cha.nne1 walls in  t,he front section were 

projective, pointing back to the effective dipole bend point. Detector misalignment could have 

induced electron showers in the chaiinel walls, changing the response functions. Siinulat,ions of 

edge sca.ns with the det,ect.or misaligned showed that edge scans could not be used to diagnose 

rnisa.lignment. The edge scans ohta.ined with a misaligned detector would be nearly identical in  

shape to one obta,ined wit.11 an aligned detector. We expected 0.05 cni shift in trmsverse position 

for a 5 nir misalignment, given the 10 cni lialf-lengt81i of the channel. Studies performed [37] bear this 

out, and allowed us to assign an error of 0.08% and 0.03% per milliradian in tlie a.nalyzing powers 

of channels 6 aiid 7 respectively. Since the detector was surveyed to  better than a few niilliradiaiis, 

we neglected the error due to misa.ligniiient. 
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Figure 6-3: An kinematic edge scan with no lead preradiator (taken during the  1992 SLC 
run).  Data  (dots) arid EGS fit (line) are shown. The sloped region in  tlie center is due  to  tlie 
kinematic edge being swept across the  1 cin width of the channel. 

[i Date 1 Edge Position (cm)  1 

Table 6.1: 
as cm from the edge to  the  iiiner wall surface of channel 7. 

Kinenlatic edge positions as deterniiried from edge scam. Positions are quoted 

Monitoring of edge position 

The edge scans were a fairly intrusive way to locate the kinematic edge and thereby calibrate the po- 

sition of the C'erenkov. The location of the zero-asymmetry point also determined the position of the 

Compton spectrum relative to  tlie Cerenkov without disturbing normal Compton data acquisition. 

The zero-asymmetry point fell between cliaiinels 2 and 3 of the Cerenkov. The quant,ity 
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Figure 6-4: 
detector. Data (dots) and EGS fit (line) are shown. 

A n  edge scan with 0.8 cin thick lead preradiator in  front of tlie Cerenkov 

where A?, A3 are the experimental ram asymmetries as nieasured by channels 2 and 3 respectively, 

was monitored to determine the position of the Conipton spectrum over the run. In the limit, of ideal 

channel response and negligible cross section and asymmetry function variation, the value of Ao is 

the distaiice of the zero asymmetry point from tlie center of chaniiel 2 as a fraction of a channel 

width. Therefore, any change in A0 corresponded to a change in the position of the electron beam 

relative to the detector. 

Fig. 6-5 sliows the behavior of -40 over the course of tlie run. We identified three periods of time 

wit,li different. values of A o ,  separated by vertical lilies in the figure. The edge scans are indicated 

by arrows. Period I extended froni the beginning of the run to July 10. Period I1 started on July 

10 and ended on August 4. Period I11 started on August, 4 and continued to the end of the run. 

The shift between periods I and I1 corresponded to NN 300pn motion in the electron beam 

position. This was confirmed by the difference in the edge positions as determined by the edge 

scaiis taken on hIay 2 and July 1.5. The boundary between periods I1 and I11 corresponded to 

the removal of the Pb shield out.side channel 1, which changed the asyninietry as nieamred by the 

inner channels. Therefore, for period 111, tlie quantity A" did not reflect the relative position of 

the electron beam. For period 111, the change in signal height for channel 7 (which contained the 
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Figure 6-5: The zero-asymmetry-point in Compton scattering, as monitored -y the quantity 
Ao over the course of the run. Calibration periods I - 111, are separated by vertical lines. 
Arrows indicate edge scans. 

kineiiiatic edge) indicat,ed a small (M 100pn) shift in the position of the electron beam. 

Fig. 6-6 shows the ratio of Compton signals (laser-on minus laser-off) in  channel 6 to channel 

7. Since the Compton kinematic edge lay within the acceptance of channel 7, the total signal in 

channel 7 increased if the beam position (and hence the entire Compton spectrum) shifted towards 

tlie Compton detectors. The arrows indicate niotion of the electron beam relative to the Compton 

detector. The first arrow points to the 300pm shift between periods I and 11. The second arrow 

points to tlie 1OOpm shift between periods I1 and 111. The figure also illustrates the dangers of using 

the absolute signal, rather than edge scans, as indicators of detector position relative to the beam 

position. The ratio shows a clear jump at  day 192 corresponding to tlie 3 0 0 p i  shift, but it also 

shows a slow rise after that (in period II), until there is another shift corresponding to tlie 10opn1 

shift. The slow overall rise of the ratio was due to  a known decreasing signal size in  channel T 1231. 

The total error in the position calibration, including the uncertainties it1 t hc edpc scans and 

tracking the beam position through the measurement of the zero asymmetr! poiiit. was rst iniatetl 
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Figure 6-6: 
are beam position changes. 

Tlie ratio of total signal, Cerenkov channel G/channel 7. Sharp junips (arrows) 

at f % o p n ,  which corresponded to  an  uncertainty in the polarization determination of = 0,45% 

for channel 6 and 0.14% for channel 7. Table 6.2 lists the kinematic edge positions for the three 

different calibration periods, along with the analyzing powers for &renkov channels G and 7. 

6.3 Bend Strength Fit and Inter-channel Consistency 

The &~enkov detector had nine channels, seven of which were situated within the acceptance re- 

quired to  measure the Compton scattering asymmetry. We used channels 6 and 7 to determine the 

electron beam polarization, since during most of the run, the inner channels were contaminated by 

negative asymmetry electrons scattering from the Pb shield. 

The Pb shield was reinoved on 8/4/93. We used data from period I11 (as defined in Table 6.2) 

and fit the entire Compton scattered asymmetry for the bend strength of the analyzing magiiet, 

R1. This was compared tso the nieasured bend strength, and provided a valuable cross-check of the 
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Calibration Period Position (cm) a6 u7 Notes 
I: 4/24 - 7/10 0.84 f 0.025 0.6151 0.7020 
11: 7/10 - 8/4 0.87 f 0.025 0.6118 0.7007 Beam posit.ion shifts by 300,um 
111: 814 - 9/1 0.88 f 0.025 0.6107 0.7003 Pb shield removed 

Table 6.2: Edge positions for the three calibration periods, as determined by the edge 
scans, and monitored by the zero asymmetry point and ratio of signals in Cli. 6 and Ch. 7. 
The channel analyzing powers ( a 6  and a,)  are listed. 

6 P  - B1 bend st,rength (hlev/c) Edge Position (c in)  \:,,,, 1’ 

82.5.2 0.88 (fixed) 329.7 - Bcst. fit. B1 
833.2 (fixed) 0.88 (fixed) 814.1 -O.2W B1 fisd at noiiiinal 

820.2 0.85 (fixt4) 334.fj -0.3PA edge movecl out la 

Table 6.3: Suniniary of the bend strength fitting. 

polarization measurement. 

The data set from period 111 was averaged and compared to the expected asymiiiet.ry from the 

EGS Monte Carlo. The electron-phot.on polarization product, P,Py was allowed to  float in the fit, 

as was the bend st(reiigt1i. The kiiieniatic edge position was fixed at 0.88 cm. Minimizing the l2 

yielded a bend strength of 825.2 Mev/c, and a x”,,,,, =329.7. The nominal bend strength was 833.2 

Mev/c, and fixing the beiid strength at  nominal increased the x 2  to 844.1, but produced only ail 

0.3% change in the Pepy fit. Moving the edge by 300prn to  0.85 cm also changed the polarization 

fit by only 0.396. Table 6.3 tabulates inforniatioii on the bend strengths. 

The bend strength, and thus the beam polarization, was well understood at  the level of a few 

tentblis of a percent. In order to  determine a systematic uncert,ainty, we used the best-fit B1 bend 

strength, and calculat,ed the asymmetry expected in each of the seven Cerenkov channels that see 

Channel Data Asymnietry Expected Asymmetry Residual 
1 -0.1061 f 0.0004 -0.1075 -0.0014 
2 -0.0227 f 0.0004 -0.0246 -0.0019 
3 0.0801 f 0.0004 0.0832 0.0031 
4 0.1899 f 0.0004 0.1935 0.0036 
5 0.2923 f 0.0003 0.2887 -0.0036 
6 0.3641 f 0.0003 0.3647 o.ooo(i 

ii I I I 0.0003 
I 

7 I 0.4155f 0.0003 I 0.4158 

Table 6.4: Cerenkov detector inter-channel consistency. 
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Inter-Channel Consistency Check 
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Figlire 6-7: The Inter-channel consistency for the Cerenkov detector. Top plot shows the 
expected asymmetry (line) and data (dots). Bottom plot shows the residuals. The statistical 
iiiiccrtairity on the poiiits is negligible; the scatter is due to sinal1 systeiiiatic uncertainties, 
especially iii the iiiiier channels. 

Coiiipton scattering. We compared this to  data (from period 111, after the Pb shield was removed), 

ant1 determined an overall systematic uncertainty (tlie Int~r-chaiinel cons~stency) from the residuals. 

Table 6.4 and Fig. 6-7 present. the data. 

The residuals for the inner channels were much la.rger than t,he stat,ist,ica.l uncertaint,y, indicating 

small systemat,ic effects that were not understood. Such effects could include displaced walls a.iitl 

misaligned cha.nnels among other such matters. Obviously, if the channel walls were not located 

esact,ly where t,he Mont,e Carlo simulation assunied they were, the mea.sured asymmetries would 

have been much different than the expected mymmetries. The acceptance and position of channel 

7 was well underst,ood, since the edge scans precisely deterinined the location of the wall between 

channels 6 aiid 7. The wall between cha.nnels 7 and 8 was not all that crucial, since t.he Compton 

signa.1 kinematic edge fell wit.liin the channel 7 acceptance. Channel 6 was similarly well understood. 

Studies have shown that, acljustiiig the wall locations and dimensions suitably can account, for only 

a. third of tlie scatt,er in the residuals. Ot,lier effect,s of concern were optical cross-talk, detector 

misalignment, and photomultiplier tube non-linearities. The inner channels, where most of tlie 

scatter lay, were not as well understood as cha.niiels 6 and 7, where the kinema,tic edge provided 
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Channel E.40 s /E& 9 DATA EA0 s /EAo  SIMULATION I 
G 1.008f 0.0047 1 .007 1 
7 1.008f 0.0045 1.009 - 

Table 6.5: 
for data and EGS simulation. 

Ratio of measured asymmetry due to different lead preradiator configurations 

a powerfiil calibration tool. The high asymmetry i n  the Compt.oii scatt.eriiig signal rendered these 

outer channels relatively insensitive to  various systematic effect.s. 

The root-mean-square of all the residuals was f0.002(i. iVe assumed this was a reasonable 

estimate of the systematic uncertainty from cletector motlelling (although this estimate was overly 

roiiservative in the case of cl1annels 6 and 7, the clianiiels of interest in  the polarization measurement ). 

lye obtained a slsteniatic error of 0.071%t aiicl 0.O(%% from inter-channel consistency for channels 6 

and 7 respvcti\ely. 

6.4 Systematic Uncertainties in Cerenkov Detector Simu- 

lat ion 

The EGS4 modelling of the Cerenkov detector and the calculation of the analyzing powers for the 

channels has already been presented. We performed a few cross-checks to  ensure that the detector 

was well modelled. The lead preradiator produced an amplification in the observed signal in the 

det.ector. Different thickness of preradiator yielded different amounts of smearing and amplification. 

These differences lead to  changes in the measured asymmetry, which were studied in a dedicated 

test, and compared to  the changes predicted by the simulation. The difference in the asymmetry 

measured with 0.3 cm and 0.9 cm of lead preradiator was determined and compared to  the prediction. 

Table 6.5 presents the data as a ratio of the two measured asymmetries. We note that the predicted 

and measured ratios of asymmetries agree, lending further confidence to the EGS simulations. 

6.4.1 Effects of Pb shield 

We estimated the effect of the shield on channels 6 and 7 using t,he EGS4 detector simulat.ion, and 

adding the Pb shield as region in the simulation. This augmented simulation predicted small relative 

changes in the analyzing power of the outer channels: -0.2% and < -0.1% for channels 6 and 7 

respectively. These corrections were applied to  the analyzing powers used for the periods when the 
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Pb shield was in place. We used the channels outside the Compton kinematic edge to  confirm that 

the Pb shield had a very small effect. If, indeed, there were a large effect on channel 7 from the 

shield, then the contamination - in the form of a low-asymmetry signal - would have extended out 

to  channel 8. Since channel 8 was beyond the Compton edge, we expected to see a very small signal 

in this channel, (mostly due to smearing from channel 7). With the Pb  shield in place, the ratio of 

asynimetries in channels 7 and 8 was: E&/? = 0.979 & 0.010, while with it removed the ratio was 

EAs/7 = 0.084 & 0.017. The difference in the asymmetry in channel 8 was less tlian 1.0%. Since 

channel the 8 acceptance subtended less than 10% of the high-asymmetry Coiiipton signal that the 

channel 7 acceptance did, the total lorn asymmetry signal in channel 8 was less than 0.1% of the 

high-as) iiiiiic\t ry signal in chaniiel 7.  The effect of the low-asymmetry contaminat ion from the Pb 

sliidtl was therefore less than O . l % ,  confirming the conclusion of the EGS simulation that the Pb 

sliieltl had no apprcciahle eff(3ct on channels 6 and 7.  

6.5 Electronic Cross-talk and Laser Pickup 

C’liannel-to-clianiiel cross-talk was studied by applying high voltage to oiily one phototube (energized 

channel), and looking for any signal in  the other eight. phototubes that had no high voltage applied 

(un-energized channels). No uii-energized channel was observed to have more than 0.1% of the 

signal in  the energized channel. The complementary st.udq, in which all the channels but one were 

energized and the lone un-energized channel studied, showed no signal in the un-energized channel 

greater than 0.5% of the signal present when the channel was energized. 

The asymmetry ratio, E & p ,  presented in the previous section, was also used to  put a limit. 

on the channel-to-cliaiiiiel cross-talk. The observed ratio was EA817 = 0.984, while the expected 

ratio was EA:,$’ = 1.004. The observed and expected values are within 2?4 of each other. The 

overall signal size in channel 8 was x x10 smaller than that in chaiiiiels 6 or 7, since channel 8 

was beyond the Compton kinematic edge Therefore, if the observed 2% difference in channel 8 

asymmetry were entirely due to  channel-to-channel cross-talk, it would have corresponded to an 

0.2% effect in channels 6 or 7. We took 0.2% as an estimate of systematic uncertainty introduced 

by channel-to-channel electronic cross-t alk. 

The Nd:Yag laser used as the light, source for the Compton polarimeter was Q-smit,ched - the 

lasing cavity qualit,y factor was changed by a fast, high voltage pulse on a Pockels cell, t,hereby 

initiating short pulses of high peak power from t,he laser. The Q-switch mechanism wa.s seen t,o have 

some effect 011 t,lie Cerenkov electronics, causing a snia.11 pickup on the ADC of a few counts. Efforts 

to eliminate this pick-up were unsuccessful. Since this signal was only present when the laser fired, 
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it had to  be measured and correct,ed for,  since it was not present in t.he background determined wit.11 

laser-off pulses. 

The electron beam toroids provided a reliable way to ident<ify pulses for which the e1ect.ron beam 

was not present, and these toroids were used as vetoes in the Coinpton summation. We identified NN 

0.1% - 1.0% of the data as empty beam crossings, with no electrons. Typically, this correction wits 

1 - 2 ADC counts for a signal of around 50 ADC counts. Vi'e were able to estimate the laser pickup 

correction by comparing the laser-on to laser-off signal in the Cerenkov when the elc>ct,ron beam was 

absent to a f 0.2 ADC counts for x 1 hour intervals, leading to  a fractional uncertainty of a fcw 

tents of a percent in each one hour period. Since the pickup correction was uncorrelatcd from period 

to period, a i d  was nieasured approsimatdy 3000 times over the entire run, the uncertainty on t hr 

pickup correction for the entire 1993 C'onipton 1'1111 was mucli less t h a n  0.01% and was ignored. oncp 

correction had been niade. 

6.6 Summary of Cerenkov detector Systematic Uncertain- 

ties 

We summarize the major systematic uncertainties for the Cerenkov detector (6P/'P): 

0 Laser Polarization: 1.0% 

0 Photomultiplier Linearity: 0.6% 

0 Detector Position Calibratioii (and EGS sirnulation): 0.4%. 

0 Electronic Noise and crosstalk: 0.2% 

0 Inter-chaiinel consistency: 0.5% 
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Chapter 7 

Chromatic Correction 

A sniall correction hat1 to be matle to thr polarization as measured by the Coiiipton polarimeter, 

P,, to obtain the luiiiiiiositv-\~,eiglite~l polarization used in the ALR analysis, l’:”’. The main 

contribution to t.he difference between P, and P;’” arose from a low energy tail in the energy 

distribut.ion of the electron beam. This effect was labelled the chrontnftc effect [42]. The electron 

beam was not monochromatic, but had an energy distribution, n/( E), characterized by a narrow 

core ( A E / E  < 0.2%)) and a low-energy tail extending to A E / E  N -1% defined by collimators at  

the end of the Linac. 

The lumiiiosity and beam polarization at, the IP also had a dependence on energy given by C( E) 

and P ( E ) .  For the 1993 running, the energy dependence of C ( E )  resulted from the small vertical 

spot at. the SLC IP which was sensitive to  third order chromatic aberrations at. the Final Focus. 

‘I?( E’) had a cosine shape (see Eq. 2.3) ,  det.erniined from the effective number of spin rot,at.ions in 

t.he North Arc, which depended 011 the energy of the beam, a.s discussed in section 2.3.1. Each 

spin-rotation caused a siiia.11 loss of polarization, due to the finite energy width of the beam. The 

effective number of spin-rotations for the oii-energy electrons was mea.sured to be 17.9. Off-energy 

electrons underwent more or fewer spin-rotations than electrons at nominal energy, and thereby had 

lower polarizat,ion. The three distributions, N ( E ) ,  and ? ( E )  are shown in Fig. 7-1, along with the 

vertical spot. size, uy(E),  which determined the lniniiiosity distribution, C ( E ) .  

The Compt.on polarimeter measured the polarization weighted by the number density, 

J P ( E )  . JV( E)dE  
J n / ( E ) d E  ’ P, = 
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Figure 7-1: The distributions for beam energy distribution, n/( E ) ,  vertical spot size oy( E )  
which determined the luminosity distribution, L( E ) ,  and the polarization distribution, P( E )  as 
determined from the iiarrow energy spread beam tests. uy ( E )  (and thus L ( E ) )  were determined 
from calcnlatioiis, the rest from data. 
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while the ALR analysis required the polarizat<ion weighted by the number density and luminosity, 

These two qiiantities were related by, 

‘Ff.“”l T,( 1 + <), 

which defined t.he parameter <, tlie chromatic correction. 

Off-energy cltct.rons rctluce longitudinal pola.rizat ion at, the SLC IP due t,o spin precession in 

t.lw arc. ‘lliey also cont~ril~iit.ed less to t,he 1uminosit.y than on-energy electrons b ( ~ a u s e  t,liey did 

not focus to  a sinal1 spot. at. t.lie SI,(! IP. while cont.rihuting the saiiie as 011-energy elect.rons t.o 

t I I C  Coinpton iiit’iiSiiI.eiiit,iit. of t,lie beam polarizat,ion. l’hiis. 7‘;‘‘’” was grea,t~er tliaii Ti. €lowever. 

\vi35 coilst raincvl to be less than t.he polarizat.ion i i i  t.he L i ~ i i t ~ .  ~ f ~ ” ‘ ~ ‘ ,  since no spin prccession 

occrlrretl bttforc. t>hc ilort,li Arc. Hfbnce. 

7.1 Measurements and upper limits 

(7.4) 

” 

We used two separate methods to  estimate the effect of the chromatic correction and the associated 

systematic uncertainty. The first used the measured distributions for ? ( E )  and N ( E ) ,  as well as 

niachine simulation niodels for C ( E ) .  However, this estiiiiate of the correction was considered too 

dependent on models of the SLC ant1 was not used. 

The second method to estimate the effect depended on data. The upper limit of the chromatic 

effect was constrained, in a model-independent way, to be 5 3.3%. The  mean of the spread was taken 

as the magnitude of the effect, and the widtsli as the systematic uncertainty, yielding = (1.7*1.1)%. 

The data-driven estimate resulted in significantly larger systematic uncertainty in the cliromat*ic 

correction than the model-dependent calculation. The mean values of tlie corrections estimated by 

the two metliods agree quite well. We now present the detail of the data-driveii estimate of the 

chroinatic correction. . 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 
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The beam switchyard area (BSY), showing the  locatioii of the SL3 collimator. 

7.1.1 Bound from energy colliinator data 

Fig. 7-2 shows the location of the SL3 collimator in the SLC. During the 1093 run this collimator had 

t,he largest effect. of a.ny collimator on the low-energy tail. Fig. 7-3 shows the energy dist,rihut,ion of 

t,he electrons. ,%'(E), as measured by a. wire scan at the SLC IP. Pa.rt. of t.he low-energy tail, clipped 

by the low energy jaw of SL3, is visihle. At collimator SL3, a -1.5 nim tra.nslat,ioii of the low energy 

jaw correspoiicled to a 1% change iu the energy cut. 

Moving the SL3 low-energy jaw closer to the beam centroid removed more low energy electrons 

from the beam, and thereby increased the polarization as measured by the Compton polarimeter. 

Fig. 7-4 shows the correlation between the distance of the SL3 low-energy jaw from tlie beam centroid, 

AXCB, and tlie Compton measurement of the beam polarization, 7,. All the 1993 polarimeter data 

(taken after the source laser wavelength change) are displayed in bins of SL3 jaw position, showing 

a clear correlation between the position of the collimator jaw and the measured beam polarization. 

Since the SL3 jaws were continually adjusted throughout the 1993 run, we concluded that the low- 

energy tail was present during the entire run, and tlie position of tlie SL3 low-energy jaw determined 

the magnitude of this tail and hence the size of the chromatic effect. We performed a linear fit to 
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Figure 7-3: Filial Focus wirescan data. showing i V * ( E )  (stars). a i d  tlie position of tlie SL3 
Low-Energy colliiiiator jaw for this scan (arrow); as well as the narrow-energy spread test 
beam (< 0.1%,) distribution, (dashes). 

the poii1t.s in Fig. 7-4, and  to  be conservat,ive we assumed a. slope 1u st,eeper than the  hestbfit. slope. 

T h i s  slope is sliowii in t,tir. Fig. 7-4 a.s a dashetl line. Since t.he polarization at. t,he Liiia.c, ?Sannc,  did 

not, depeiid 011 beani energy, t,liis slope was an upper limit. for t.lie dependence of the Linac-Compton 

polarization difference on the SL3 j aw position. 

(7.5) 

Where  AT'LIN -cornp was the fract ioiial difference, 

To t rans la te  the slope in to  a limit on the difference, 'Pdinnc - Pe,  we obtained t,he value of t,liis 

difference a t  two separate  values of A . t ' c ~  from the  narrow energy-spread beam tests, the results 

of which a.re sliowii in table  7.1. These tests yielded an es t imate  of P2nac, since without, t he  low- 
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Figure 7-4: Beam polarization measured by the Comptoii Polarimeter. vs. the SL3L (low 
energy) jaw position. The arrow indicates the average liiiiiiiiosity weighted position for this 
colliiiiator for the 1903 SLC riiii. The dashed line indicates the conservatively stcq, slope fit 
to the data. 

energy tail, the Linac and Compton polarization were essentially the same, except for a small (0.5%) 

correction due to spin diffusion arid synchrotron radiation. We compared this estimate ofPkl'ac with 

iiieasureiiieiits of the Coiiiptori polarizatioii P, , taken just before the narrow energy-spread beams 

were established. There were two narrow energy-spread beam tests, perforiiied at  two different SL3 

jaw positions. We used the more accurately measured point at, AXCB = -0.4 niiii and the slope 

from Eq. 7.5 to obtain the equation for the polarization difference, 

We assumed the (conservative) lu upper limit of 2.9% for the polarization difference estimate at 

AXCB = -0.4 mm. 
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~ X C B  (mm) APLIN - ~ 0 1 1 1 p  (%) 
July 2,4 -0.4 2.0f0.9 
July 15 0.5 5.1 312.5 - 

We used Eq. 7.7 and the mean luminosity-weighted value of AxCB during tole 1993 ruii ( 

(AXCS) = 0.25 nun) and found tlie Linac-t.o-Comptoii polarization difference to be 

(7.8) 

7.1.2 Bound froin beaim energy spread and chroiiiaticity 

After having obtaiii(v1 a conwr\ative lipper limit on tlie polarization difference between the Linac 

aiid the C'oinptoii polarimeter, we estiiiiated tlie polarization difference between the SLC, IP and the 

C'ompton, by first estimating a lower limit for tlie difference betwwi tlie Linac and tlie SLC IP. The 

fractional Linac - IP difference wa5 defined as 

(7.9) 

where ?'Fm is the luminosity-weiglited polarization at the SLC IP. 

C:a.lculat,ioii of a lower limit for A P L I N - ~  was almost, entirely free of inodelling uiicert,ainties, 

since t,he spatial beam paraniet.ers (emit.t.a.nce, divergence) as wrll as cliroiiia.t,icit,y. energy profile, and 

dependence of polarizat'ion 011 bea.ni energy were known. The e n r ~ g y  profile, A'( E ) ,  was measured 

usiiig wire scans as mentioned above. The dependence of polarizat,ion on energy, ?'(E) wa.s measured 

using the narrow energy-spread test. beams. 

We determined the dependence of luniinosity on energy, ,C(E). by using data from that coli- 

stmined the bemi spot size at. tlie SLC IP. As described in section 2.3.2, the 1993 ruii of tlie SLD 

was successful partly due to the use of flat beams. The IP spot size in vertical direct,ion was O.t3prn, 

while in tlie horizontal it, was 2.6/17?1. The chromatic aberrat,ioii wa.s dictated by tlie dependence 

of tlie vertical spot size on energy. Dedicated studies of the hea.m cliromaticit,y profile were per- 

formed by IP wire scans at various electron beam energies. The beam spot size measureineiits were 

oht.ained wit,li round bea.ms, while the calculat,ions were done using tlie TIJRTLE bea.m simulation 

package [43] assuniiiig flat beams. 
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Figure 7-5: Horizontal and vertical beam spot size froin data (dots) and calculation (line). 
The vertical spot size data were taken with rouiicl beams, and tlie calculations indicate the 
spot size depeiitleiice for flat beams. 

The vertical and horizontal spot size nieasm~ineiits are shown in Fig. 7-5. The data  shown were 

taken with a diagnostic round beam, the line is from a calculatioii of the spot size for flat beanis. 

As tlie figures show, the horizontal spot size (a:) for flat. beanis was not significantly different from 

that for round beams. However, the vertical spot size (a;) for flat h t~ tn i s  was quit.e different. The 

spot size at nominal energy for flat beams was a2 M G.5pn2, ai M 0.Gpm'. At a 0.6% deviat.ion from 

nominal, the spot size was a: E ~ O / L ? T ? ,  ai M 20pin'. FVe observed that ayr tlie vertical spot size, 

increased rapidly for electrons of off-nominal energy. This tight focusing in the vertical direction 

created a narrow band-pass in energy, aiid electrons outside this band did not contribute to the 

luminosity, since they were not focused to a tight spot at tlie IP. As Fig. 2-7 shows, these electroiis 

also had lower polarization. 

In order to find a lower bound 011 A ~ L I N - I P . ,  and thereby aii upper bound on A P I ~ - C ~ , , , ~ . ,  we 

chose a coi~servat,ively narrow gaussia.ii bemi energy profile suggested by the 1993 running experience 

at. the SLC: UE > 0.15%. We also chose a conservative niasiinuni for the beam chromaticity froin 

the spot. size calculations, which yielded the narrowest possible ba.nd-pass in energy. Fig. 7-6 shows 

the vertical spot size, which governed the energy hand-pass, overlayed on the beaiii energy gaussian 

estimate. It is clear that, if either the band-pass or the beam energy spread were made any smaller, 
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Figure 7-6: Overlay of the vertical spot size depeiidcwce on energy (which dictates the en- 
ergy ban(1-pass for high liiiiiinosity). and thc. beam energy profile for the D = 0.15%, distribution 
used for tht? A'PLIN-IP calculation (line), and nominal beanis with tails (dashes). 

the value of A P L 1 N - p  would also become smaller, aiid in t.he limit. that either were made a delta 

fiinction, APLIN-Ip. would go to zero. Not including a low-energy tail in the beam energy profile 

est.imate reduced the value of AP~1i-q-p. which was proper for an estimate of t.he lower bound. Using 

t.he conserva.tively narrow brain energy profile and the coiiservat,ively la.rge cliromat,icity (narrow 

energy band-pass), and weig1Ang by the measured ?(E) distribut,ioii, we obt,aiiied 

(7.10) 

This est.iniate was largely free of machine and model assumptions. 

We used t.he values in Eq. 7.8 and 7.10. to arrive at, tlie difference bet'ween tlie luminosity weighted 

beam polarizat,ioii SLC IP atid the C'ompt,on polarimet.er measurement.. 

(7.11) 

We took the mean of the spread, 0.0% - 3.3r0, in Eq. 7.11 a.s the correct.ion to be applied. We 

a.ssumed a constant pr~babi l i t~y  dist,ributioii in that. range, a.nd assigiied a systeiiiatic uiicertaiiity as 
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t.he la value, i.e. u = 0.34. 3.3% = 1.1%. The correction to be applied was, 

AP1p-colnp. = (1.7 f 1.1)% = <. 

where ( is the correction parameter introduced in Eq. 7.3. 

(7.12) 

7.2 Estimate from machine model 

Lye quote the result froni a niachiiir~-modcl based calculation of A 7 ' ~ p - ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ , ,  [44]. Tliis calculatioii 

rrllies on detailed 4inulation of man> coniponeiits of the SI,C', iiiclucliiig the Dampiiig Ring beam pa- 

raiiieters ( t l i e  putative ca iw of tlie low-energy tail), acceleration and transport, energy colliinatioii, 

north Arc spin dynaniics aiicl Filial Focus effects. Data exist to confirm sollie of the assumptions of 

tlie model, 1)ut not all. The model predicts a value of i r n o d c l  = (1 .94~0.5)%~ which is a coiifiriiiation 

of the i~iodel-iiitlt~pc~iitle~it calculation presented in the previous section 

7.3 Summary of chromatic correction 

To summarize, we present the steps taken to arrive at <. 

e Polarization loss relation between Linac, SLC IP, and Cornpton described as A P I P - C ~ , ~ ~  < 
A P L I N - c O ~ ~ .  - APLIN-IP. 

0 SL3 low energy j a w  stmudies and narrow energy spread beam studies put conservative u p p f r  

h a t ,  A P L I N - C ~ , , ~ ~  < 4.7%. 

0 Beam energy profile, pola.rization energy dependence, and chromaticit,y used to put. conserva- 

t,ive lower l imit ,  APLI~J-IP > 1.4% 

1. Wire scans at I P  suggest conservative gaussian beam profile. 

2. Narrow energy spread beam studies of chromaticity yield conservative estimate of lunii- 

nosity dependence on energy. 

3. Narrow energy spread test also yields P( E ) ,  polarization dependerice oii energy. 

Subtracting: APLIN-Cornp - A P L ~ J - I P  - A P I P - C ~ ~ ~ ,  < 3.3%. Conservative upper ~ m l t  on 

the chromatic correction. 

0 Mean and range yield ( = (1.7 f l.l)%. 
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Thus, we found < = (1.7 3~ 1.1)%. We corrected t.he Compton measurement of IF, for this effect,, 

and we found the luminosity-weighted polarization for the 1993 run to he F’Fm = (63.0 zk 1.1)%. 
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Chapter 8 

Event Selection for the A L ~  Data Sample 

This c1iaptt.r prwwts the 2 event. select.ion for t.lw 19!U A , , R  analysis a t  the SLD. Tlie evtmt, selcct,ioti 

used t.he Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) described i n  sect.ion 3.1.4.  The backgroiinds in  the data 

smiple are ideiit,ified and est,imat.ed. 

The main cont.ributioii to  the ba.ckgrounds in the 2 event, sample was the coiitaiiiiiiat,ion froni final 

stmate e+e- event.s, a.lso known as wide-angle Bhahha events (WABs). As discussed in section 1.4, t,lie 

e + e -  fiiia.1 state can proceed through either a predominantly i: medkted s channel or a y niediat,ed 

t channel. The t cha.niiel contribut>ion dilutes the va.lue of ALR for the e + e -  sample, therefore 

these eveiit,s had to be discarded. Other backgrounds for the ALR event sample included the beam- 

gas, two-phot,on and cosmic-ray ba,ckgrounds. The effec.t.s of backgrouiids in  the ALR d a h  sample 

wa.s to dilute t.he asymmet,ry, since t h e  most backgrounds manifest, no left-right asymmetry ( e + ~ -  

backgrouiids manifest, a small left,-right asymmet,ry ). 

8.1 The Calibration of the LAC 

The response of the Liquid Argon Calorimeter to incident particles has been discussed in refer- 

ences 1311 and [&]. In this section we present the various scale factors used to convert raw LAC 

ADC' counts int,o an estimate of t h e  particle energy. 
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8.1.1 Tlie minimum-ionizing scale 

The iiiiiiirnuni-ioniziiig scale (Min-I or p scale) wa.s based on the assumption that, the incident 

part,icle was niinimum ionizing, as, for instance, a cosmic ray muon that traversed the eat,ire LAC. 

The  hIiii-I scale is one of the easiest' scales to determine. One accumulates a hrge data  sample of 

fiilly braversing cosuiic ra.ys using an external cosmic ray trigger, a.nd normalizes the pulse height, 

clistribut ion to that espect.ec1 for t.he given niat,erials and geoiiiet.ry [46]. The IlIin-I sca.le factors were: 

2.28 x 1 0 - ~  ( ~ c ~ ~ / ~ I D ~ - c o u n t ~  in t.he EXI sections of t,he LAC, ant1 5.99 x Gcv/ADC-count i n  

tlie HAD sect.ions. Tlie event. selection ci1t.s descrihed in tlie proceeding section are formulat,ed in 

t.lw hlin-I scaiv. 

8.1.2 The e/rr ratio 

' the Illin-I scali. is not atlecjuat (J for an absolut,e nieasuremc,nt, of the eiicrgy deposited in t,he LAC. 

A s  descril)c.(l i n  previous srct'ions, tlie LAC! sampled sliowers induced in 1ea.d pla.t.es by collect,iiig t,lie 

deposit.ed charge. Only a fraction of the total energy w m  sampled, and this fraction was dependent 

011 t,litr shower type. E;lect,romagiiet ic  showers, induced by incident. elect,rons and photons, a.re small 

in  1iot.h the radial aiid transverse coortlinat,es. Therefore, the first, two radial layers of the LAC: 

(EM) were suflicient to condain electroma.gnet,ic showers. There was a slight, loss of energy from low 

monitwt uiii pa.rticles not. sampled by the LAC. Therefore the r h o  of tlie LAC electromagnetic scale 

to tlie Min-I scale, e / p ,  was less than one. 

11a.tlroriic showers, induced by incidtwt. prot.ons a.nd pions, are more penetrating a i d  more spread 

out. than electrornagnetic ones. The latter two layers of the LAC (IIAII) sa.mpled primarily hadronic 

sliowers. Hadronic showers teiid to lose some fi.act.ion of their energy into neutral pa.rticles, such 

as iieut,roiis and neutrinos from pion decay. Soiiie energy is also lost t,o nuclear binding forces in 

hadron production. In addit.ioii, hadroiiic showers were not fully cont.ained by the LAC. The energy 

from hadronic showers that, escaped the LAC wa,s measurcd by the Wa.rin Iron Calorimeter (WIC). 

However, the WIC response to hadronic showers was not. properly understood aiid data  from the 

WIC was not. used iii the analysis. The hadronic energy lost to the various effects lead to the ratio 

of t.lie LAC hadronic scale t,o the Miii-I scale, j r / p  to be less than one, and less even than e / p .  

The unequal efficiencies for measuring hadronic and electromagiietic energy meant, that, the true 

LAC energy scale depended on e / r ,  the rat,io of the electromagnetic and hadronic energy scdes. 

An extensive analysis of 1992 SLD data [31] established that. this ratio was e / i ~  x 1.7. The large 

difference in the electromagnetic and hadronic response of tlie LAC means that leaving caloriineter 

energies in tlie Min-I scale incorrectly weiglit,s the two classes of events. However, for the ALR 

-0 
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analysis, we are not interested in an absolute energy determinat,ion. In fact, the main concern in 

the analysis is the separation of e+e-  events from the hadronic sample, which is made easier in tlie 

hIin-I scale. 

8.2 Event Selection 

Tlie event selection proceeded in three distinct stages. The trigger level, Pass 1, and Pass 2. Tlw 

events that survived were then associated with polarization nieasureiiient.s made by tlie Conipton 

yolariniet er. 

8.2.1 Trigger level cuts 

l h e  S1,c' protluccd Et(- collisions at a rate of 120 H z .  The SLD detector triggm was designed to 

make a decision and write d a h  to tape from a specific beam-crossing, and did so at an approximate 

rate of 0.2 HZ. 

Tlie trigger decision was t,lie OR of various detector quant.it,ies. Of primary concern in the A ~ f i  

ana.lysis is t,lie ENERGY trigger. This t,rigger was sc,t by caloriniet,er inforniation. 0t.lier triggcm 

included the TR.ACI< trigger, which used a look-up table to recognize a two-track pattern in the Drift. 

Chamber; the LUM trigger, which was set by the small angle luminosity monitors; and the HADRON 

trigger, which used a combination of the calorimeter and tracking inforniation. In addition, there 

were other triggers, including a niuon trigger, and a random t,rigger. 

We examine tlie ENERGY trigger in more det.ai1, since tlie next. level of event, selection, Pa.ss 1. 

tsiglit,enetl the cut.s from this trigger. The ENERGY trigger examined several sums of raw ADC tlat,a 

froin LAC towers to make the trigger decision. Separat.e sunis were kept. of towers that, passed low 

thresholds of 8 ADC counts for the EM and 12 ADC c0unt.s for the HAD, and high thresholds of 60 

ADC count,s for the EM and 120 ADC counts for the HAD. The sums were labelled as follows: 

0 EHI. The sum of all the energy in the LAC, for towers that passed the high threshold: Had 

t.0 be > 8 GeV (Min-I) for the ENERGY trigger. 

0 ELO. The sum of all the energy in the LAC, for towers that passed the low threshold 

0 NLO. The number of towers above the low threshold: IIad t.0 be < 1000 towers for the 

ENERGY trigger. 

0 NEMHI. The number of towers in  the LAC EM section above the high threshold. 
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Figure. 8-1: SLD Event-display showing beam-paralld rnuoii~ incident on the LAC. The 
horizontal line in the iiiidclle of the figiire is the beam axis. The lilies of small squares indicate 
adjacent groiips of LAC towers (calorimeter clusters) traversed by the niuoiia. 

SLC induced muons 

The ENERGY trigger required the EIII be great,er than 8 GeV, with a veto that. required that NLO 

he less than 1000 towers. This veto wa.s intended to reduce the effect.s of t,he SLC-muon background. 

The SLC-muons were beam-parallel muoils, created in tlie accelera,t,or sect.ioiis upstreani of the 

SLD. Toroids in the SLC fina.1-focus mea st.eered these niuons out. of tlie SLD Drift (Illamber region. 

However, these muons still plagued the LAC. Fig. 8-1 sliows an event display of the SLD with several 

heam parallel muons going through the LAC. The small squares ii1dicat.e groups of calorimet.er towtm 

traversed by the beani-parallel muons. These SLC-muons deposited very little energy in any one 

LAC tower. However, since they tended to penetrate the calorimeter parallel to the beam axis, they 

deposited energy in several LAC towers. The high threshold of 60 ADC counts in the EM and 120 

ADC coui1t.s in the HAD sectioii was partly chosen so that towers that would have contributed to 

the sum due to these SLC-muons would be eliminated. In addition, t,he requirement that NLO be 

less tlian 1000 reduced the trigger-rat,e due to SLC-muons. 

If tlie ENERGY trigger requirements were satisfied] the entire calorimeter system of the SLD 
(the LUM, LAC and WIC) were read out, provided they were ready to  be read out. During the 
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1993 run, the SLD recorded approximately three million ENERGY triggers on tape. 

8.2.2 Pass 1 cuts 

The trigger level cuts described above were designed to  reduce tlie data acquisition rate to a man- 

ageable level in a way that would not introduce geometrical biases in the data. Tlie thresholds were 

kept. as low as possible. and the ENERGY trigger decision was made using scalar sunis only. There- 

fore, the trigger accepted many events tliat were not 2 events. The bulk of these were beam-gas or 

beam-wall events. Such events were caused by one of the hcmiis interacting with either residual gas 

in the beampipe or soiiic accelerator swtion ant1 creating a sllower of particles in tlie SLD. 

The Pass 1 cut,s were designed to e1iiiiinat.e a large fraction of t,liese background eveiit,s, wliile 

maintainiiig tlie uiil)insed nature of tlw ENERGY triggc,r. For that, reason, oiily ADC sums were 

used in making t,he Pass 1 cub. Tlie quant,it,ies iised in the t,rigger were tight,ened. The Pass 1 ci1t.s 

were as follows: 

0 EHI > 15 Gel‘ (Min-I scale) 

0 NEMHI 2 10 towers 

0 E L 0  < 140 GeV 

E L 0  < { EHI + 70 GeV 

The first and second cuts were similar to the trigger requirenzents. The EIII requirement was for 

15 GeV, rather than 8 GeV for the trigger. The second cut, on the iiuniber of Ehf towers over the 

liigli thresliold, also helped eliminate beam parallel mitons tliat deposited energy predominantly in 

the HAD sections of the LAC. 

The third and fourth cuts, on the EL0 variable, insured that the event had not satisfied the 

previous two requirements by depositing a large amount of background energy. Background events 

scattered energy in many towers, most of which were below tlie high threshold. Even for those 

background events that passed the EHI cut, the majority of the energy was in several low energy 

towers. After tlie Pass 1 cuts were applied, 63552 even& remained in tlie sample. Both tlie trigger 

and Pass 1 cuts operated on “raw” calorimeter data - tlie ADC counts from the various LAC 

towers. 
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8.2.3 Reconstruction and Pass 2 cuts 

Before the Pass 2 cuts could be applied, the raw calorimeter data underwent reconstrudion.: grouping 

the caloriineter towers, and calculating several quantities of interest such as the thrust, the tlirust 

axis, the total energy, and the energy imbalance of the event. 

All LAC towers were subject to  a reconstruction threshold of 7 ADC counts for the EM and 9 
AD(’ counts for the HAD sections. Towers closest to the beampipe (the so called u d l  offire) were 

ignored. The SLD calorimeter reconstruction constructed groups of contiguous calorinieter towers 

that. passed the recoiistruction thresholds. These groups were called clusters. 

The rt’coiist riictioii proceeded in two stages. During the first, st.age, spat,ially contiguous towers 

w e r ~  combiiid into clusters. These clusters were called coarse clust,ers. During t,he second st age, 

t Iw course clust.ers w‘crc~ rc,finctl by rout.ines that, looked for minima in the spat.ial dist,rihut ion of 

ciicrgy deposit,ion in t,lie cluster, a.nd separated t,he cluster iiit,o t,wo or more clust.ers if it. appeared 

t lie profile was duc to more t,lia.n one iiicident. pa.rticle. These sepamted clust.er were called refined 

cluskrs. The Pass 2 cut.s operated on quantities based on refined clust,ers. 

Good clusters were defined as follows: 

0 Total energy In the cluster > 100 MeV 

0 Total electromagnet.ic energy # 0 MeV 

0 The cluster was not identified as an SLC induced beam parallel muon. 

The third item, the identification of clusters as SLC induced muons, was performed by a pattern- 

recognition method [47]. Clusters of LAC tower hits induced by SLC induced muons were character- 

ized by low energy depositmion in any individual tower and extremely sniall spread in the azimuthal 

and large spread in the polar angle. These characteristics were used to recognize and reject SLC 

muon induced clusters with great efficiency. 

The Pass 2 cuts operated on the €ollowiug quantities: 

0 Total Energy. The sum of the energy in all good clusters (min-I scale) 

0 Energy Imbalance. The vector sun1 normalized by the scalar sum of the energy deposited. 

0 Number of Clusters. The number of good clusters found by the reconst>ruction. 
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Figure 8-2: 
the Pass 2 cuts for energy and imbalance. 

Total Energy in the LAC (Min-I scale) vs. energy imbalance. The lines indicate 

The energy imbalance was defined as 

where the sums are over all good clusters, and 4 is the unit radial vector with origin at  the IP, in the 

direction of the cluster. Events with large energy deposition in one section of the detector (such as 

beam-wall events) tended to have large values of imbalance, while 2 decays, which were symmetric 

about the interaction point, tended to have small values of imbalance. 

The first part of the Pass 2 cuts operated on the total energy and energy imbalance variables. 

The total energy was required to  be greater that 15 GeV (in the Min-I scale) and the imbalance was 
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Figure 8-3: Cluster Multiplicity distribution for data that passed the total energy and 
energy imbalance Pass 2 cuts, versus cos8 (top), and separately for the central and forward 
parts of SLD (bottom). The lines indicate the Pass 2 cluster multiplicity cuts. 

required to be less than or equal to 0.6. Fig. 8-2 shows a scatter plot of the total energy and energy 

imbalance for all the reconstructed events. The lines indicate the cuts. A large class of background 

events with low energy is eliminated, as is an even larger class of background events with large 

imbalance. 

The second part of the Pass 2 cuts operated on the number of clusters. This cut was designed 

to eliminate the e+e- final state. The e+e- events produced a smaller number of clusters than the 

hadronic events since electromagnetic showers produced by e+e- events are less spread out than the 
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hadronic showers produced by qq final states. 

, 

Fig. 8-3 (upper plot) shows the number of clusters for the events that passed the total energy 

and energy imbalance cuts already described. The number of clusters are plotted versus cos 0, the 

polar angle of the thrust axis of the event. The thrust and thrust axis are defined as follows [48]: 

where T is the thrust, G are the momentum vectors of the particles in the event, and Z, the thrust 

axis, is a unit vector chosen to  maximize the numerator. The sum is over all particles in the event. In 

the calorimeter-only analysis, the sum is taken over all clust,ers and 6 is derived from the observed 

energy in a given cluster and its position relative to the IP. There were small uncertainties in the 

calculations of the thrust and the thrust axis due to  the coarse spatial resolution of the LAC and the 

difficulties inherent in assigning nioment.um based on a calorimetric measurement.. Analyses that 

required precise knowledge of the t,lirust used the Drift Chamber for a precise measurement of 6. 
The uncertainty incurred in calculating the thrust axis by not requiring Drift Chamber information 

has been shown to be small for this analysis [31]. 

The SLD Barrel LAC had significantly better resolution than did the endcap LAC. The poorer 

resolution in the endcaps was due to extra material in the path to the endcaps, which caused multiple 

scattering and broadening of shower widths. Some of this difference was accounted for in detector 

simulations [49], but some of it, remains to be understood. Due to  this difference in the endcaps, we 

defined two separate parts of the detector, based on polar angle 6'. The ceniral part was defined as 

I cos 01 < 0.8, and the forward part as I cos 01 2 0.8. The forward part suffered due to  poorer energy 

resolution in the endcaps. 

In the central part, we required 2 9 clusters in the reconstructed calorimeter. In the forward 

part, we required 2 12 clusters. Fig. 8-3 (lower plots) show the cluster multiplicity (NCLUS) 

distribution for the central and forward parts. There is a peak at  small cluster multiplicity in both 

parts corresponding to e+e- final state events. In both cases, the cuts, indicated by the lines, clearly 

separate the hadronic events from the e+e- events. 

A total of 50707 events survive the entire process including the Pass 2 cuts. These events are 

almost entirely hadronic 2 decay events. There are a few T+T- events in the sample. Since the 

event selection is based entirely on calorimeter data, it contains no p+p- events, since muons deposit 

very little energy in the calorimeter. However, since T+T- and p+p- lepton events are expected to 

manifest the same value of ALR as hadronic events, we do not consider them backgrounds for this 

analysis. 
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The e+e- events are the main source of background evei1t.s. We now estimate this and other 

backgrounds in our sample. 

8.3 e+e- Background Estimates 

The effect of background on t<he ALR aiialysis seems obvious enough. Nost background event.s have 

no left-right asymmetry, so they tend to dilute the asymmetry for t,he 2 events. Thv correction for 

t,his zero asymn~.ciry  background is st,raightforwvard. However, as nientionetl in  the previous sections, 

the largest cont.ribut,ioii to the background was from e + e -  event,s. These events ni;tiiifested a left.- 

riglit asyniinet.ry different, from A L R .  This asyminet,ry depended on polar angle, and a ineasurement 

of t,his dependence const.it.ubed a test of the Standard Elect,rowea.k hIodcl independent. of A L R .  [SO]. 

Therefore, the correct,ion to ALR due to backgrounds depended on what fraction of tliese background 

evei1t.s had zero asyminctry, and what fraction had finit,e asyininetry. This correct,ioii is developed 

in tlet,a.il in  the secttion 8.7. 

The background determination for an event sample isolated by the various cuts described above is 

usually performed using a detector simulation Monte Carlo. All expected types of events, including 

background events, are generated and the detector response simulated. The various cuts are then 

applied, and their efficiency for eliminating the unwanted events while retaining the desired events 

est iin ated . 

8.3.1 The SLD detector simulation 

The SLD detector was siniulated using the GEANT [51] simulation package. The various detector 

element,s were grouped into geometrical subsections and the properties of their rnat.eria1 tabulated. 

The GEANT simulation package then tracked simulated events through the various detector elements 

and produced the appropriate response signals. 

The LAC simulation included elements such as the liquid argon cryostat and the washers used in 

the construction and assembly. However, proper siinulation of the LAC response required including 

in the simulation all the material in front, of the LAC, since this material caused broadening of 

shower widths due to premat,ure scattering. However, incomplete knowledge of intervening material 

caused short,comings in the siniulated response, especially in the endcap sections of the LAC. 

The main problem with GEANT was it.s inability to simulate the cluster multiplicity distribution. 

Fig. 8-4 compares the cluster multiplicity distributions from hadronic and e + , -  event simulation to 
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Figure 8-4: Cluster multiplicity distributions for simulated events (line) and data (dots). 
Data is shown separately for ete-  (top) and hadronic events (bottom), for the central (left) 
and forward (right) SLD. The agreement in all cases is poor. 

hadronic and e+e-  data. The agreement is poor. As described above, the LAC signals were subject 

to a reconstruction threshold, after which surviving towers were grouped into coarse clusters. These 

clusters were then refined - a given coarse cluster broken up into multiple clusters if the energy 

distribution in the cluster had minima that indicated multiple incident particles. However, the 

GEANT did not reproduce the refined cluster multiplicity well . Therefore] to estimate backgrounds] 

we constructed some event variables that could be better modelled by the simulation. We carried out 

two separate analysis, labelled Method I and 11. These two methods concentrated on determining 

the e+e- background. The other backgrounds, to  be discussed later, were more easily estimated 

from the data itself. 
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Figure 8-5: 
gaussian fit. 
multiplicity cut. 

Cluster multiplicity distribution for the central part of SLD, with a three 
The line indicates the cluster The leftxnost gaussian is due to e t e -  events. 

8.3.2 ese-  Background estimate from data 

The final limits on the e + e -  background were estimated by methods that made extensive use of 

the SLD detector simulation. However, a purely data driven estimate of the e + e -  background was 

also performed. We fit the data in the cluster niultiplicit,y histograms shown in Fig. 8-3 to  gaussian 

distributions, with the assumption that the peak at  low cluster multiplicity was due to e + e -  events. 

Fig. 8-5 shows the fit of the cluster multiplicity distribution to  t h e e  gaussians for the data from the 

central part of the SLD, while Fig. 8-6 show the fit to two gaussians for the data from the forward 

part of the SLD. The fit parameters listed translate as follows [Pl-P3] are amplit.ude, mean arid u 

for the first gaussian (at low multiplicity), [P4-P6] for the second and [P7-P9] for the third (in the 

case of the three gaussian fit for the central part of SLD). The line at  cluster multiplicity = 8 (11) 

is the Pass 2 cut for the central (forward) part of the detector. 

For each of the fits, we took the first gaussian at  low cluster multiplicity, and extrapolated its tail 

into the region beyond the cluster multiplicity cut, taking the 1u upper limits for all fit quantities. We 
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Figure 8-6: 
leftniost gaussian is due to e + e -  events. The line indicates the cluster niultiplicity cut. 

Cluster niultiplicity for the  forward part of SLD, with a two gaussian fit. The 

estimated N:::: = 32 ete- events in the central part of the detector, and N,f,o:y = 6.5 e+e- events 

in the forward part. The data-based estimate of the e t e -  background was thus ff:E-on'y x 0.OSrci. 

There were too many unknown factors in this data-based analysis for us to  use this estimate 

as anything other than a guide for the numbers obtained from the Monte Carlo estimates. The 

cluster multiplicity distribution for ete-  data was almost certainly not a gaussian. As noted in the 

previous section, extraneous material in front of the LAC could have caused a large non-gaussian 

tail extending out t o  large cluster multiplicities for e+e- events. 

8.3.3 efe- Background analysis Method I 

This method used the known energy deposition characteristics of e t e -  events to  construct quantities 

that can select these events over hadronic decays. Final state e+e- events tended to deposit almost 

all their energy in a small number of towers in the EM section of the LAC. Hadronic decays, in 

contrast, deposited energy over a larger number of towers, significant numbers of which were in the 
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HAD section of the LAC. 

Due to the large e / ~  ratio of the LAC (M 1.7), events depositing mainly electromagnetic energy, 

such as e+e- events, seemed to  be separated froin events depositing mainly hadronic energy. Fig 8-2, 

a scatter plot total energy vs. energy imbalance of all the Pass 1 data, illust>rates this separation. 

The events with energy imbalance below 0.6 and total (Min-I) energy above 15 Gev fornied two 

clusters in energy. The cluster around 70 Gev consisted of e + e -  events (subsequent,ly removed by 

the cluster multiplicity cuts), while the broader cluster around 40 GeV consisted of hadronic events. 

On a properly calibrat,ed energy scale, the two clust.ers would have lain on top of each other and 

been indistinguishable. We used this ability of t,lie hfin-I energy scale to  separate electromagnetic 

froin hadronic events to create e + € -  selection criteria that did not depend 011 the cluster multiplicity 

distributions. 

We created two variables t.0 isolate e+€-  events: 

0 EHTOT. The sum of t,he energy in t,he HAD sect.ion of the LAC. 

0 EEMHIl + EEMHIZ. The sum of the energy in the two highest energy clusters in the EM 

section of the LAC. 

Fig. 8-7 shows the scatter-plot of the two variables. The data plotted has passed the Pass 2 

cut.s for energy and imbalance, but not the cluster mult,iplicity cuts. The data is a combinatio~i of 

hadronic and e+e-  decays of the 2. 

The plot,s show two distinct groupings of data, both in the central and forward parts of the 

detector. The data in region A had little or no liadronic energy (EHTOT was small), and significant 

amount of energy concentrated in the two largest EM clusters. (EEILIHI1 + EEMHIZ was large). 

These events were predoniiiiantly e + e -  events. The data in region B had significant hadronic energy. 

These events were predominantly hadronic decays. 

For the plot containing data from the central part of SLD, regions A and B were defined as 

follows: 

Acentral 

Bcent,-al 

= (EEMHI1 + EEMHI2) > (40 + 8 . EHTOT) 

(EEMHI1 + EEhIHIZ) < (40 + 8 . EHTOT) = (8.3) 

while for plot containing data from the forward part, regions A and B were 

&orward = (EEMHI1 + EEMHI2) > (20 + 13.33. EHTOT) 

Bforward = (EEMHI1 + EEMHI2) < (20 + 13.33. EHTOT) 
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Figure 8-7: 
Region A is e+e-  rich data, region B is hadronic data. 

Scatter plots of the Method I variables, EEMHIl+EEMHIZ, and EHTOT. 

Event simulation 

Both final state e+e-  and hadronic events were simulated [52]. The simulations produced ‘‘raw’’ 

detector data. For the LAC, this data was in the form of simulated ADC counts for various LAC 

towers. The simulated data was then reconstructed in the same manner as the real data. These 

simulated and reconstructed events were then passed through the Pass 2 energy and imbalance cuts 

described above. The cluster multiplicity distributions were significantly different from the data, as 

illustrated in fig. 8-4. However, the energy depositions in both the EM and HAD sections of the 

LAC were well simulated. If we believe that the reason for the cluster multiplicity mismatch between 
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Data and Monte Carlo simulations of e+e-events for Method I. 
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Figure 8-8: 
e + e -  rich data (dots) and e + e -  simulation (line). 

Coinparison of the Method I variables EEMHIl+EEMHIZ aiid EHTOT for 

simulations and data was the inability to  properly niodel energy shower characteristics a t  very lowest 

energies, then we expect that the simulations should match the total energy deposit.ion reasonably 

well, since total energy deposition did not depend heavily on low-energy shower characteristics. 

The distributions for the two Method I variables constructed above, EHTOT and EEMHIlSEEMHI2, 

were well matched between data and the two Monte Carlo data sets. Fig. 8-8 shows the qualitative 

agreement between data and the e+e- Monte Carlo for the two variables, in both the forward and 

central parts of the detector. The hadronic Monte Carlo distribution, shown in Fig. 8-9 had to be 

scaled by a siiiall amount to match the data. 

The cluster multiplicity cuts described in the previous section were then applied to  the simulated 

events. Fig. 8-7 shows the scatter plots for data that survived the energy and imhalance cuts for 

Pass 2 (the cluster multiplicity cuts have not, been applied to  the data shown). The central and 

forward parts of the detector are plotted separately and the regions A and B shown. 

The results for both the e+e- and hadronic final states, in regions A and B for the forward and 



Data and Monte Carlo simulations of hadronic events for Method I. 
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Figure 8-9: 
Pass 2 hadronic sample data (dots) and hadronic event simulation (line). 

Comparison of the Method I variables EEMHIl+EEMHIZ and EHTOT for the 

central parts of the detector as defined above, are tabulated: 

We can draw the following conclusions from the Method I analysis using Poisson estimates for 

observed events with backgrounds. 

0 For the central part of the detector: 

Data 

Simulated e+e- - 6.1 e t e -  events expected in region A from simulations; 1.8 “hidden” 

- 8 e+e-  events observed in region A after cluster multiplicity cut. 

e + e -  events expected in region B. 

Simulated Hadronic - 9.6 hadronic events expected in region A. 

0 For the forward part of the detector: 

Data 

Simulated e+e- - 5.5 e+e-  events expected in region A from simulations; 2.0 “hidden” 

- 41 ete- events observed in region A after cluster multiplicity cut. 

e+,-  events expected in region B. 
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n C u t  region 11 Data )I E + P -  simulation. I Hadronic simulation. 1 

Cut region Data e+e- siiiiulation. Hadronic sirnulation. 

= I p r e - ~ ~ ~ u s  4619 4619 19.6 
Bpre-NCLLlS 12195 660.2 10998 
Apost-NCLUS 41 5.5 19.6 
Bpos,-N(’LUS 10969 2.0 10969 

Table 8.1: Estimate of Pass 2 cut efficieiicy with Method I. Pass 2 data and siiniilated 
events that pass Method I cuts. shown before and after the cluster niiiltiplicity (NCLUS) cut 
of Pass 2,  for the central (top) a id  forward (bottoiii) parts of the detector. 

Simulated Hadronic - 19.6 hadronic events espect,ed in region A 

Since we are trying to estimate t,he number of e + e -  events, the hadronic events in region A 

are considered “background”. In the cent,ral part of the detector, we observed 8 and estimated 1.8 

“hidden!’ e + ~ -  event,s, while expecting 9.6 hadronic events in region A,  which yielded 7.45 events 

at 95% confidence level. For the forward part, of the detector, we observed 41 and estimated 2.0 

“hidden” e+e- events, while expecting 19.6 expected hadronic events in region A, which yielded 

35.85 events at 95% confidence level. 

We estimat,ed the fraction of e+e- events in the data sample witch Method I as: fi+e- 5 
(7.45+35.85)/50707 = 0.00085, at 95% confidence level. We can also quote this value as a mean with 

la uncertai1it.y: j e ~ ~ ~ h o d  I = (0.055 rfl O.OlS)% We note that the Method I probably underestimated 

the iiuniber of e+e- events in the hadronic region that survived the Pass 2 cuts, since it relied on 

cluster multiplicity distributions from detector simulations. 

8.3.4 e+e- Background analysis Method I1 

Since Method I might have underest,imated the contribution from e+e- events, a second att.empt 

was made to  estimate the e + e -  background in the data. The Method I1 variables used to  isolate the 

e f e -  from the hadronic events were chosen such that the problem of “hidden” backgrounds, naniely 

e+e- events misidentified as hadronic events, was negligible. 
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Figure 8-10: 
for siiiiulated e'e- events (line) with e t e -  rich data (dots), showing good agreement. 

Comparison of Method I1 (high threshold) cluster multiplicity variable, NCLl 

0 EEMl/ETOT. The total energy in the EM section for clusters above 1 GrV (in the Min-I 

scale), over the total energy of the event. 

0 NCL1. The multiplicity of clust,ers over 1 GeV in the event. 

Similar to  Method I, we isolated large deposit,ions of electromagnetic energy. Instead of looking 

at  the highest energy towers, in Method I1 we examined the energy deposited in high energy clusters. 

Fig. 8-10 shows a histogram comparing the high threshold cluster multiplicity (NCL1) for sim- 

ulated e+,- event.s with the data that survived the Pass 2 energy and imbalance cuts but failed 

the cluster multiplicity cuts, and were therefore predominantly e + e -  events (e+e--rich data). The 

agreement between data and simulation is quite good, which leads us to  speculate that the problems 

with simulating the cluster multiplicity distributions lay predominantly in the low energy fragmen- 

tation simulation 

We determined the selection criteria for the e+e- events as NCL155 and EEMl/ETOT>O.8G. 

Fig. 8-11 (left) shows a scatter plot of the two variables for simulated e+e- events. while Fig. 8-11 
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Figure 8-11: Scatter plot of the two Method I1 variables, NCLl and EEMl/ETOT, for 
simulated ete- events (left), and Pass 2 data. The lines represent the Method I1 cuts. The 
cut on NCLl was chosen to contain most the e’e- events. 

(right) shows the same scatter plot for all the Pass 2 data. The Method I1 cuts are represented as 

lines. 172 events, or 0.34%, of the Pass 2 selected data fall below the Method I1 cuts. 

We note that the “hidden” backgrounds, e+e- events misidentified as hadronic ones, are negli- 

gible mainly due to the rather conservative cut on NCL1. However, 0.34% was considered a rather 

high estimate for the level of background, since there were hadronic and T+T- even& within those 

172 events. We estimated the number of the T+T- events in the entire 1993 SLD run to be M 2550. 

We expected 61 of these events ( 0.12%) to  be misidentified as e+e- events in the Method I1 analy- 

sis. We also attempted to remove hadronic decays misidentified as e+e- events. Of the 172 events, 

58% had Central Drift Chamber information, of which 63% had six or more good tracks, consistent 

with the signature for a hadronic event. Therefore, over a third of the 172 events were identified as 
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hadronic decays. We removed only those events positively identified as hadronic events using Drift 

Chamber tracking information. Since the tracking information was only available for a little more 

than half the events in the barrel, and completely absent in the endcaps, this subtraction obviously 

left some hadronic events misidentified as e+e- events, especially in the forward part. Therefore 

Method I1 yielded an overestimate of the e+e- background. After subtracting the estimated T+T- 

and known hadronic contribution, we were left with fey$hod 'I = (0.14 f O.OS)% as the Method I1 

estimate of the e+e- contamination of the ALR data set. 

8.3.5 Final e+e- background estimate 

From Method I we had an e f e -  background estimate of (0.055 f 0.018)%. From Method I1 we 

obt,ained an estimate of (0.14 f O.OS)%. The large discrepancy between the two met.liods was due 

to an underesfirnatr of the e+e- background by hlethod I (since it relied on cluster multiplicity 

simulations to predict e+e- events misidentified as hadronic events), and an ozwwsti inafe in hIethod 

I1 (since counting only high energy clusters to obtain better agreement between cluster multiplicity 

simulation and data caused hadronic events to  be misidentified as e+e- events). We averaged the 

two estimates and obtained a value of fe+e-  = (0.10&0.06)% as an estimate of e+e- contamination 

of the ALR data set, consistent with the data-based estimate of M 0.08%. The error was computed 

to account for the discrepancy between the two methods. 

8.4 Beam Related Background 

The beams at the SLC caused a lot of noise in the SLD detectors, primarily froin electromagnetic 

and hadronic shower debris, initiated by off-bean1 particles intercepted by accelerator elements. 

Simulations of beam-induced backgrounds were difficult. We used the data itself to place con- 

servative limits on the amount of beam background in the data sample. The Pass 1 data, as plotted 

in Fig. 8-2 shows the total energy of the data versus the energy imbalance. The beam related back- 

ground is seen clearly as the collection of data at high imbalance values. This is understandable, 

since beam related backgrounds were not correlated between the electron and positron beams. The 

beam related backgrounds were significantly higher in the forward part of the detector, therefore we 

investigated the data in the forward part exclusively to  place limits on this background. 

Fig. 8-12 shows a plot of the energy imbalance versus the cluster multiplicity for events that 

have passed the Pass 2 total energy cut only. The background events form a group at high energy 

imbalance, and are limited to  less than 20 clusters. Therefore, we divided the data into two sets, 
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Figure 8-12: Cluster multiplicity vs. energy imbalance for data that passed the energy 
cut, but not the imbalance or cluster multiplicity cut in Pass 2 of the event selection. Beam 
backgrounds are isolated at high imbalance and low cluster multiplicity. 

a high set, with cluster multiplicity between 21 and 25, and a low set with cluster multiplicity 

bet,ween 12 and 20. Fig. 8-13 shows the energy imbalance distribution for the data collected in 

the forward part of the detector, in the two different sets. Fig. 8-14 is a plot of the imbalance for 

simulated hadronic events, for the same two sets. The energy imbalance distribution for the simulated 

hadronic events was similar for high and low cluster multiplicity, but the beam backgrounds were 

highly imbalanced and at  low cluster multiplicity. We used the high cluster multiplicity set to 

estimate the distribution of energy imbalance for good hadronic events. 

Pass 2 of the event selection cuts rejected events with energy imbalance greater than or equal 

to  0.6. We assumed that the beam related background in the Pass 2 data lay predominantly in 

the imbalance region from 0.4 to 0.13, and predominantly in the low cluster multiplicity set. We 

defined the variables N>II,il&, NHI ,ba l ,  NLO,imb, NLO,bal as the number of events in in a given cluster 

multiplicity and imbalance set, where first index denotes the cluster multiplicity, either the high 
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Figure 8-13: 
sets. 

.Histograms of energy imbalance for the low and high cluster multiplicity data 

(HI), or low (LO) data set and the second index denotes the imbalance, either imbalance less than 

0.4 (bal), or imbalance between 0.4 and 0.6 (imb). We found the following number of events in the 

different cluster multiplicity - imbalance sets: 

and the estimated background was 

We estimated the beam related background at = (0.06 f 0.03)%. 
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and low NCLUS set (dashes), used to estimate beam backgrounds. Hadronic events show no 
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8.5 Two Photon Backgrounds 

There were two sources of backgrounds involving two photons. The first was the 2y process, in  

which the inconiing electron and positron each radiated a photon which coupled to  a loop and 

radiated soft hadrons. A Feynman diagram is shown in Fig. 8-15. In  27 events, the beam particles 

remained unobserved in the beampipe. The photon-fusion products deposited small amounts of 

highly unbalanced energy in the detector. 

Simulated 2y events were generated using a Monte Carlo generator based on known physical 

properties of tlie process [53]. The events were passed through the SLD detector simulation and 

event selection. No events passed the filter. Normalizing tlie Monte-Carlo statistics to the luminosity 

obtained in the 1993 run, we expected no more than 1.5 event,s at the 95an estimate of the 27 

background at  f27 < 0.003% at 95% confidence level. 

The second source of background involving two photons was the QED yy radiative process - 

radiative photons produced by the exchange of a virtual electron. A Feynman diagram is shown in 

Fig. 8-15. yy events could be a source of background for the ALR measurement since they proceed 
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Two-gamma gamma-gamma 

Figure 8-15: Feynman diagrams for 2-7 and yy backgrounds. 

through a QED interaction. However, the cross-section for such events is quite small compared to  

the Z production cross-section at  the SLC energy of fi = 91.26 GeV [54]. The total cross sectioii 

for yy events was calculated to  be 0.1% of Bhabha cross section within the LAC acceptance. Since 

5-l events deposit electroinagnetic energy in two highly balanced groups, they would h a w  been 

indistinguishable from et e- events for the calorimeter-only analysis. Therefore, they would have 

been rejected by the Pass 2 cluster multiplicity cuts with the same efficiency as the final state e+e- 

events, and contributed a negligible amount to the background. 

8.6 Cosmic Ray Background 

The background from high energy muons from cosmic rays was negligible in the 1993 data set. The 

ALR data were selected using a number of calorimeter based cuts, and high energy muons did not 

deposit enough energy in the LAC to trigger the detector or to pass any of the subsequent cuts, 

since they were miiiiinuni ionizing particles. 

We estimated the number of cosmic rays in the data sample using a Monte-Carlo. We relaxed the 

criteria for energy from 22 GeV to 20 Gev, and the energy imbalance from 0.6 to  0.9. In this way, we 

obtained an overestimate on the number of cosmic rays events in the data. Normalizing the Monte 

Carlo to  the known flux of cosmic rays, we were able to  limit the background to be fcosmic < 0.005% 

at 95% confidence. 

8.7 Background Asymmetry 

Since the background contained events that can manifest a left-right asymmetry different than 

that of the data, we had to  estimate this asymmetry and correct the data for it. In previous 
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Background Type 
e+ e- events 

Beam related 
27 

Cosmic ray 
17 

Total 

such analyses [Xi], the asynimetry of the background was assumed to be zero. However, since the 

1)ackground contaiiied E + E -  events, this assumption was not necessarily true. We estimated the 

hackground asymiiietry by obtaining the theoretical angular distribution of tlie asyiiiinetry in e+ E- 

events from the ALIBABX program [56]. We then weighted this asymmetry by an estimate of the 

angular distribution of the e + e -  part of the background, aid obtained Ae+e- = 0.052 & 0.010. To 

obtain the asymiiietry of tlie total background, we multiplied Ae+,- by the fraction of e+e- events 

in tlie background and obtained 

Fraction of data set 

f e + e -  = (0.10 f 0.061% 
Associated asymmetry 

0.052 * 0.010 
0 
0 

0 
0.031 & 0.019 

fbeam = (0.06 f 0.03)% 
fzr < 0.003% at 95% confidence 

fcoStnlc < 0.005% at 95% confidence 
negligible 0 

fb = (0 .17f  0.07)% 

f t + e -  Ab 1 A,+,- . - = 0.031 f 0.019. 
f b  

8.8 Background Estimate Summary 

We summarize the background in the ALR data set in table 8.2 below: 

We note that final state e + e -  events contributed tlie largest fraction of the estiiiiated background, 

and the total background estimate was small (0.17%) We also note that the background manifested 

a left-right asymmetry of 0.031. The backgrounds and their associated asymmetry had a small 

(% 0.1%) relative effect on the value of A L R .  
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" Chapter 9 

Measurement of ALR 

In this cliapt.er, we combine the luminosity weighted beam polarization, P$", as determined by 

the Conipton polarimeter (after the chromatic correction has been applied) with the 2 data sample 

collected by the SLD detector, and arrive at an estimate of ALR. 

We determine the measured value of the asymmetry, A,,, , as defined in Eq. 1.31. In order to  do 

this, we simply counted the number of 2 events in our sample that. were created with a left-handed 

electron beam, subtracted the number that were created with a right-handed beam, and divided 

this difference by the total number of events. We collected a total of 49,392 hadronic 2 events after 

all cuts, of which 27,225 were created with left-handed electron beam and 22,167 with right-handed 

beam, listed in table 9.1. Using this data, we formed the measured asymmetry, 

= 0.1024 3 0.0045, NL - NR A,,, = 
NL + NR 

where NL, ( N R )  are the number of Z events created by the left- (right-) handed beam. The error 

quoted is purely statistical. However, as mentioned earlier, we cannot use Eq. 1.31 to  determine 

ALR. We use instmead, 

where P:" = 63.0% is the luminosity weighted beam polarization after the chromatic correction; fb 

and Ab are the backgrounds in the 2 data sample and the left-right asymmetry in this background, 

respectively; A t  is the left-right asymmetry in the luminosity; Ap is the left-right asymmetry in the 

magnitude of beam polarization; AE is the asymmetry in the beam energy; A, is the asymmetry in 

the detector efficiency, and Pp is possible positron beam polarization. Effects corresponding to terms 
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11 Right-handed 

' Type of 2 Number of events 
Left-handed 27225 

u -  
Total 49,392 
Pf."" 63.0% - 

Correc t,ioii 
Background fraction. fb. 

Background Asvmmetr~, Ah. 
11 I~uininositv Asvmnietrv, A r  . 1 0.38 f 0.50 I -0.6 f 0.7 I -0.037 f 0.040 11 

Value (10-4) h a ~ L R  (IO-') ~ A L R / A L R ( ( ~ o )  ., 
17 f 7 

310 & 190 t 1 . 9  f 1.5 +0.12 f 0.09 

Eiwrgy Asyi-nmetry, AE.  
Effic%wcy Asymiiwtry, -4,. 
Positron Polarization, Pi,. 

Total 

Table 9.2: Background and niachine bias corrections to A L R .  

0.004 i 0.015 f 0.0003 0.00090 f 0.00002 I 
0 0 0 

5 0.17 5 0.17 5 0 010 

-_ 

0.99 4 1.7 0.06 f 0.10 

in  the square brackets are labelled background biases and machine biases, and are discussed below. 

The data were investigated for correlations with several event-specific quant.ities, and the measured 

asy~nlnet~ry was found not to vary in a statistically significant way. These studies are preseiit.ed in 

section B.2 of the Appendix. 

9.1 Background and Machine Biases 

In general, a macliine bias can change the number of left- and right- handed 2 events recorded. These 

biases have to be measured and corrected for. The background fraction fb and the asymmetry in 

the background Ab have already been presented in the chapter on event selection, (chapter 8). The 

correction to  A L R  due to background and associated asymmetry is 
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* -  

The luminosity asymmetry, Ar. 

The beam luminosity for right and left handed beams was not exactly equal for the 1993 run of 

the SLC, due to  an asymmetry in the electron current extracted from the photocathode. The most 

probable cause of this current asymmetry is the lack of perfect circular polarization for the source 

laser. Fortunately, the beam current asymmetry and thereby the luminosity asymmetry was reduced 

by a one-time reversal of the sign of the field in the LTR solenoid, which determined the sign of 

vertical polarization in the North Damping ring. With the solenoid field sign such that the spins were 

stored spin-up in the Damping Ring, left-handed light on the cathode led to left-handed electrons 

at the IP. With the solenoid field sign reversed, the same left-handed light on the cathode now led 

to right,-handed e1ect.rons at the IP. Therefore any biases traceable to t,he source laser were reduced 

by having their sign reversed once during the run. 

iYe determined the value of the luminosity asymmet.ry by determining the asymmetry in the 

beam current, as measured by toroids located in the Final Focus region. In addition, a further 

estimate of tlie luminosity asymmetry was made by the radiative Bhabha luminosity iiioiiitor in 

the North Arc of the SLC. A third, cruder measurement of the luminosity asymmetry was made 

by the SLD luminosity monitor which measured final state e+e- eventas at  low angle. These were 

almost entirely Bliabha events, which proceed through t-channel photon exchange and had a very 

small left-right asymmetry, x -1.5 x Therefore any asymmetry measured in these events was 

almost certainly due to a machine induced luminosity asymmetry. However, the determination of 

AL using Bhabha events recorded by the SLD luminosity monitor was limited by statistics. 

Using the beam current toroids and the Nort,h Arc radiative Bhabha monitor, we arrived at  a 

value for the luminosity asymmetry Ar. = (3.8 f 5.0) x lo-', which lead to a correct,ion to  ALR of 

~ A L R ( A L )  = (-0.6 f 0.7) x 

The crude cross-check of Ar. using 125375 small-angle Bhabha events recorded by the SLD luminosity 

monitor yielded A:LD-LUM = (-32 f 28) x which was consistent with the more precisely 

determined value. 

Beam Polarization Asymmetry, Ap 

A difference in the magnitude of the polarization between the left-handed and right handed beam 

would have caused the measured value of ALR to be biased. The Compton Polarimeter, described 

in section 3.2, measured the polarization for the left- and right-handed beam independently. The 

measured value for the beam polarization asymmetry was Ap = (-33 f 1) x which caused a 
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correction to  ALR of 

~ A L R ( A ~ )  = (0.5 f 0.02) x 

Energy Asymmetry, AE 

An energy difference between the left and right handed beanis would have manifested itself as a bias 

in the left-right asymmetry, because the cross section at the 2 pole varies with energy. The term in 

Eq. 9.2 corresponding to  the bias in ALR due the energy asymmetry, A E ,  depends on E,  ,,, , 6, ,,% , 
and $$Ic . The energy asymmetry was measured directly by the WISRD energy spectrometer 

(section 3.1 Ii), and found to  be AE = ( 4 . 4 f 0  1) x The energy asymmetry was also thought to  

be a by-product of the beam current asymmetry (as was the luminosity asymmetry) due to beain- 

loatling effects in the accelerator. However, the asymmetry was small compared to  the derivative 

of the 2 cross section at  the measured energy of E,,n = 91.26 GeV. IVe calculated a value of 
- d n  - 0.0'23 GeV-l, which yielded a correction to  ALR of dE I C  11% - 

SALR(AE) = (0.015 f 0.0003) x 

Efficiency Asymmetry, A, 

If the 2 detection hardware or analysis somehow preferred events creat,ed with left or right handed 

beam, there would have been an obvious left-right bias. Since the polar angle distribution for 

fermions from a 2 produced by right,-handed beams is the same as that  for anti-fermions from a 2 

produced by left-handed beams, a difference in detector acceptance for fermions versus anti-fermions, 

coupled with a polar-angle asymmetry in detector acceptance, could lead to a non-zero A,.  

However, we note that the process of calorimetry is symmetric wit,li respect to matter and anti- 

matter. Electromagnetic and hadronic showers induced in the LAC, on which the 2 selection criteria 

were based, were similar for fermions and anti-fermions. In addition, the acceptance of the detector 

was synimetric in polar angle. Any of these criteria by itself guaranteed that A, = 0. Therefore, the 

correction to ALR was 

SALR(A<) = 0. 

Possible Positron Polarization, Pp 

Any residual polarization of the positron beam would have biased the ALR result. There was no 

known source of positron polarization, and the South Damping Ring and the South Arc, used to 

cool the positrons a.nd transport them to the IP, were not optimized for spin transport in the way 
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Systeniatic Uncertainty ~ALR/ALR 
Polarimeter 1.3% 

0.1 % 
Total 1.7% 

Chromaticit<y 1.1% 
Machine biases and backgrounds 

Table 9.3: Systematic Errors for the ALR measurement. 

that the North Damping Ring and North Arc were. However, we had to consider possible accidental 

polarizat.ion of the positrons. 

\Ye have shown in section 2.2.1 that any effect clue to possible polarization of the positrons due 

to  “scavenger“ electron polarization vanislied because the source laser helicity was  selected pseudo- 

ranclomly. The only other possibility for accitlental positron polarization was fixed-sign polarizat.ion, 

due to  the Sokolov-Turnov effect in the South Damping Ring. The Sokolov-Turnov effwt, [57] predicts 

buildup of polarization in storage rings as a function of the storage time. The polarization buildup 

proceeds with a characteristic time constant which varies as R3/y5 where R is the radius of the 

storage ring and 3 is the Lorentz factor. For the Damping Rings at the SLC, the polarization 

buildup time is computed to be 960 s. The actual storage time for an SLC pulse in the Danipiiig 

Rings was 16 nis. Therefore any fixed-sign positron polarization due to the Sokolov-Turnov effect 

in the South Damping Ring was Pp 5 ‘6”9ts3 = 1.7 x lo-’. This lead to a correction to  ALR of 

We summarize the various corrections to ALR from Eq. 9.2 in table 9.2, and the total systemat.ic 

uncertainty in table 9.3. We note that the tot,al correction to ALR is negligible compared to  the 

statistical uncertainty of - 4%. 

9.2 The A L R  Result. 

We combined the measured asymmetry, given in Eq. 9.1, and the luniinosity weighted polarization 

as determined by the Conipton Polarimeter, given in Eq. 4.15, and corrected for the chromatic effect., 

given in Eq. 7.12. We used Eq. 9.2 to  calculate ALR: 

A ~ ~ ( 9 1 . 2 6  GeV) = 0.1626f 0.0071 f 0.0030, (9.3) 
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where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. 

We can use the program ZFITTER, introduced in section 1.5, to determine the value of the 

effective Weak mixing angle, sin2 0s. The corrections made in ZFITTER include initial state 

radiation and virtual QED and electroweak corrections due to  Standard hlodel phenomena. We 

cross-check the result. obtained from ZFITTER with another such program, EXPOSTAR, and obtain 

similar results. The effective Weak mixing angle is 

sin2 0% = 0.2292 & 0.0000 4z 0.0004, (9.4) 

where t,lie first, error is statistical and the second systemat,ic. We conibined our result. with t,he 1992 

SLD result and obtained 

sin’e;; = 0.2294 & 0.0009 0.0004, (9.5) 

Wci can present the result. as an effect,ive value for t,lie left.-right. asymmetry, 

AgR = 0.1656 & 0.0071 & 0.0030. 

9.3 Comparisons with other electroweak measurements 

The result presented in Eq. 9.5 is the single most precise measurement of sin’0$ available to 

date. There are several other measurements of this parameter. Of note are the four detectors 

at  the LEP storage ring at  CERN. These have resulted in published measurements of electroweak 

parameters at the 2 pole [58]. Since longitudinal beam polarization is difficult, to  achieve in a storage 

ring, the LEP collaborations have so far chosen not to pursue the ALR measurement. They have, 

however, far greater number of 2 events than does SLD to date.. Using measurements of forward- 

backward asymmetry, AFB for various final states and tau-polarization, P,, the four LEP det.ector 

collaborations have determined the Weak mixing angle to  be sin’ 6% = 0.2322 f 0.0005 [59]. This 

determination was derived from an average of thirty separate nieasurenients from the four detectors, 

with correlations taken into account in the averaging process. We note that the measurement of 

sin’ 6% from Eq. 9.5 differs from the LEP average by w 2.5 standard deviations. Fig. 9-1 compares 

the SLD ALR determination of sin2 6% with various LEP measurements. 
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Figure 9-1: 
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Comparison of SLD and LEP determinations of sin2 0;:. The value from ALR is 
sinz 0bff = 0.2292 f 0.001, while the LEP average is sin2 0;; = 0.2322 f 0.0005. 

9.4 Comparison with the Standard Model 

We here compare the ALR measurement from the value predicted by the Standard Model of Particles 

and Fields. As noted in section 1.1, the tree-level Standard Model is described by the three well 

determined quantities, a ,  GF,  and M z .  The first and second order corrections to the Standard 

Model predictions were incorporated in the program ZFITTER. The mass of the top quark, mt and 

the Higgs Boson, mH, had to be specified in the ZFITTER calculation. Suitable ranges were chosen 

for mt and 7 7 2 8 ,  thereby determining a range for the Standard Model prediction of ALR. In addition, 

the running of CY to fi = hfz added a theoretical uncertainty of 6 sin2 0;; = 0.0003 to the Standard 

Model prediction. Table 9.4 lists some Standard Model predictions for sin2 OF, where m~ ranges 

from 60 Gev to  1 TeV, and the mt range (for the first three rows of the table) is taken from the 

recently published paper setting out evidence for the top quark by the CDF collaboration [13]. We 

note that the Standard Model prediction is approximately 2.5 standard deviations away from the 

determination of sin2 #$ in Eq. 9.5, in the direction of a small value of m H ,  and a large value of 

mt . 
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nil GeV sin’ 0;; Predict>ion sin’ P i  Pretlictioii 
( n z ~  = GO GeV) (ma = 1 TeV) 

158 0.2319 0.2334 
174 0.2313 0.2329 
190 0.2307 0.2323 

1 240 0.2285 0.2 3 OR 

Table 9.4: Standard Model predictions of sin2 @$ for certain m H ,  mt assumptions. The first 
three rows correspond to accepted values for mt ,  while the fourth row is a fit for mt using the 
SLD determination of sin’ @$. 
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Chapter 10 

Summary and Future Plans 

10.1 Summary of Results 

The ALR nieasurement presented in this thesis, 
P 

ALR = 0.1626 f 0.00 1 f 0.0030, 

leads to the single most precise determination of the effective Weak mixing angle to  date, 

sin2 6's = 0.2292 f 0.0009 f 0.0004. 

The value presented in this thesis differs by approximately 2.5 standard deviations from the deter- 

mination of sin2 t9$ made by the four LEP collaborations, as well as predictions of sin2 0s by the 

Standard Model. However, the discrepancy is not yet compelling. 

10.2 Future Plans 

Further data collected by both the SLD collaboration and the four LEP collaborations will reduce the 

niainly statistical errors on the determination of sin2 in the near future. The SLC has achieved 

a beam polarization of x SO%, and the SLD plans to collect 100,000 2 events with this polarization 

by 1995. Eventually, the SLD plans to collect over 500,000 2 events with high polarization, in an 

extended three year run. 
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Figure 10-1: Error on sin' 19;; versus number of 2 events at 80% e -  beam polarization, and 
SPIP = 1%. 

Fig. 10-1 shows a plot of the error on the effective Weak mixing angle, 6 sin' 0$ determined by 

ALR,  as a function of the number of 2 events recorded. The beam polarization is assumed to be 

P, = SO%, and t.he error on the polarization determination is assumed to  be W , / P ,  = 1%. We 

note that in 1994, the measurement, of ALR will yield a determination of sin20@' to  an error of 

6 sin2 0s = 0.0005, while the ext.ended run promises further precision in the determination, perhaps 

reducing the error to &sin2 0g = 0.0002. 

The theoretical error on the Standard Model Determination of the weak mixing angle is 6 sin' Q$ M 

0.0003. The SLD measurement of ALR will determine sin2 0% to this precision by the end of 199G. 

Hopefully by then, the purely ezperimentnl discrepancy with the LEP determination of sin2 6';: will 

have been resolved (certain LEP experiments have recently made public results that differ less than 

earlier ones from ALR)  and the iheoretical discrepancy with the Standard Model, if any, call be 

investigated. A precise determination of the top quark mass by the CDF and DO collaborations will 

eliminate one free parameter from the determination of sin2 e$, leaving its value more sensitive to  

the Higgs mass and possible phenomena beyond the Standard Model. Appendix A discusses one 

possible way the effect.s of such phenomena on the weak mixing angle and other elect,roweak observ- 

ables can be understood; several other methods have been proposed and more are expected. Even 
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if such new phenomena do not exist, ever more precise measurements of ALR will be of primary 

importance in confining the Standard Model. If such phenomena do exist, the ALR measurement 

will be of supreme importance in determining the nature of the phenomena, and in guiding the next 

generation of experiments to make a direct observation. 
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Appendix A 

Physics Beyond the Standard Model: S, 

T, U Parameters 

Propagator corrections to the tree level process e+e- -+ ff have been introduced in section 1.5.2. 

These corrections are kiiowii as oblique corrections since they effectively change the constants that 

regulate the coupling of the fermion current to the boson propagator. Oblique corrections are the 

most. important of the corrections beyond tree level that need to  be applied to  ALR.  There have been 

inany calculations of the effects of physics phenomena beyond the Standard Model on electroweak 

observables [GO]. In this appendix, we discuss a generalized parameterization of oblique corrections, 

due to  Peskin arid Takeuchi [61], which yields indicators sensitive to possible physics beyond the 

Standard Model. 

A.l  Oblique corrections 

Oblique corrections consist of changes to  the tree level propagator. The first-order correction is a 

vacuum fluct,uation loop correction. Higher orders can bring in more loops, as well as corrections 

significantly more complex t,haii simple loops. We consider only first order loop corrections. 

A first-order loop correction to a propagator divides the propagator iiito two sections, which may 

not correspond to the same boson. The magnitude of the correction depends on the mass of the 

vacuum fluctuations current, making electroweak observables such as ALR sensitive to the mass of 

the top quark and Higgs boson. 
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The corrections previously discussed incorporated vacuum fluctuations to Standard Model par- 

ticles only, since the goal of this work is to test the Standard Model. However, a more generalized 

approach, in which the correction parameters are allowed to vary, permits us visualize the general 

agreement with the Standard Model and some of its extensions. 

A.2 S, T, U Parameters 

The S, T, and tJ parameters of Peskin and Takeuchi parameterize all oblique corrections due to new 

physical phenomena, circumscribed by and coniniensiirate with the following constraints: 

1. The Sr'(2) x I'( 1) symmetry for electroweak interactions must. hold. This requirement pre- 

cludes the acltiitioii of new physics due to an acldit,ional symmetry group leading to, for example, 

a new vector boson (Z'). 

2. The SIi(2) (custodial)  symmet4ry must. be valid for the IIiggs sector. This symmetry leads to 

the Higgs doublet. The requirement. of custodial symmetry precludes the addition of the more 

exotic models of spontaneous symmetry breaking, for example those with Higgs triplets. 

3. The new physical phenomena must be manifest primarily in the oblique (vacuum polarizat,ion) 

corrections. Direct. (vertex and box diagram) corrections due to a large class of gauge-model 

extensions to the Standard Models have be shown to be small for weak-interaction processes 

involving only light fermions as external particles, which are the only processes accessible to 

present experiments. 

4. The corrected propagators can be expressed as Taylor expansions expressed in q 2  about. the 

tree-level propagator. This requirement essentially restricts the mass scale of any new physics 

phenomenon to be large, hlz/hfn,, << 1. 

A.2.1 The II functions 

Fig. A-1 presents the first order corrections to the tree-level propagator. The functional dependence 

of these corrections are contained in constructs labelled II-functions. The Il functions have two sub- 

scripts that identify the propagator before and after the vacuum fluctuation loop. These subscripts 

run over the range Q ,  1 , 2 , 3 ,  for the y and the three components of weak isospin. 

Approximations to the II functions are made assuming that corrections beyond the tree-level 

(II(0)) are small enough for a Taylor expansion in q2 to be valid. Since we are making our observations 
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= n22(q2) 
Figure A-1: Obliqiie correctioiia and their dependence on the II functions. 

at q' = AIz?, the assuinption is equivalent to  the requirement that q'/AU,:ew w A l ~ / A I ~ e t o  << 1. The 

II fiinct ions are approxiniated as follows: 

where II' &I/&'. The fiiiictional forin of I I 2 2  is equivalent to that for TIll and is not listed. 

The tree-level expressions DQQ(O), and I13g(0) vanish due to  the QED Ward identity. We are left 

with six independent parameters that parameterize the oblique corrections. The three precision 

nieasureinents of a, G F ,  and M Z  satisfy three of those degrees of freedom. the remaining three 

degrees of freedoin are essentially loop corrections. They are parameterized by the three variables 

S,T, and U.  

A.2.2 The S,T, and U variables 

The n functions listed in Eq. A . l  contain ultraviolet divergencies. However, since the differences 

of these functions correspond to physical parameters, and therefore the divergencies cancel in the 
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differences. The following variables are defined as difference combinations of the II functions: 

A full discussion of the choice of combinations for the S. T ,  and U variables, anti their resultant 

dependence on various parameters such as the top quark inass, Higgs boson mass, and parameters 

from theories beyond the Standard Model is beyond the scope of this discussion. However, we note 

a few facts about. S. T, and U .  

The parameters S and T partition the contribution of electroweak corrections into pieces with 

distinct physical significance. This separation is most. clear when UzO. In fact, all three variables, 

S, T, and U are close to  zero if only those oblique corrections allowed by the Standard hIodel are 

applied. The freedom to choose the top quark mass, m t ,  and the Higgs mass, m H ,  allows some 

leeway within the confines of the Standard Model. U is expected to  remain close to zero even 

for a large class of extensions to the Standard hlodel. The S variable is sensitive to  new physical 

phenomena that conserve weak isospin symmetry, while the T variable is sensitive to phenomena 

that violate weak isospin symmetry. We note the functional dependence of the variables for different 

types of oblique corrections to  electroweak observables. Any significant deviation of S and T from 

zero would signal the effect of physical phenomena not accounted for in the Standard Model. 

We first consider effect of a new heavy fermion doublet of mass m~ and m E  for the weak isospin 

doublet partners. The S, T ,  and U variables take on the following values: 

2 (Am)’ [ T z - -  
15n ( m$ ) ’  

where Am = lm,v - m E l .  Each additional generation of fermions will contribute additively to  S 

and T. The dependence of T on Am’ measures the amount of weak isospin breaking in the new 

generation. 
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The contribution to S, T, arid U due to a Higgs boson is as follows: 

s x -ln(*)l 1 

T z -  3 In (*) , 

121T )%,ref 

1 6 1 ~  cos2 O w  n2g,ref 

IT z 0,  (-4.4) 

wliere ~ I H  is the inass of tlie Higgs boson, and m ~ , ~ ~ f  is tlie reference value for the Higgs boson 

iiiass at- which S, T, and U are defined. Both S and T are only logarithmically dependent 011 7 n ~ .  

Finally, wt' consider the effect on S, T, a n d  I' due to  the top quark by evaluating Eq. A.3,  limiting 

to be zero. and ant1 accoiinting for thc atltlitioiial factor of 3 due to color. 

(A.5) 

wliere T J I ~  is the ma.ss of the top quark and mt,ref  is the reference value of the top quark mass. The 

S variable is only 1oga.rithmically dependent. on mt , but tlie T variable is quadrat,ically dependent. 

on int. T is sensit'ive to weak isospin breaking effect,s, and a large mt (with the bottom quark mass 

mb - 4.2 GeV) consttitUtes a significant violation of wea.k isospin. 

A.3 The S, T Dependence of Electroweak Observables 

Oblique correction effect every electroweak observable in a different way, leading to different depen- 

dencies on S and T. Witch several precisely deterniined observables, we should be able to deteriiiine 

S and T and observe any possible deviation from values predicted by the Standard Model. We list 

the S and T dependence of several electroweak variables: 

ALR = A, = 0.1287 - (2.82 X lO-'))s + (2.00 X 

rz = 2.484 - (9.58 x 10-~)s + (2.615 x ~ O - ~ ) T ,  

A f Z  
% = 0.87XT - (3.15 x 10-3)S + (4.86 x 10-')T + (3.70 x 10-3)u, 

R, = 0.3126 - (2.32 x 10-3)S + (6.4G x 10-3)T, 
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where A 

& w ( $ ~ ~ C S )  = -73.31 - 0.790s - 0.011T, 

rz is the left-right, asymmetry, rz is the width of t h  Z resonance, MwlLIlz is the ratio 

of the W and 2 masses [62], R, is tlie ratio of charged to neutral current branching fract.ioii for 

neutrino scattering [63], and Qpv(kg3Cs) is the atomic parity violation effect in Cesium [64]. 

We now take the current nieasurenients of tlie electroweak observables listed and plot the accepted 

regions in S and T in Fig. A-2. We have chosen to plot the S-T region for the ALR nieasurenient, 

presented in this thesis separately from the S-T region for the average A, quoted by the four LEP 

collahorat,ions. The region favored by the St,andard Model, around S,T- 0 is represented ns a black 

quadrilateral. 

WP note that there are two regions of convergence for the data in S and T. The first is near S- 0 

and T - 0.5, where all the data save the SLD A L E ,  Qiv seeni to converge. The second is at T- -0.5 

and S- -1.5, where all the data save the LEP sin’@$ average seem to converge. lye note that the 

latter negative-S region is distinctly prohibited by the Standard Model, and a requirement that an 

extension to the Standard Model produce a negative value of S is considered quite restricting [65]. 

However, the disagreement is only at  the x 2a level as of this writing. 
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Figure A-2: 
S- 0, T- 0 represents the region allowed by the Minimal Standard Model. 

S and T regions for various electroweak measurements. The black region in at 
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Appendix B 

Various Cross-checks 

In this appendix, we present. several cross checks of the beam polarization deterinination, and the 

Z event select.ion. The checks divide into two categories, Comptoii polarimeter tests, and eveiit- 

selection checks. We begin with the Compton polarimeter checks. 

B.l  Compton Polarimeter Cross-checks 

B . l . l  The Linac Mdler Polarimeter 

There were several cross checks of the Compton Polarimeter. The Linac Moller Polarimeter [66], 

made an independent determination of the beam polarization before the electron entered the North 

Arc. Mdler polarimetry relies on polarized electroils in an iron-alloy foil to  provide the polarized 

target for the beam electrons, as opposed to the polarized photons provided by the Compton laser. 

The main difference is that the maximum polarization of the target is -8%, as opposed to 299% in 

Compton scattering, leading to  a smaller measured asymmetry. The sign of the target polarization 

is determined by the sign of the magnetic field produced by Helmholtz coils surrounding the foil. 

The spread of atomic electron momenta in the target constitutes a large systematic uncertainty for 

hIoller scattering, and must be accounted for. This effect, recently labelled the Leuchuk c$ecl [67], 

[66] by workers at SLAC, biases the Mmller determination of the polarization by as much as 15%. 

Fig. B-1 shows a schematic of the SLC Linac Mgller Polarimeter. The Mdler polarimeter was 

situated at the end of the Linac, before the entrance to  the Arcs. The Maller polarimeter made an 

invasive measurement of the beam polarization. The beam was steered to the Mmller target which 
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Figure B-1: Schematic of the Linac M0ller Polarimeter. 

resitled in the old PEP extraction line. Collimators then selected the azimuth of the Pvl0ller scattered 

electrons, which were detected in a 64 chamiel position-sensitive silicon strip detector after showering 

in a two radiat ion-length lead-tungsten preradiator. 

There were eight separate runs of the Linac M0ller polarimeter during the SLC 1993 run. The 

average of the itieasiireiiieiits is P~~ll~, = (65.8 & 2.7)%, which is in agreement with the Compton 

Polarimeter’s determination of the polarization of the beam before it traverses the North Arc, as 

measured during the narrow-energy beam tests, P = (65.7 f 0.6)%. 

B.1.2 The Proportional Tube Detector 

The Compton scattered electrons, after they had traversed the Compton Cerenkov detector, passed 

through a proportional tube detector, the PTD. The PTD was essentially an instrumented lead 

brick. Sixteen 3 mm brass tubes with 20 micron-diameter wire inside constituted the active region 
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Figure B-2: Results from the induced beam current asymmetry test. The best fit slope of 
0.98 f 0.02 conifirxns the ability of the Conipton Cerenkov detector to make an asymmetry 
measurement. 

of the detector. The wires were charged to -750 volts, and the surrounding region withiii the tubes 

filled with a 89:lO:l mixture of Ar, COa, and CH4. The only coiiimoii systematic uncertainty shared 

with Coinpton Cerenkov detector was the light polarization. Unfortunately, PTD detector suffered 

from linearity problems and was unable to provide an independent measurement of the Compton 

asymmetry to  the precision required. However, the PTD was able to confirm the nieasurement,s 

made by the Cerenkov detector, to x 3% [69]. 

B.1.3 Induced Beam Current Asymmetry Test 

The ability of the Cerenkov detector channels to detect ai1 asymmetry was tested by inducing an 

asymmetry in the beam current, that was measured by both the Compton detector and the beam 

current toroids [70]. 

The test proceeded as follows: a linear polarizer was added to the optics setup on the source 

laser bench right after the Pockels cell, so that light incident upon the cathode had no circular 

polarization, and the extracted electrons had no longitudinal polarization. The Pockels cell-linear 

polarizer conibination now acted as a variable intensity attenuator. Pockels cell voltages were chosen 
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such that the two helicity-state indices now corresponded to  different intensities of light incident on 

the cathode, leading to  different electron currents extracted. 

The Compton polarimeter was operated as usual, and the signal asymmetry between the two 

helicity states was deterniined. The source of tlie signal asymmetry wa.s not, polarized Compt,on 

scattering] since the beams were not. polarized for this test, but the a.rt,ificially induced beam current 

asymmetry. The beam current asyninietry was also measured by several toroids, including some close 

to  the Conipt,oii Polariinet,er. The SLC was una.ble to  sustain a stable current. asymmetry between 

successive pulses [71]! and the current asymmetry between the two st.ates varied between 10% - 

22%. However, the current a.symmet,ry as niea.sured by the Compt,on Cerenkov det.ect.or a.nd the 

appropriat,e SLC! beam toroid niat.ched quitme well, as Fig. B-2 shows. The beam current asymmetry 

fluctuat,ions during this t.est, made it, difficult, to correlate beam t.oroid current, nieasurernent.~ wit,li 

('oiiipt.on Cerenkov drt,rctor nieasurements. Iimit,ing the power of t.Iie t.est as a cross-check. IIowever, 

t.he test sliowd that. the Co~npt.on i'erenkov detector was al)lt: to measure a. signal asymmet.ry to x 

2%. 

B.1.4 Conipton Laser Fixed Polarizer Test 

The two Pockels Cell setup for the Compton Polarimeter laser transport line was tested using a 

fixed circular polarizer at  the entrance to the SLC [72]. This test measured the effectiveness of the 

Compton laser transport phase shift measurement, and the ability of the two Pockels cell system to  

compensate for the phase shifts and deliver circularly polarized light to the Compton IP. 

For this test, a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate were installed in a metal housing such 

that the fast axis of the quarter-wave plate was oriented at  45' to the axis of linear polarization 

transmitted by tlie linear polarizer, creating a right-handed circular polarizer. This polarizer was 

tested and found to  deliver circularly polarized light of P7 = (99.5 f 0.5)%, then installed in front 

of the the SLC vacuum beam-pipe entrance window. The Compton Polarimeter was then oper- 

ated as usual. The fixed polarizer bypassed the many windows and mirror pairs of the Compton 

Laser transport line, but lacked the ability to randomly select light helicity pulse-to-pulse. The 

Pep7 product determined from the asymmetry between the two electron helicities scattering from 

the right-circularly polarized light is shown in Fig. B-3, along with Pep7 determined from a few 

Coinpton measurements made immediately before the test was performed. The average of the beam 

polarization measurements for the normal runs was Pep7 = 0.607 4~ 0.004, while the average of tlie 

measurements with the fixed polarizer in place was Pep7 = 0.601 f 0.005. The fixed polarizer test 

lends coiifidence that the two Pockels cell method used to measure and compensate for the laser 

transmission line phase shifts worked well and delivered circularly polarized light to the Compton 
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Result from the Compton Laser fixed polarizer test. This test confirmed the 
ability of the Pockels cells scans to coinpensate for phase shifts in the transport system aiid 
deliver circularly polarized light to the Conipton 1P. 

IP. 

B .2 Event Select ion Cross-checks 

B.2.1 Selection Criteria Biases 

If the 2 event sample used for the ALR analysis contained a large class of backgrounds that somehow 

passed all the selection criteria described in Chapter 8, then very probably the measured asymmetry 

would be a sensitive function of the event selection criteria. The measured asymmetry, A,,,, would 

vary as the selection criteria were tightened, and more of the background was eliminated. We 

investigated the possibility of such a background in our 2 data calculating the value of A,,, for 

different sets values of the event parameters used in selection. Fig. B-4 shows A, in different bins of 

total energy, energy imbalance, cluster multiplicity and time from nearest polarization measurement. 

The straight line in the histograms indicates a fit to a constant. In all cases the fit is consistent with 

the constant A, = 0.1024. 

The lower measured asymmetry for the first few bins of the cluster multiplicity distributions 
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caused us to  investigate the events with low cluster multiplicity. As noted in section 8.3, the clust,er 

multiplicity distributions were difficult t o  simulate, and the concern that some class of backgrounds 

was populating these low cluster multiplicity bins caused us to  examine all the eve& in t-hose 

bins closely. The first two histograms in Fig. B-5 shows the asymmetry versus cluster niult~iplicity 

distribution separat.ed into the central and forward regions. The low asyminet,ry for the low cluster 

niultiplicity bins was found to come from events in the central part of the detector (not, the forward 

part where backgrounds would be expected to  contribut,e the most), whose event topologies suggcsted 

strongly tha.t they were hadronic decays of 2 events. Although the best fit to  a const,ant. for thc 

central part. distribution is seen to  be low, it is still statistically consistent. with 0.1024. 

The possiblf. correlation of A,, was studied for other event paraiueters of interest. The last t no  

histograms in Fig. €3-5 slioiv A,, calculated in bins of cos8 and o.the polar and aziinuthal angle of 

the evt,nt's tlirirht asis. The best fit to a constant value are shown. %vera1 other event parameters, 

such as the value of the polarization measurement associated wi th  the 2, the statistical error on 

that nieasurmit~iit, the sphericity, oblateness, and track multiplicirj were tested in the sai i i~ way 

and found to have no correlation with the measured asymmetry. 

B. 2.2 Caloriniet er-Independent event select ion 

We used the SLD Cent,ral Drift Chamber (CDC) and the Vertex Detector (VTX) to  select a sample 

of hadronic decay events with negligible backgrounds. Since the CDC coverage only extended out to 

x 53" in the polar angle, the size of the data set is much smaller than the ALR data set selected by 

the Calorimetric data selectmion. In addition, the data sample is further reduced by inefficiencies in 

the CDC and VTX tracking and vertex-finding hardware and software. which have been described 

elsewhere [73]. We used the Pass 1 events which had tracks close to the primary vertex. IVe 
demanded at h s t  six tracks with momentum equal to  or greater than 250 Mev originate from a 

cylindrical fiducial region around the interaction point (IP) of 5 cm in the transverse ( p )  axis, and 

10 cni in the z axis. We refer to this the CDC-VTX data selection. 

Fig. B-6 shows the absolute polarization plotted for negative and positive helicity events that 

passed the CDC-VTX cuts mentioned above. A total of 20867 negative-helicity events passed the 

cut.s, along with 16'374 positive-helicity ones. This yields A$DC-VTX = 0.1029 k 0.0051, which 

agrees with A,,, = 0.1024 f 0.0045. The luminosity-weighted beam polarization for the CDC-VTX 

selected data is G3.3% (after the chromaticity correction) which also agrees well with the 63.0% f 
1.1% from the Calorimetric data selection. 
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